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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis concerns with the analysis, control and design of a high-speed induction
motor drive for use as a prime mover of a centrifugal air compressor in proton
exchange membrane fuel cell systems.

A fuel cell (FC) power generation system is regarded as one of the perspective
energy supply solutions for a wide variety of applications and power levels and could
potentially be used to replace conventional power equipment. The mentioned range
of applications includes distributed and central power plants, transport, auxiliary
power and micro power supply.

The electrochemical conversion of chemical energy into electrical and thermal
energy can be considered as a high-efficient and emission-free process, when pure
hydrogen is used as fuel. The proper operation of a FC system is provided by an
electrically driven auxiliary subsystem which is responsible for maintaining a key
operation conditions, as well as the fuel and oxidant supply. Thus, the control of
the auxiliary system may either significantly improve or deteriorate the performance
characteristics and efficiency of the total system.

This chapter gives an overview of various FC technologies, their applications -
automotive and stationary power generation with a description of the basic structure
of a FC system. It concludes with the problem description, the objectives and the
layout of this thesis.

1.1 FC types

Fuel cells can be classified in several ways, depending on the combination of
fuel and oxidant types, external or internal fuel processing (reforming), type of
electrolyte, operation temperature, etc.

The most common classification of fuel cells uses the type of electrolyte used in
the cells and includes [1], [2], [3]

• alkaline fuel cell (AFC);

• solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC);

1



2 Introduction

• molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC);

• phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC);

• proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC).

The AFC is one of the first modern fuel cells, developed in the beginning of
1960. It was used to provide on-board electrical power for the Apollo space vehicle.
It is still used in the space shuttle, producing power for the on-board systems by
combining the pure hydrogen and oxygen stored in the rocket-fuelling system, and
producing potable water for the astronauts.

The concentrated (85 wt%) KOH is used as an electrolyte in the fuel cells oper-
ated at high temperature (250 ◦C), or less concentrated (35-50 wt%) KOH for lower
temperature (< 120 ◦C) operation. The electrolyte is retained in a matrix (usually
asbestos), and a wide range of electrocatalysts can be used (e.g. Ni, Ag, metal
oxides, etc.).

The main drawback of AFCs for terrestrial applications consists of the carbon
dioxide reaction with the alkaline electrolyte. It reduces the rate of the reaction
at the anode, lowers the limiting current and increases the mass transport losses,
activation and ohmic losses. The essential solution of the problem is removing the
carbon dioxide from the air, which increases the system costs, complexity, mass and
size.

The SOFC is a completely solid state device that uses an oxide ion-conducting
ceramic material as the electrolyte. In the SOFC a negatively charged ion (O−) is
transferred from the cathode through the electrolyte to the anode. At the anode
water is formed as a product. Solid oxide fuel cells operate at high temperatures, and
therefore can operate in applications where high-temperature heat can be utilized -
for heating processes in industry or at home (cogeneration), and also for integration
with turbines for additional electricity production.

The SOFC operates in the range of 600 to 1000 ◦C. This means that high
reaction rates can be achieved without expensive catalysts, and that gases such
as natural gas can be used directly, or ”internally reformed” within the fuel cell,
without the need for a separate unit.

But the ceramic materials, these cells are made from, are difficult to manufacture,
and quite a large amount of extra equipment is needed to produce a complete fuel
cell system of this type. The extra elements include air and fuel pre-heaters and
a relatively complex cooling system. In addition, this FC system type requires a
complicated start-up procedure.

The MCFCs can occupy the same market segment as the SOFCs. The elec-
trolyte in this fuel cell is usually a combination of alkali carbonates retained in a
ceramic matrix of LiAlO2. The fuel cell operates at 600 to 700 ◦C, where the al-
kali carbonates form a highly conductive molten salt, with carbonate ions providing
ionic conduction. This temperature level results in several benefits: the cell can
be made of commonly available sheet metals that can be stamped for less costly
fabrication, the cell reactions occur with nickel catalysts rather than with expen-
sive precious metal catalysts, reforming can take place within the cell provided a
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reforming catalyst is added, CO is a directly usable fuel, and the rejected heat is at
sufficiently high temperature to drive a gas turbine and/or produce a high-pressure
steam for use in a steam turbine or for cogeneration. Another advantage of the
MCFC is the efficient operation with CO2-containing fuels such as bio-fuel derived
gases. This benefit is due to the cathode performance enhancement resulting from
CO2 enrichment.

However, the MCFC has some disadvantages: the electrolyte is very corrosive
and mobile, and a source of CO2 is required at the cathode (usually recycled from the
anode exhaust) to form the carbonate ion. Operation requires the use of stainless
steel as the cell hardware material. The higher temperatures promote material
problems, particularly mechanical instability that impacts the life time.

The PAFC is one of the most advanced systems from the point of view of com-
mercial development. It is mainly used in stationary power plants ranging from
dispersed power to on-site generation plants. Phosphoric acid (H3PO4) concen-
trated to 100% is used for the electrolyte in this fuel cell type, which operates at
150 to 220 ◦C.

The advantages of the PAFC are its simple construction, its stability - thermal,
chemical as well as electrochemical, and the low volatility of the electrolyte at the
operating temperatures. These factors probably assisted the earlier deployment into
commercial systems compared to the other fuel cell types.

The disadvantages are the cathode’s slow oxygen reaction rate reducing the
performance and the cell requirement for hydrocarbon fuels to be reformed into an
H2-rich gas.

The electrolyte in the PEMFC is an ion exchange membrane (fluorinated sul-
fonic acid polymer or an other similar polymer) being an excellent proton conductor.
The PEMFC, like the SOFC, has a solid electrolyte. As a result, this cell exhibits
excellent resistance to gas crossover. In contrast to the SOFC, the cell operates at
low temperature (80-120 ◦C). It results in a capability to reach its operating tem-
perature quickly, but the rejected heat cannot be effectively used for co-generation
or additional power generation. Test results have shown that the cell can operate
at very high current densities compared to other types. However, heat and water
management issues may limit the operating power density of a practical system.
The only liquid in this fuel cell is water; thus, corrosion problems are minimal.

Due to the set of PEMFC’s advantages, like high power density, rapid start-
up and low temperature operation, they are ideal for use in transport, battery
replacement, and domestic power production. Although PEMFCs operate at about
80 ◦C, this is sufficient for space heating and hot water production providing the
opportunity to replace a domestic boiler. The ability to replace diesel stand-by
generators is also engendering great interest.

The summary of the different FC types is presented in Table 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic drawing of a hydrogen/oxygen fuel cell based on the proton
exchange membrane fuel cell.

The basic physical structure (Fig. 1.1) of a fuel cell consists of an electrolyte
layer in contact with a porous anode on one side and a cathode on the other side [1].
In a typical fuel cell, gaseous fuel (e.g. hydrogen) is fed continuously to the anode
(negative electrode) compartment and an oxidant (e.g. oxygen from air) is fed
continuously to the cathode (positive electrode) compartment; the electrochemical
reactions take place at the electrodes to produce an electrical current, water and
heat.

Fuel cell technology allows to produce electricity at local sites from a wide range
of fuels, and with high efficiency. Most types of fuel cells operate on hydrogen fuel,
which can be produced from natural gas, liquid hydrocarbon fuels including biomass
fuels, landfill gases, water and electricity (via the process of electrolysis), biological
processes and from coal [2].

A fuel cell generation system becomes attractive due to a set of advantages over
the conventional systems, such as:

• low pollution (or in some cases zero emission solutions);

• relatively high efficiency (55− 65% stack);
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• relatively high power density
(
> 1 MW/m3 stack

)
;

• direct energy conversion (no combustion);

• absence of moving parts in the main energy converter;

• silent operation (stack);

• fuel flexibility;

• siting ability;

• ability of modular installations for load matching;

• high reliability;

• size flexibility;

• rapid load following capability (PEM).

1.2 FC systems applications

The major applications of fuel cells are stationary electrical power plants, in-
cluding co-generation units, and electrically powered vehicles [1], [2], [3]. Derivative
applications are summarized in the following sections.

1.2.1 Stationary

The most important attributes of fuel cells for stationary power generation are
the high efficiency and the possibility for distributed power generation. Both low-
temperature and high-temperature fuel cells could, in principle, be utilized for sta-
tionary applications.

The power plants in the range above 250 kW can be operated by high-temperature
fuel cell systems. The heat obtained from these systems can be used directly or for
further electricity generation by steam engines. The start-up time of these systems
is longer than for low-temperature systems, but the advantage of being able to op-
erate the system without external reforming and the higher efficiencies of SOFCs
and MCFCs make these systems more suitable for large-scale power plants.

For a small distributed power system, e.g. single-home or multiple-home power
generation, a PEMFC (Fig. 1.2), or a PAFC combined with a heat cycle could be
used to provide all energy needs. The start-up time of these types of FC is much
lower than in high-temperature systems, which makes it more attractive for small-
power generation. The heat generated by the fuel cell system can be employed for
heating and hot water production.
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Figure 1.2: Stationary Ballard PEMFC power system.

1.2.2 Transport

Since the late 1980s there has been a strong push to develop fuel cells for use
in light-duty and heavy-duty vehicle propulsion. A major objective for this devel-
opment is the need for clean, efficient cars, trucks, and buses that can operate on
conventional fuels (gasoline, diesel), as well as renewable and alternative fuels (hy-
drogen, methanol, ethanol, natural gas, and other hydrocarbons). With hydrogen
as the on-board fuel, such vehicles would be zero local emission vehicles. With
on-board fuels other than hydrogen, the fuel cell systems would use an appropriate
fuel processor to convert the fuel to hydrogen, yielding a vehicle with very low CO
emissions and high efficiencies. Further, such vehicles offer the advantages of an
electrical drive with low maintenance because of the few critical moving parts.

Transport applications require rapid start-up and instant dynamic response from
fuel cell systems, thus a high-temperature fuel cell cannot be used in this case. The
prime candidate for these vehicle propulsion systems is the PEMFC, which exhibits
both characteristics while also having a very high power density. This is important
as it must occupy a similar amount of space as an internal combustion engine.

In addition, the conventional car FC will also potentially be applied in other
transport systems: locomotives, ships, scooters, etc. This development is being
sponsored by various governments in North America, Europe, and Japan, as well
as by major automobile manufacturers worldwide. Fig. 1.3 shows the 275 HP (205
kW) fuel cell engine that is used in buses in Canada and some North American
states, and produced by Ballard Power Systems Inc. of Canada.
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Figure 1.3: PEMFC for a bus (Ballard Power Systems Inc).

1.2.3 Automotive FC for distributed generation

In [4] it is proposed to use fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) as distributed electricity
generating resources when parked at homes, offices, and shopping malls (Fig. 1.4).
In addition to its primary function (transport), FCVs could help to meet local power
needs, reducing demand for grid power as well as supplying power to the grid during
times of peak demand. In principle, use of FCVs in this way could both reduce the
need to construct new stationary ”peak power” plants to supply peak electricity
demands, as well as bring down the costs of FCV ownership.

Figure 1.4: Schematic of fuel cell vehicles parked at office building.
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1.3 FC system engineering

1.3.1 General system structure

Generally, the total FC system comprises primary and secondary power system
equipment (Fig. 1.5). The first group includes a reformer (fuel processor), fuel cell
stack, electronic power converter and a recuperator. The reformer produces hydro-
gen gas from hydrocarbon fuel and then supplies it to the stack. The fuel cell stack
output DC voltage is first corrected by a DC/DC converter and then transformed
to AC through a DC/AC converter. Further, electrical energy is delivered to the
primary and auxiliary electrical loads. In case of a domestic application of the FC,
thermal energy can be used for space heating (through the recuperator).

The auxiliary subsystem or so-called ”balance of plant” (BoP) includes the
pumps, compressors, fans and blowers driven by electrical motors, and it is re-
sponsible for the continuous energy regeneration process of the fuel cells.

The system structure investigated in this thesis is limited to the PEMFC stack,
the air compressor driven by an electrical drive and a simplified variable electrical
load. A continuous stream of pure hydrogen is assumed to be available as compressed
gas at the desired operating pressure and is used as the fuel. Ambient air, which is
used as the cathode reactant, has to be pushed through the fuel cell stack using an
air compressor.

DC/DC

O

(from air)
2

FC stack

Reactant air compressor
with an electrical drive

Valve

DC/AC

DC/AC

DC/AC

ReformerHydrocarbon
fuel H

2

H O2

Recuperator

Hydrogen compressor
with an electrical drive

Recycling
compressor

Electrical
load

Cooling
blower

DC/AC

Balance of plant

Thermal
load

Figure 1.5: Simplified diagram of a fuel cell system for residential applications.
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Figure 1.6: Example of a PEMFC stack.

1.3.2 FC stack

The fuel cell stack is the key component of the system and performs the main
function of energy conversion within the system. Due to the fact that the voltage of
a single fuel cell is quite small, about 0.7 V when drawing rated current, the desired
voltage can only be produced by a series connection of cells. Such a collection of
cells in series is known as a ”stack” (Fig. 1.6).

One of the commonly used methods of cell interconnection in practice is applying
a ”bipolar plate”. This makes connections all over a cathode of one cell and an anode
of the next cell (hence ”bipolar”). At the same time the bipolar plate serves as a
means of feeding oxygen to the cathode and fuel gas to the anode. This distribution
of the reactant gases over the electrodes is done using ”flow field” formed into the
surface of the plate, usually a fairly complex serpentine pattern.

Platinum is usually used as catalyst material for both anode and cathode. The
platinum catalyst is formed into very small particles on the surface of larger particles
of finely divided carbon powders. The platinum is highly divided and spread out, so
that a very high proportion of the surface area will be in contact with the reactants.

The operational principle of the fuel cell can be described as follows [2] (see also
Fig. 1.1). Both reactant gases are supplied under pressure into the flow channels of
the plate. At the anode side hydrogen reacts forming protons and electrons:

H2 → 2H+ + 2e−. (1.1)

Released protons and electrons are transferred through the membrane to the
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cathode catalyst layer and the external electrical load, respectively. At the cathode
side the oxygen is consumed along with the protons and electrons, and liquid water
is produced as the product with heat:

2H+ + 2e− + 1/2O2 → H2O + Heat. (1.2)

As a result, the overall chemical reaction of the fuel cell is represented by the
reaction:

H2 + 1/2O2 → H2O + Heat + Electrical energy. (1.3)

1.3.3 Auxiliary system

The main functions of the auxiliary subsystem are [1], [2]:

• air management;

• water and thermal management;

• control systems.

The air management system is one of the most important BoP component of
a fuel cell power system. The air management equipment for pressurized systems
consists primarily of a compressor with an electrical drive and air valves. Operation
at elevated pressure (e.g. 2-3 atmospheres) is favored by most of the fuel cell systems
developers. Pressurization results in a higher specific stack performance (current
and power density) which leads to an increased stack efficiency, reduced size and,
respectively, cost. But at the same time it requires additional equipment for the
pressure handling.

Water and thermal management are also key BoP functions. In a fuel cell power
system, the temperatures of a number of critical components (particularly the stack
and the different reactors of the fuel processor) have to be carefully controlled, and
the flow and utilization of heat from several sources within the system have to
be managed efficiently to achieve high overall efficiency. Water also plays a very
important role in the operation of PEM fuel cell stacks and fuel processors. The
pure water produced in cells from the electrochemical combination of hydrogen and
oxygen must be removed continuously from the stack. This is accomplished either by
condensing water in the cathode exhaust gas, or by using a combination of capillary
action and pressure to ”wick” water from the stack to a reservoir. Both approaches
are now used. At the same time, the gases entering the stack must be humidified to
prevent proton exchange membranes from drying out which could result in cross-over
of hydrogen and/or oxygen and irreversible stack damage due to the heat generated
by this ”chemical short circuit.” Pure water is also used as coolant to transfer waste
heat from the stack to the fuel processing system and/or to a radiator.

Control systems are critically important components of an advanced fuel cell
power system. Parameters, which have to be controlled, include various mass flows,
temperature and pressure levels, compressor shaft speed and electrical values. These
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control functions need to be provided not only over a wide range of system power
levels, but for substantially different system conditions that include cold start, rapid
load transients, and system shutdown. The control subsystem includes a substantial
number of sensors, compressors and valves for air and fuel flow, microprocessors to
perform the numerous control functions, a computer-based master control, and the
mechanical and electrical hardware required for connecting all these components
with the appropriate subsystems.

1.4 Problem description

The major subject of this thesis is, primarily, to investigate the functions and
characteristics of the FC stack together with the auxiliary electrically driven com-
pression system and, secondly, to derive a system structure and a control strategy
of the electrical drive and the compression system to achieve optimal steady-state
and dynamic behavior of the FC system.

The electrically driven compressors play an important role in a FC system, sup-
plying fuel and oxidant to the stack. The performance and efficiency of the whole
system are directly influenced by their operation. While designing the FC genera-
tion system a number of aspects must be taken into account - from the performance
characteristics of the system components to their availability on the market.

The well-known centrifugal compressor can be considered as one of the most at-
tractive candidates. It has a simple and compact mechanical design, high reliability,
high efficiency, relatively high pressure capabilities, oil-free output and continuous
mass flow. Centrifugal compressors are commonly used in a wide range of compres-
sor applications, from combustion engine superchargers to gas distribution systems.
The FC system analysis presented in this thesis demonstrates that the main obstacle
for the use of a centrifugal compressor in FC systems is its limited stable operation
area.

The goal of this work is to achieve a trade-off between the fast response and ef-
ficiency of the compression system, using standard, reliable and commercially avail-
able components. The innovative control solution for the electrical drive with the
centrifugal compressor is developed to fit their performance characteristics to the
specifically demanding application.

1.5 Thesis objectives

The global goal of this thesis is to improve the steady-state and transient perfor-
mance of a FC system exploiting the control functionality of the auxiliary electrical
drives. To meet this global goal the following five objectives have been formulated:

1. To analyse and select appropriate system components: FC type, compressor
and electrical drive.
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2. To build comprehensive and coupled mathematical models of the system com-
ponents in different physical domains (electrical, mechanical and thermody-
namical).

Different energy conversion devices are usually designed for working at an op-
timal operating point. However, once assembled into one system, the designed
operating points of different components may not always coincide with their
own optimal one leading to the following objectives.

3. To expand the naturally imposed stability or efficiency boundaries of the sys-
tem components by means of appropriate control approaches and verify them
experimentally.

The design of a FC system may require system components with particular
characteristics, which can not always be provided by standard or commercially
available equipment. In this case, the characteristics of such components can
be identified using a global design method. The fourth objective of this thesis
is thus:

4. To propose a global design procedure of a high-speed electrical machine.

5. To develop an efficiency and time-optimal control of the system with the
PEMFC, air compressor and electrical drive.

1.6 Thesis layout

According to the problem definition and the formulated objectives, this thesis is
organized as follows.

In Chapter 2 the basic operating principles of a FC are described using funda-
mental electrochemical theory. It mainly focuses on a detailed mathematical model
of the PEMFC. The presented static and transient models allow the simultaneous
analysis of the electrochemical and thermodynamic processes for further coupling
to the model of a compression system.

The compression system is the subject of Chapter 3. Starting from the general
description of different compressor types, it focuses on the centrifugal compressor.
Based on the detailed fundamental principles of its operation the control technique,
called active surge control, is illustrated, which allows stable air flow in the compres-
sion system in the originally unstable area by means of a high-performance drive
torque actuation.
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Consequently, Chapters 4 and 5 are dedicated to electrical drives. Chapter 4
discusses mainly the control principles of major electrical motor types emphasizing
the speed and efficiency control methods of induction motors. Chapter 5 presents
design issues of a high-speed induction motor specific to the FC compression appli-
cation. Additionally, the preliminary analysis of the induction motor selected for
the experimental work is given.

The results of the experimental verification of the surge control method by means
of the electrical drive are presented in Chapter 6.

Finally, in Chapter 7, the analysis of the complete PEMFC system is presented.
Based on the developed and experimentally verified active surge control method of
the centrifugal compressor by means of the high-performance control of the induction
motor drive, as well as the described fundamental mathematical models of the FC
system components, an optimal control method of the FC system is proposed. With
this method a detailed study of the trade-offs between the efficiency of the system
and its transient response on the load demands can be achieved.

The generalized scheme of the mathematical models and control strategies is
shown in Fig. 1.7

Figure 1.7: Mathematical models and control strategies of the PEMFC system with
the electrical drive and the air compressor.



Chapter 2

Proton exchange membrane fuel
cells modeling

Fuel cell modeling is an important aspect in FC systems development since it facil-
itates a better understanding of the features and parameters affecting the perfor-
mance of FCs and FC systems. Section 2.1 presents basic electrochemical notations
describing hydrogen FC output characteristics. Based on the fundamental defi-
nitions, section 2.2 presents a more detailed FC mathematical model particulary
focused on PEMFCs. Section 2.3 describes the PEMFC transient response to a
change of the electrical load and a variation of the pressure and mass flow of the in-
let gases. Section 2.4 gives an initial system description in terms of thermodynamic
variables and the power flow inside a FC system.

2.1 Introduction into hydrogen FC modeling

The steady-state electrical performance of a FC is characterized by the rela-
tionship between the voltage across a FC and the current density. The generally
accepted term for the plot of the cell voltage versus current density is polarization
curve. The FC output operational voltage results from the sum of the open-circuit
voltage1 and several voltage drop components - overvoltages2. The terminology for
the FC description has been established in electrochemical science and is originally
related to the electrochemical processes at the electrodes.

2.1.1 Open-circuit voltage

The electrical operation principle of the FC is based on the conversion of chemical
energy stored in reactants into electrical energy. The energy released due to the
reaction:

1Also called reversible voltage, thermodynamic equilibrium potential or Nernst voltage.
2Also called overpotentials.

15
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H2 +
1
2
O2 → H2O, (2.1)

can be expressed in terms of change in Gibbs free energy (in molar form):

∆G = Gproducts −Greactants, (2.2)

G = H − TS, (2.3)

where

G - Gibbs free energy, [J],
H - enthalpy, [J],
S - entropy, [J/K],
T - temperature, [K].

The Gibbs free energy can be defined as the ”energy available to do external
work, neglecting any work done by changes in pressure and/or volume” [2].

For (2.1) the change in Gibbs free energy is:

∆G = GH2O −GH2 −GO2 . (2.4)

In the idealized (lossless) case, the change in Gibbs energy results in electric
energy corresponding to carrying a charge of one mole of electrons:

∆Energy = Electrical work = Charge×Voltage. (2.5)

For one mole of hydrogen the charge is defined as:

Charge = −nNe− = −nF, (2.6)

where

n - number of electrons involved in a reaction (equals 2 for a hydrogen molecule),
F - Faraday’s constant = 96487 [C/mol],
N - Avogadro’s number = 6.02214199× 1023,
e− - charge of one electron, [C].

Combining (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) the fundamental equation for the electromotive
force (EMF) or reversible voltage, ENernst, of the hydrogen fuel cell is derived:

ENernst =
−∆G

nF
. (2.7)

The Gibbs free energy depends on the thermodynamic parameters: pressure
and temperature. The influence of the pressure on the Gibbs free energy can be
described using the concept of activity :
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a =
pi

p0
, (2.8)

where

a - activity, [-],
pi - partial pressure of the species, [Pa],
p0 - standard pressure = 1 atm (101.3 kPa), [Pa].

It modifies the Gibbs free energy as [2]:

∆G = ∆G◦ −RT ln

[
aH2a

1/2
O2

aH2O

]
, (2.9)

where

G◦ - reference value of Gibbs free energy, [J],
R - universal gas constant = 8.3145 [J/(mol ·K)],
aH2 - hydrogen activity, [−],
aO2 - oxygen activity, [−],
aH2O - water vapor activity, [−].

Combination of (2.9) and (2.7) results in the expression for the reversible voltage
(Nernst equation):

ENernst = E◦ − RT

nF
ln

[
aH2a

1/2
O2

aH2O

]
, (2.10)

where

E◦ - reference voltage at unit activity, [V ], varying from the standard state3 refer-
ence voltage with temperature [5]:

E◦ = E◦
0 − (T − T0)

(
∆S◦

nF

)
, (2.11)

where

S◦ - reference entropy, [J/K],
E◦

0 - standard state reference voltage, [V ],
T0 - standard state temperature = 298.15 [K].

The entropy change of the given reaction is approximately constant and can be
set equal to the standard state reference value, S◦0 [2]. Assuming that input gases

3Standard state: T0 = 298.15 [K], p0 = 1 [atm].
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and produced vapor behave like ”ideal gases”, the following is applicable (for one
mole of gas):

pV = RT, (2.12)

where

p - absolute pressure, [Pa],
V - volume, [m3].

Finally, the Nernst equation (2.10) can be expressed as:

ENernst = E◦ − RT

nF
ln

[
pH2 (pO2)

0.5
]
. (2.13)

2.1.2 Activation overvoltage

The activation overvoltage is caused by the finite reaction speed taking place at
the surface of the electrodes and results in a rapid voltage drop when the current
changes from zero. The kinetics of the electrochemical reaction is defined by the
Butler-Volmer equation:

j = j0

[
e
−αnFη

RT − e
(1−α)nFη

RT

]
, (2.14)

where

j - current density,
[
A/cm2

]
4,

j0 - exchange current density (no load),
[
A/cm2

]
,

η - overvoltage, [V],
α - transfer coefficient, [−].

In practice (for a large value of η), the second exponential in (2.14) can be
neglected. Thus, the activation overvoltage can be expressed as (Tafel equation):

ηact = − RT

αnF
ln

[
j

j0

]
. (2.15)

2.1.3 Resistive overvoltage

The resistive overvoltage (or resistance loss) is caused by the resistance to the
flow of protons through the electrolyte (main part) and, also by the resistance to
the flow of electrons through electrodes and interconnections. In general form, the
resistive overvoltage is:

ηohm = −jRa, (2.16)
4In fuel cell studies the unit

[
A/cm2

]
for current density is usually used rather than

[
A/m2

]
in

order to get a more representative value.
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where

ηohm - resistive overvoltage, [V],
Ra - area-specific resistance, [Ωcm2].

2.1.4 Concentration overvoltage

The concentration overvoltage (or mass-transport loss) occurs at high current
density level and is caused by the reduction of the partial pressure (and, accordingly,
concentration) of the reactant gases in the electrode region. The reduction depends
on the current flowing through the FC and some physical characteristics of the
system related to air supply and circulation properties. Using Nernst equation
(2.10), the voltage dependence on the pressure is:

∆η = −RT

nF
ln

(
pj

pj=0

)
, (2.17)

where

pj=0 - pressure at zero current density, [Pa],
pj - pressure at instant current density, [Pa].

Assuming a linear decline in pressure to zero at the limiting current density, jl,
i.e.:

pj = pj=0

(
1− j

jl

)
, (2.18)

the concentration overvoltage, ηcon, can be expressed as:

ηcon = −RT

nF
ln

(
1− j

jl

)
. (2.19)

The FC output voltage, Vcell, combines the effect of the four components:

Vcell = ENernst + ηact + ηohm + ηcon. (2.20)

A typical FC output characteristic can be presented graphically as a polarization
curve - FC output voltage versus current density (Fig. 2.1).

2.2 Steady-state electrochemical PEMFC models

2.2.1 Overview of PEMFC modeling approaches

There are different approaches to FC modeling, which can be classified using
certain criteria (Table 2.1) [6]. The first criterion is related to the system boundary
which defines the area of interest of the model:
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Figure 2.1: FC polarization curve.

• very fundamental cell level (electrodes, membrane);

• middle level (FC stack);

• highest level (stack with auxiliary system).

The FC models can also be subdivided into empirical and theoretical ones.
The theoretical, also called ”mechanistic”, FC models normally use the basic, phe-
nomenological equations. For example, the Nernst-Planck equation describes the
species transport, the Stefan-Maxwell equation is used for the gas-phase transport,
the Butler-Volmer equation for the FC voltage.

Spatial dimensions are the key criteria for mechanistic models. For instance, to
describe the FC phenomenon of mass transport limitation at least a one-dimensional
model is required. For a proper treatment of the thermal and water management,
except electrochemical relationships, the model should contain also thermodynamic
and fluid dynamic equations. They are normally applied in two or three dimensions
and can provide an appropriate representation of almost all processes in a FC and
a FC system. Depending on its focus and complexity level, the model may pro-
vide details like FC flow pattern, current density distribution, voltage and pressure
drops in the FC stack. Such a model is normally an appropriate tool for detailed
system studies, since it allows a high flexibility in applications with a wide range
of operating conditions. Usual drawbacks of such models are the time demand for
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Table 2.1: Summary of major FC modeling features.
System
boundary

Model
approach

Spatial
dimension

Complexity/
details

State

electrode
(gas channels,
catalyst layer),
fuel cell, stack,
system

theoretical
(mechanistic),
empirical,
semi-empirical

zero to three
dimensions

electrochemical,
thermodynamic,
fluid dynamic,
control

steady-state,
quasi
steady-state,
transient

their development and validation, due to the difficulties in the achievement of the
detailed FC stack features.

The other approach to model the FC is empirical. It is based on fitting experi-
mental data by a set of mathematical functions. Usually, these models are related
to the particular FC experimental data specific to each application and operating
condition. They typically do not provide as many details as theoretical ones but
may serve as a fast start into FC modeling and a simplified basis for engineering
applications.

The next classification criterion is the state of the model - steady state or tran-
sient (or a special case, the quasi steady state). This criterion is especially useful for
system engineers. Steady-state models describing one operating point in each step,
are used mainly for parametric studies like sizing components in the system (stack
and/or BoP size), calculating amounts of materials (e.g. catalyst), specification of
the BoP equipment parameters. The transient models are useful for the design of
the system interfaces, both electrical and thermal, and also the dynamic properties
of the BoP equipment. The objective of the FC system modeling and simulation
could be focused on both stationary and transportation FC applications.

2.2.2 Empirical electrochemical steady-state FC models

One of the well-known approaches related to empirical modeling of the PEMFC
is described in [7]. In this model, the output cell voltage, Vcell, is expressed as a
function of the current density, j, using the following notation:

Vcell = kNernst + kact log(j)− kohmj − kcon exp(kjlj), (2.21)

where kNernst, kact, kohm, kcon, kjl are adjusted in a way to fit the experimental data.
Some sets of values are presented in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Parameters of the empirical FC model.
Pr., kNernst, kact, kohm, kcon, kjl ,
[bar] [mV] [mV/dec]

[
Ωcm2

]
[mV]

[
cm2/mA

]
1 943 62 0.238 3.75 6.38× 10−3

3 982 59 0.306 36 6.53× 10−3

5 1000 57 0.280 5.2 3.61× 10−3

The simulation results corresponding to the mentioned values are presented in
Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Simulation results of the PEMFC empirical model (at different pres-
sures).

The four terms in the right part of (2.21) correspond to some extent to the well-
known overvoltages: Nernst, activation, resistive and concentration, respectively.
This empirical model accurately predicts the PEMFC polarization curve but without
complete consideration of thermodynamics and electrochemistry.

In [8] a similar model is considered with the incorporation of the logarithm of
the pressure ratio that serves to model the oxygen pressure effect on the output
voltage:
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Vcell = kNernst + kact log(j)− kohmj − kcon exp(klcd − kp) ln
(

p

pO2

)
, (2.22)

where

klcd and kp - empirical coefficients.

These models are rather simple and give a good representation of the steady-state
FC performance. One of the main drawbacks of such models is the limited operating
and conditional range. Some terms are presented without a physicochemical inter-
pretation and used just to fit experimental data. Also, the empirical parameters
have to be redefined for different operating conditions.

2.2.3 Mechanistic and semi-empirical electrochemical steady-state FC
models

The detailed mechanistic models [9], [10], [11], in opposite, provide considerable
insight in the nature and the role of physical and chemical processes, like water
transport, thermal and diffusion effect. Different operating conditions are presented
in analytical form, allowing to model the FC performance in a wide range of current
densities, temperature and pressure levels. Such mechanistic models are rather
complex and in general require the knowledge of plenty of physical and chemical
parameters to accurately predict the FC performance.

The combination of two common modeling approaches, namely the mechanis-
tic and empirically based analysis, is applied in [5]. An approach combining both
techniques inherits the mechanistic validity and the simplicity of the empirical ap-
proach. Originally, [5] has proposed a steady-state electrochemical model for a
PEMFC which has been applied to particular fuel cells manufactured by Ballard
Power Systems of Burnaby, BC, Canada. Its application was restricted to two par-
ticular cells: the Ballard Mark IV and Mark V. In [12] the original model has been
modified in order to generalize it for a broader range of cell types, dimensions and
operation regimes.

The fuel cell voltage is the result of the combined effect of thermodynamics, mass
transport, kinetics and resistance:

Vcell = ENernst + ηact + ηohm. (2.23)

The open-circuit voltage, ENernst, is related to the maximum stored chemical
energy. The last two components, ηact and ηohm, (related to kinetics and resistance,
respectively) represent the losses in the fuel cell. The concentration overvoltage is
not modelled separately, but the mass transport effects are included in all three
(right) terms of the equation.
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Open-circuit voltage

For the open-circuit voltage, ENernst, the Nernst equation is written in the following
form, using published values for the standard-state entropy:

ENernst = 1.229− 0.85 · 10−3 · (T − 298.15) +

+ 4.3085 · 10−5 · T ·
[
ln

(
pint
H2

)
+

1
2

ln
(
pint
O2

)]
, (2.24)

where

pint
H2

- hydrogen partial pressure at the anode catalyst/gas interface, [Pa],
pint
O2

- oxygen partial pressure at the cathode catalyst/gas interface, [Pa].

The evaluation of the hydrogen and oxygen partial pressures typically requires
the mass transport calculation.

Activation overvoltage

Normally, the activation overvoltage, ηact, of the PEMFC is obtained as the sum of
the anodic and the cathodic overvoltages:

ηact = ηact anodic + ηact cathodic. (2.25)

The single expression for the total activation overvoltage can be presented as:

ηact = ηact anodic + ηact cathodic = ξ1 + ξ2T + ξ3T
[
ln(cint

O2
)
]
+ ξ4T [ln(i)], (2.26)

where

ξ1 =
(−∆Ge

αcnF

)
+

(−∆Gec

2F

)
, (2.27)

ξ2 =
R

αcnF
ln

[
nFAk0(cint

H+)(1−αc)(cint
H2O)(αc)

]
+

R

2F
ln

(
4FAk0cint

H2

)
, (2.28)

ξ3 =
R

αcnF
(1− αc) , (2.29)

ξ4 = −
(

R

αcnF
+

R

2F

)
, (2.30)

where

i - electrical current, [A],
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k0 - intrinsic rate constant, [cm/s],
n - number of equivalents involved in the reaction, [−],
αc - chemical activity parameter for the cathode, [−],
A - active cell area,

[
cm2

]
,

∆Ge - change in standard-state free energy of the cathode reaction, [J/mol],
∆Gec - change in standard-state free energy of activation for chemisorption, [J/mol],
cint
H2O

- concentration of water,
[
mol/cm3

]
,

cint
O2

- concentration of oxygen,
[
mol/cm3

]
,

cint
H2

- concentration of hydrogen,
[
mol/cm3

]
,

cint
H+ - concentration of protons,

[
mol/cm3

]
.

Resistance

The resistance results from the resistance to proton transfer in the solid polymer
membrane and the resistance to electron transfer in the graphite collector plates
and the electrodes.

The resistance to electron transfer is expected to be approximately constant over
the operating temperature range (328 K < T < 358 K). The resultant voltage drop
can be determined using Ohm’s law:

ηelectrons
ohm = −iRelectrons. (2.31)

The resistance to proton transfer through the membrane is not considered to be
constant. The total drop in potential due to the resistance results from the combined
resistance to electron and proton transport and can be defined using Ohm’s law:

ηtotal
ohm = ηelectrons

ohm + ηprotons
ohm = −iRinternal, (2.32)

where Rinternal is the total resistance of the FC.

Due to the absence of an explicit mechanistic model, linear regression techniques
are used to determine the ”best fit” parametric model for the internal resistance:

Rinternal = ξ5 + ξ6T + ξ7i. (2.33)

Table 2.3 contains the coefficients values for the proposed model.
In [12] this model was more generalized with respect to its applicability to dif-

ferent FC configurations. A new empirical expression for the resistance is proposed,
based on published recommendations and correlations of the set of FC performance
curves including important membrane parameters:

Rprotons =
rMlM

A
, (2.34)

where
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Table 2.3: Parameters of the empirical FC model.
ξ1 −0.948(±0.004)
ξ2 0.00286 + 0.0002 ln A + 4.3× 10−5 ln cint

H2

ξ3 (7.6± 0.2)× 10−5

ξ4 − (1.93± 0.05)× 10−4

ξ5 3.30× 10−3

ξ6 −7.55× 10−6

ξ7 1.10× 10−6

rM - membrane area-specific resistivity for the flow of hydrated protons, [Ωcm],
lM - thickness of the polymer membrane, [cm].

The membrane area-specific resistivity is defined as:

rM =
181.6

[
1 + 0.03

(
i
A

)
+ 0.062

(
T

303

)2 (
i
A

)2.5
]

[
s− 0.634− 3

(
i
A

)]
exp

(
4.18

[
T−303

T

]) , (2.35)

where

s - semi-empirical parameter representing the effective water content of the mem-
brane.

2.2.4 One-dimensional steady-state diffusion

According to subsection 2.2.3, one of the main parameters of the electrochemical
reaction influencing the electrical output performance of a FC is the concentration
of the reactants at the membrane interface layer. The concentration defines the
output voltage level, as well as the achievable current density [5], [13], [14].

Many publications could be found, presenting the analysis of the physical phe-
nomena and based on the mass transport (diffusion), heat transfer, temperature
effects, water balance, reactant gases flow, etc. The current work is not aimed at
providing the analysis of all phenomena in details. The goal is limited to the de-
scription of the steady-state FC behavior with respect to thermodynamic processes
(pressure and mass flow) and the estimate of the FC response time on the load and
gas supply conditions. Thermal processes are considered much slower than electrical
and pneumatic ones [15] and, thus, assumed constant.

The mass transport effects are the main issue in multi-domain models. Three
distinct mass transport interfaces exist in both electrodes: gas flow channel - porous
electrode, gas phase in the electrode - water film covering the catalyst site, water
film - catalyst surface [5], [13]. In a mixed flow stream (O2, N2 and H2O for air),
consumption of oxygen at the electrode would normally result in concentration gra-
dients along the length of the gas flow channel. However, at the cathode side, the
consumed oxygen represents a small fraction of the total flow. Thus, for simplifica-
tion, the partial pressure can be assumed constant along the flow channel.
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Diffusion in the electrodes

Gas diffusion through the porous carbon electrodes is generally described using the
Stefan-Maxwell equation:

∇xi =
n∑

j=1

RT

pDeff
ij

(xiJj − xjJi) , (2.36)

where

x - mole fraction of species, [−],
Ji - gas flux of species i,

[
mol/(cm2s)

]
,

Deff
ij - effective binary diffusivity coefficient of the i-j gas pair,

[
m2/s

]
.

For simplification, the one-dimensional diffusion normal to the electrodes surface
is considered. At the cathode side, the gas stream is represented as a mixture of
oxygen and nitrogen saturated with water vapor:

xO2 + xN2 + xH20, vap = 1. (2.37)

The derivative along the gas diffusion path is:

∂xO2

∂z
+

∂xN2

∂z
+

∂xH20, vap

∂z
= 0. (2.38)

For the case of constant flow channel pressure, and accounting for the fact that
nitrogen is inert and can not be removed from the diffusion channel, zero fluxes of
the water vapor and the nitrogen can be assumed [5]:

∂xH20, vap

∂z
= 0, (2.39)

JH20, vap = 0, (2.40)

and

JN2 = 0. (2.41)

Using (2.41) and (2.40), (2.36) for a one-dimensional flow of the nitrogen com-
ponent can be simplified as:

∂xN2

∂z
=

RT

pDeff
N2,O2

(xN2JO2) . (2.42)

The effective value of the diffusivity coefficient is defined as [16], [17]:

Deff
N2,O2

= D0
N2,O2

p0

p

(
T

T0

)1.832

εf(s), (2.43)
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where

D0
N2,O2

- standard-state binary diffusivity coefficient of the N2−O2 gas pair,
[
m2/s

]
,

ε - porosity of the diffusion material, [−].

The empirical function f(s) related to liquid water saturation can be defined
as [16]:

f(s) = (1− s)2. (2.44)

The value of ε for the carbon fiber paper is chosen in the range between 0.25
and 0.35 [5], for s: 0.1 < s < 0.2 [16] and for D0

N2,O2
: 0.2 · 10−4 < D0

N2,O2
<

0.25 · 10−4 m2/s [17].
Using Faraday’s law, the oxygen flux is related to the current density:

JO2 =
j

4F
. (2.45)

From (2.42) and (2.45) the oxygen mole fraction at the interface is derived:

xint
N2

= xch
N2

exp

[
R · T · j · δ

4 · F · p ·Deff
N2,O2

]
, (2.46)

where

δ - thickness of the gas diffusion layer (GDL), [m].

Combining (2.37), (2.46) and (2.43) the effective partial pressure of oxygen at the
gas/liquid interface of the catalyst layer can be derived:

pint
O2

= p

[
1− xsat

H2O − xch
N2

exp
(

0.291j

T 0.832

)]
. (2.47)

Using a similar procedure, the interface hydrogen partial pressure is determined:

pint
H2

= p

[
1− 0.5xsat

H2O − xch
CO2

exp
(

0.183j

T 0.832

)]
. (2.48)

Diffusion through the water film

The oxygen flux through the water layer can be defined by the first Fick law:

JO2 = −DO2

∂cO2

∂z
, (2.49)

where

DO2 - diffusivity of the oxygen through the water film,
[
m2/s

]
.
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The concentration of oxygen at the gas/liquid interface is defined by Henry’s law:

cint
O2

=
pint
O2

5.08 · 106 · exp
(−498

T

) . (2.50)

A water film has a rather small thickness [5], thus the oxygen concentration at the
catalyst layer can be approximated by the interface concentration (2.50).

For the anode side, the hydrogen concentration is:

cint
H2

=
pint
H2

1.09 · 106 · exp
(

77
T

) . (2.51)
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Figure 2.3: Results of the steady-state simulation.

The presented model (2.23), (2.24), (2.26), (2.32), (2.33), (2.47), (2.48), (2.50),
(2.51) describes the PEMFC performance over a rather expanded range of conditions
in temperature and pressure. The simulation results of the model presented for the
initial and the linear part of the polarization curve for three different pressure levels
are shown in Fig. 2.3.

2.3 Transient PEMFC models

Section 2.2 describes a rather detailed multidomain steady-state FC model. The
model presented reflects a steady-state response of the FC to the variation of the
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electrical load and partial pressures of the inlet gases. This section provides a
simplified description of several phenomena which influence the transient response
of the FC. The presented transient models are not as detailed as the steady-state
one. However they provide a proper estimate of the system time constants. The first
subsection describes the FC transient response to an electrical load change, and the
second one examines the time delay in the FC response to a chance in gas supply.

2.3.1 Zero-dimensional electrochemical model of the charge double-layer
effect

The activation overvoltage (2.26) in a FC is mainly responsible for its dynamic
electrical behavior [2]. It is related to the so-called ”charge double-layer”, an elec-
trode phenomenon consisting of electrical charge arising at the surface of the contact
between two different materials (Fig. 2.4).

Electrode
(Cathode)

Electrolyte

e-+H

Figure 2.4: Charge double-layer at the surface of a FC cathode.

It occurs due to diffusion effects and the reaction between electrons in the elec-
trodes and ions in the electrolyte. As a result, the layer of charge on or near the
electrode/electrolyte interface becomes a storage of electrical charge and energy,
which behavior is similar to that of an electrical capacitor. This involves a certain
time delay in the response of a FC voltage on the load change.

The common way of modeling this effect is by using an equivalent circuit (Fig.
2.5) with a charge double-layer represented by an electrical capacitance defined as:

Ccdl = ε
Ael

d
, (2.52)

where
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Ccdl - equivalent capacitance, [F],
ε - electrical permittivity, [F/m],
Ael - surface area,

[
m2

]
,

d - distance between the plates, [m].

In (2.52) Ael represents the real electrode surface area, which, due to its complex
structure, has a very large value. The distance, d, is typically a few nanometers.
Thus the value of the capacitance is in the order of a few Farads.

Figure 2.5: Simplified equivalent circuit of the FC, to model the phenomenon of the
”charge double-layer” effect.

The experimental results describing the transient electrical behavior of the PEMFC
can be found in [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. In [18] measurements of the resistance are
described. The measurements are performed applying square current pulses to the
PEMFC. It is demonstrated, that with an applied current pulse the voltage re-
sponse follows closely the current decay transition, corresponding to a very fast
electrochemical reaction. The remaining voltage transient process is defined by the
slowness of the charge recombination.

A similar experimental verification of the transient behavior of the PEMFC is
described in [19, 20, 21]. A voltage transient due to a load step switching is shown in
Fig. 2.6. It can be seen that the maximum response time of the FC stack voltage is
around 0.7 s. Similar results are presented in [22], where the response time of the FC
to a load change does not exceed 0.15 s. This approach gives a good representation
of the transient electrical behavior of the PEMFC and may serve for a proper design
of the electrical interface.

2.3.2 One-dimensional transient diffusion estimation

With the aim to complete the description of the FC characteristics, an analysis
of the transient response of a FC on the gas (air) supply variation is desired. The
distribution of the oxygen concentration along the cathode gas diffusion layer (GDL)
for different levels of current, pressure and mass flow is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. In
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Figure 2.6: Step response of the output voltage caused by a load current jump from
5 to 15 A. Courtesy of P.J.H Wingelaar, EPE, TUEindhoven.

general, it involves a very detailed analysis of the transients in all processes taking
place in the FC, and such a research has not been found in literature. For simplifying
the problem, the same assumptions are made as for the one-dimensional steady-state
oxygen diffusion through a porous medium (section 2.2.4).

The transient diffusion is described by the second Fick law:

∂cO2

∂t
= Deff

N2,O2

∂2cO2

∂z2
. (2.53)

Equation (2.53), also known as mass transfer equation, is solved by means of the
separation of variables, followed by the use of Fourier series [23]. Applying the sep-
aration of variables, it can be split into time and space (along the coordinate z)
dependent parts:

cO2 (z, t) = c1(z)c2(t). (2.54)

Substitution of (2.54) into (2.53) results in:

c1(z)
dc2(t)

dt
= Deff

N2,O2
c2(t)

∂2c1(z)
∂z2

. (2.55)

To separate variables, both parts are divided by Deff
N2,O2

c1(z)c2(t) obtaining:

dc2(t)
dt

Deff
N2,O2

c2(t)
=

∂2c1(z)
∂z2

c1(z)
, (2.56)
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Figure 2.7: Oxygen concentration distribution along the cathode GDL for different
current, pressure and mass flow levels.

where each side must be equal to a constant. With the aim to obtain the exponential
finite solution in time the separation constant is set to the negative value − 1

λ2 , where
λ has a unit of length. The time solution in this case is:

c2(t) = cAe−
Deff

N2,O2
π2

λ2 t, (2.57)

where

cA - constant,

and the spatial solution is:

c1(z) = cB cos
( z

λ

)
+ cC sin

( z

λ

)
, (2.58)

where

cB and cC - constants.

The general solution is:

cO2 (z, t) = c1(z)c2(t) = cAe−
Deff

N2,O2
π2

λ2 t
[
cB cos

( z

λ

)
+ cC sin

( z

λ

)]
. (2.59)
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To obtain the values of the coefficients in (2.59) the boundary and initial conditions
should be specified. Setting the boundary conditions as:

cO2 (0, t) = 0, (2.60)

and

cO2 (δ, t) = 0, (2.61)

and applying (2.60) to (2.59) gives:

cB cos
( z

λ

)
= 0 ⇒ cB = 0. (2.62)

Then applying (2.61) to (2.59) gives:

cC sin
(

δ

λ

)
= 0 ⇒ δ

λ
= kπ ⇒ λ =

δ

kπ
, (2.63)

where k=1, 2, ...

Setting k=1, the general solution (2.59) becomes:

cO2 (z, t) = cAcC sin
(zπ

δ

)
e−

Deff
N2,O2

π2

δ2 t. (2.64)

From this solution it becomes possible to estimate the time constant of the diffusion
delay:

τdd =
δ2

Deff
N2,O2

π2
. (2.65)

The diffusion delay is expressed as a function of the diffusivity coefficient and the
width, δ, of the diffusion layer. The diffusivity coefficient is, in its turn, a function
of pressure, temperature and water concentration (2.43). Setting the pressure level
to the ambient value, and the values for δ and Deff

N2,O2
to the same as in (2.46), the

time of the diffusion delay is approximately τdd × 5 = 5ms.
To find the values of the coefficients in the space solution, the proper initial

conditions have to be specified. In practice, the spatial distribution of the oxygen
concentration across the gas diffusion layer is rather difficult to obtain and this task
lays beyond the scope of this research. Only the values of the concentration in the
gas channel and at the membrane interface are applied, defined using (2.47), (2.50)
and (2.64).

The analysis presented shows that the time delay of the FC transient response on
the gas supply variation is rather low. The reactant gases are supplied and physically
controlled by mechanical equipment. Since the time constant of the mechanical parts
is expected to be significantly larger, the presented model for transient concentration
(2.64) has not been included in the complete model.
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2.4 Preliminary analysis of the PEMFC system

This section describes the first step in linking the mathematical models of the
PEMFC and the compression system described in Chapter 3. In particular, the
output variables of the compression system, air mass flow, m, and pressure, p, are
coupled to the input variable of the FC: partial pressure of oxygen, pint

O2
, related to

the concentration of oxygen, cint
O2

, according to (2.50).
As seen from (2.47), the oxygen partial pressure depends on the air pressure,

p, and the mole fraction of nitrogen, xch
N2

. The nitrogen mole fraction, xch
N2

, in the
channel can be expressed as an average value between inlet, xin

N2
, and outlet, xout

N2
,

mole fractions:

xch
N2

= 0.5
(
xin

N2
+ xout

N2

)
. (2.66)

The value of xin
N2

only depends on the air pressure and temperature. However,
xout

N2
is defined by the amount of supplied air (mass flow, m) and the amount of

oxygen consumed in the reaction.
Therefore, it is common practice to use a relation between supplied and con-

sumed amount of oxygen, called the oxygen stoichiometry:

SO2 =
min

O2

min
O2
−mout

O2

, (2.67)

where

min
O2

- inlet oxygen mass flow, [kg/s],
mout

O2
- outlet oxygen mass flow, [kg/s].

Then, considering the oxygen and nitrogen molar proportions in dry air, which
approximately equal 0.21 and 0.79, and assuming the inlet air and outlet gas mixture
to be saturated, the nitrogen mole fraction of the outlet gas can be expressed as:

xout
N2

= 0.79
(
1− xsat

H2O

) SO2

(SO2 − 0.21)
. (2.68)

The combination of the FC model presented in section 2.2.3 with (2.66) - (2.68)
allows to preliminary specify the performance characteristics of the air supply equip-
ment in order to provide a proper system operation.

The amount of oxygen consumed can be derived from the following steps. First,
using Faraday’s law, the charge, Q delivered by one mole of hydrogen is defined as:

Q = nF × 1 mole of H2. (2.69)

Then, taking into account the basic chemical reactions (1.1) - (1.3) in the FC, the
amount of oxygen consumed by one FC can be expressed as a function of the current
drawn from the cell:
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O2usage = min
O2
−mout

O2
=

1
2

i

nF
=

i

4F
moles/s. (2.70)

Combining (2.70) and (2.67), and taking into account the air molecular weight
(0.029 kg/mole) and the number of cells, Ncell, the air mass flow, m, [kg/s], is defined
as:

m = Ncell
SO2

0.21
i

4F
0.029. (2.71)

The air mass flow which delivers only the amount of oxygen defined in (2.70)
(being just enough for the reaction) leads to the deterioration of the FC performance
due to the blocking of the oxygen supply by nitrogen, water vapor and lack of
supplied oxygen. Therefore, in practice, the air is supplied with a stoichiometry
value, SO2 = 2, (2.67) [2], [24].

Equation (2.71) with the requirement of an oxygen stoichiometry, SO2 ≥ 2,
preliminary defines the necessary mass flow, to be provided by an air compressor.
The second variable, pressure, p, can be defined by considering a particular electrical
load of the FC. As it can be seen from the FC model (section 2.2.3) or in Fig. 2.3,
higher pressure results in a higher voltage of the FC.

Finally, it can be concluded, that the FC stack with a particular cell area and
number of cells can deliver higher power at higher pressure and mass flow. On
the other hand, an increased mass flow and pressure would result in extra power
consumption by the compression system which supplies air into the stack. Figure
2.8 presents a power flow diagram of the system with a PEMFC, compressor and
electrical drive, where

P el
d - electrical drive input power, [W],

Pd - output mechanical power of the electrical drive, [W],
P loss

d - electrical drive losses, [W],
PFC - FC output electrical power, [W],
PFC,s - FC system output electrical power (after the electrical drive), [W],
Pthermal - FC thermal output power, [W],
Pc - output power of the compressor, [W],
P loss

c - compressor losses, [W].

In an autonomous FC system, the compression of air utilizes a portion of the
FC output power. In high-temperature FC systems the thermal energy can be used
to drive the compressor via a steam cycle. In a PEMFC the temperature of the
exhaust gas/water does not exceed 80−90 ◦C and, thus, can not be used for energy
recovering. Instead, a part (P el

d ) of the FC output electrical power, PFC, is used by
the compressor drive and is considered as power loss for the total system.
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Figure 2.8: Power flow in a FC system.

2.5 Conclusions

From the steady-state one-dimensional model combining mechanistic and semi-
empirical approaches, the dependence of the electrical performance preliminary de-
scribed by the polarization curve, on the air supply parameters (concentrations,
partial pressures and temperature) is determined. It allows to define an initial
specification of the compressor system with respect to steady-state characteristics.

The dynamic electrical properties of the PEMFC are described by simplified
equations (section 2.3.1), illustrated by measurements. They impose dynamic per-
formance requirements on the compression system.

The FC response time to the transient change in pressure or mass flow is es-
timated in section 2.3.2. Although the analysis of the transient diffusion is rather
simplified and limited to one dimension, it gives an approximate value of the re-
sponse time. As a result, it becomes clear that the FC thermodynamic transient
performance is mainly defined by the air supply system (compressor or blower) as
being a significantly slower system component (time limiting step).

Finally, when defining the static and dynamic requirements of the compression
system, the power flow issues have to be taken into account. A detailed description
of the static and dynamic characteristics of the compression system is treated in
Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

Centrifugal air compressor
modeling and control

3.1 Overview of air compressor technologies

An air compressor is employed in a fuel cell system to deliver the reactant oxy-
gen to the fuel cell stack. The FC systems exist in two variants: pressurized and
ambient pressure. Pressurization of a FC stack normally results in higher efficiency,
improved response characteristics and higher power density of a FC system. How-
ever, pressurization uses part of the FC output power and, in some cases, may lead
to a reduction in the system net efficiency. Hence, the compressor used to increase
the pressure has a direct effect on the FC system performance.

This chapter describes the main properties of different types of compressors. The
major attention is given to the centrifugal compressor, as it is considered as one of
the best candidates for using in a FC compression system. Based on the fundamental
operation principles, the performance characteristics of a centrifugal compressor are
derived and modelled, as well as the methods for its active stabilization.

3.1.1 Positive displacement compressors

Compressors can be categorized by their operating principle. The compressors
of the first group are of the ”positive displacement” type. They operate on the
principle of reduction of the gas volume, and, consequently, the pressure rise and
further discharging of the compressed gas to a plant. Assuming the pressurization
process adiabatic and reversible it can be described by the following relation, derived
from the first law of thermodynamics:

dQ = pdV + cvdT = −V dp + cpdT, (3.1)

pV γ = constant, (3.2)

where

39
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Q - internal energy, [J],
p - pressure, [Pa],
V - volume, [m3],
γ = Cp

Cv
- specific heat ratio = 1.4 for air, [−],

cp - specific heat at constant pressure =1005 [J/(kg ·K)],
cv - specific heat at constant volume =716 [J/(kg ·K)].

This principle is applicable to reciprocating as well as rotary compressors. In recip-
rocating compressors, compression is realized by a moving piston in a cylinder with
inlet and discharge valves (Fig. 3.1). This compressor type has quite good charac-
teristics, but involve the use of complicated mechanics and expensive friction-less
materials.

Rotary compressors, on the other hand, use rotating lobes and screws or sliding
vanes. For example, the operation of the Roots compressor (Fig. 3.2) is based
on the rotation of two lobes pushing the gas out of the chamber. This type of
compressor has low production costs and usually operates over a wide range of flow
rates. For example, one of the modern Roots compressors, manufactured by Eaton,
has achieved valuable results in portable designs, reducing clearances between the
air-pumping lobes and the camber walls, and an added twist - slightly helical rotors
that smooth out the pulsating flow. But a reasonable efficiency is achieved only at
low pressure rating.

The ”twin-screw” Lysholm compressor (Fig. 3.3) looks similar to a helical Roots
compressor, but with rotors that are far more twisted, and have a conical taper.
As a result, these ”screw-type” compressors have an internal compression ratio,
making them more efficient in high-pressure applications. The outlet air in such
a compressor can contain some amount of oil or can be oil-free, depending on the
interconnection between the two rotors. The main advantages of the screw type
compressors are the ability to provide a wide range of compression ratios (up to
eight) and operate at high efficiency over a wide range of mass flow. However, the
high-precision rotors make them very expensive to manufacture, and they usually
operate with a high noise level.

The ”vane-type” compressors (Fig. 3.4) work very similar to the Roots type: a
chamber with a fixed volume is filled with air at atmospheric pressure, and then,
this air is moved to the high pressure side. The characteristics are also similar to
those of the Roots compressor.

The main drawback of positive displacement compressors is that the fill/discharge
cycle is discrete: air comes in bursts, rather than smoothly and continuously. Ad-
ditionally, in most positive displacement schemes (especially those which are not
equipped with inlet and outlet valves) air can flow between a chamber with not-yet-
pressurized air and a manifold with already-pressurized air. Thus, much of the air
is compressed twice. The resulting turbulence heats the air, thereby reducing the
compressor efficiency.
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Figure 3.1: Reciprocating compressor. Figure 3.2: Roots compressor.

Figure 3.3: Twin-screw compressor. Figure 3.4: Vane compressor.

3.1.2 Centrifugal and axial compressors

The pressurization in the second group of compressors is done by the momentum
transfer. This approach is realized in axial (Fig. 3.5) and centrifugal (Fig. 3.6) (or
radial) compressors. In this type of compressors, the entering fluid is accelerated
via the kinetic energy imparted in the rotor (often called impeller in centrifugal
compressors), and then converting the kinetic into potential energy by decelerating
the fluid in diverging channels. During the first step, the pressure of the fluid
increases due to the momentum imparted to the flow by the rotor blades. The
second pressurization step is the diffusion process in the diffuser or in the stator (in
axial compressors). The deceleration of the fluid results in a static pressure rise.
This process can partially be illustrated by Bernoulli’s theorem (3.3), assuming
incompressible flow and the process being reversible, however it can not be applied
for description of the compressor operation:
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1
2
u2

imp +
pimp

ρ
=

1
2
u2

dif +
pdif

ρ
, (3.3)

where

uimp/udif - gas velocity in an impeller/diffuser, [m/s],
pimp/pdif - static pressure in an impeller/diffuser, [Pa],
ρ - gas density,

[
kg/m3

]
.

Figure 3.5: Axial compressor. Figure 3.6: Centrifugal compressor.

Many research and development efforts are aimed at different compressor tech-
nologies and their possible implementation in fuel cell systems [2], [25]. The analysis
of the results shows that current compressor technologies do not always fit the fuel
cell demands. In fact, they require the serious modification of an existing compres-
sor type or the development of totally new technologies. Instead of mechanically
redesigning the compressors, their adjustment to the FC demands could be achieved
by means of the implementation of a new control strategy.
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3.2 Steady-state and transient models of the system with a
centrifugal air compressor

3.2.1 Overview

The current project deals with centrifugal compressors. Among other compres-
sor types, centrifugal compressors are commonly used in a wide range of applica-
tions: from a combustion engine supercharger to the gas distribution systems. The
appropriate characteristics of the centrifugal compressor, like simple and compact
mechanical design, high reliability, high efficiency, no lubrication requirements, rela-
tively high pressure capabilities and continuous mass flow make them very suitable.

It consists of two main parts: impeller and diffuser. The gas is drawn in at the
center and flung out at high speed to the outer volute (Fig. 3.7). The pressure
is increased due to the conversion of the kinetic energy of the gas. This type of
compressor has a low cost, it is well developed and its efficiency is comparable to
that of any other type [2].

Figure 3.7: Centrifugal compressor impeller and diffuser.

The operation area of centrifugal compressors is limited by the so-called ”surge
line” at the left side and the so-called ”stone wall” at the right side. They define the
stable operation area (Fig. 3.8). Surge is an unstable operation mode of centrifugal
compressors which occurs when the operating point of the compressor is located
to the left of the surge line. The ”stone wall” limit is related to the ”choking”
of the air flow close to the sonic speed. The surge has been a major problem for
designers and users of compressors since the invention of the turbocompressor. The
surge phenomenon consists of oscillations of the mass flow, the pressure and the
rotational speed. It significantly limits both static and dynamic behavior of the
system and can cause severe damage to the machine. Section 3.3 discusses ways to
extend the stable operation area beyond the surge limit by means of new control
strategies.
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Figure 3.8: Compressor map with the surge line.

3.2.2 General transient model of the compression system

With the aim to investigate the compressor behavior, to specify the requirements
for its electrical drive (dynamic performance, type of applicable control strategy,
etc) and to develop compressor/drive control algorithms, the dynamic model of the
compressor has to be derived.

The dynamic model of a compression system, also known as a ”Greitzer” model
was first proposed in [26], where the mass flow and the pressure are states of the
axial compressor system. This model has been further updated in [27], where the
spool dynamic is included. In [28] and [29] this model has been applied to centrifugal
compressors. The compression system used in the model consists of a centrifugal
compressor, a compressor duct, a plenum volume and a valve (Fig. 3.9).

The dynamic model is described by:

dpp

dt
=

a2
0

Vp
(m−mv) , (3.4)

dm

dt
=

Ac

Lc
(p2 − pp) , (3.5)

dω

dt
=

1
J

(Td − Tc) , (3.6)

where
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Figure 3.9: Compressor, duct, plenum and valve system.

m - compressor mass flow, [kg/s],
mv - mass flow through the valve, [kg/s],
a0 - inlet stagnation sonic velocity, [m/s],
Ac - area of impeller eye,

[
m2

]
,

Lc - duct length, [m],
J - spool moment of inertia,

[
kgm2

]
,

ω - compressor angular speed, [rad/s],
p0 - ambient pressure, [Pa],
p2 - pressure downstream of the compressor, [Pa],
pp - plenum pressure, [Pa],
Vp - plenum volume,

[
m3

]
,

Td - drive torque, [Nm],
Tc - compressor torque, [Nm].

Equation (3.4) for the pressure follows from the mass balance in the plenum,
assuming the process is isentropic. Equation (3.5) for the mass flow follows from
the impulse balance in the duct.

3.2.3 Steady-state performance characteristics of the centrifugal com-
pressor

To obtain the compressor equations in a complete form, the expressions for the
pressure downstream of the compressor, p2, the mass flow through the valve, mv,
and the compressor torque, Tc, should be obtained. There are a few approaches
to model the compressor. In [30] the centrifugal compressor characteristics are
approximated by a cubic polynomial function using stationary measurements, based
on the approach used in [31] and [27]. In [29] the model of the compressor is derived
based on the analysis of the energy transfer and losses in the different compressor
parts.
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Generally, the pressure rise in the compressor from the level p0 to the level p2

can be described as an isentropic process 1 → 2 in the enthalpy-entropy diagram
(Fig. 3.10), which involves an increase in the stagnation enthalpy ∆hc = hc − h0.
In practice, the pressure increase in the compressor is not isentropic as the entropy
also increases due to different kinds of losses. Thus, the compression from p0 to p2

is modelled as an isentropic process in series with an isobaric one. For the isentropic
process, the entropy differential is ds = 0 and the enthalpy differential dh = V dp,
while for the isobaric process dp = 0 and dh = Tds. The isentropic process 1 → 2
takes place first, which ends in a state with pressure p2 and stagnation enthalpy
hc. Then, the isobaric process 2 → 3 takes place, which corresponds to the entropy
increase, and ends in a state with the same pressure level p2 and total stagnation
enthalpy hc,t.

The process 1 → 3 can be described by:

∆hc, t = ∆hc + T∆s = ∆hc + ∆hloss, (3.7)

where

∆hc, t - total specific enthalpy delivered to the fluid, [J/kg],
∆hc - change in stagnation enthalpy in the isentropic process, [J/kg],
∆s - change in specific entropy, [J/(kg ·K)],
∆hloss - change in stagnation enthalpy due to losses, [J/kg].

The compressor characteristics, Ψc(ω, m), are defined by the following pressure
ratio:

Ψc(ω, m) =
p2

p0
. (3.8)

From the standard isentropic relations it is valid that:

p2

p0
=

(
T
′
2

T0

) γ
γ−1

=
(

1 +
∆hc

cpT0

) γ
γ−1

, (3.9)

where

T
′
2 - isentropic temperature of the compressed air (point 2 in Fig. 3.10), [K],

T0 - ambient temperature, [K].

The applied torque is set equal to the change in the angular momentum of the
fluid (Fig. 3.11):

Tc = m (r2ut,2 − r1ut,1) , (3.10)

where
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Figure 3.10: Enthalpy (h) - entropy (s) diagram for a centrifugal compressor.
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Figure 3.11: Centrifugal compressor geometry.
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r1 =
√

1
2 (r2

t1 + r2
h1) - average impeller radius, [m],

r2 - external impeller radius, [m],
ut,1,2 - tangential gas velocity at the according radius, [m/s].

The power delivered to the fluid is defined as:

Pc = ωTc = ωm (r2ut,2 − r1ut,1) = m (U2ut,2 − U1ut,1) = m∆hc,t, (3.11)

where

U - tangential impeller velocity at the according radius, [m/s].

The relation between the tangential impeller and gas velocities (slip factor, σ) is
defined using the so-called Stanitz’s formula:

σ =
ut,2

U2
≈ 1− 2

Nbl
, (3.12)

where

Nbl - number of compressor blades.

From (3.11) and (3.12) and using the fact [29], that ut,1 = 0, the total specific
enthalpy, ∆hc, t, is derived:

∆hc, t =
Pc

m
= σω2r2

2. (3.13)

The compressor torque, Tc, is:

Tc = mr2ut,2 = mr2σU2 = mσωr2
2. (3.14)

In the ideal case the enthalpy is independent of the mass flow. In practice the
energy transfer cannot be constant due to the compressor losses, ∆hloss, - mainly
incidence losses and fluid friction losses. They play the most important role in the
determination of the compressor stable operation range.

The incidence losses, ∆hi, occur due to the instantaneous change of the gas
velocity while it hits the inducer and can be written as [29]:

∆hi =
r2
1

2
(ω − kinsm)2 , (3.15)

where

kins - constant, determined by the geometry of the compressor components.
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Figure 3.12: Specific enthalpies for ω = 5400 rad/s.

The second type of compressor losses consists of friction losses, ∆hf , due to the
friction of a mass flow through a pipe [29]:

∆hf = kfm
2, (3.16)

where

kf - fluid friction constant.

They are independent on the rotational speed and are quadratic with respect to
the mass flow. The specific energy transfer or specific enthalpies with friction and
incidence losses are plotted in Fig. 3.12.

3.2.4 Complete transient model of the compression system

Finally, using (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), (3.15) and (3.16) the relation between the pres-
sure rise and the energy transfer, where the losses are taken into account, is:

p2 =

(
1 +

σω2r2
2 − r2

1
2 (ω − kinsm)2 − kfm

2

T0cp

) γ
γ−1

p0 = Ψc (m,ω) p0. (3.17)

The compressor characteristics calculated using (3.17) are shown in Fig. 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Calculated centrifugal compressor characteristics (for ω = 2000 - 4500
rad/s).

The surge line passes through the local maxima of the constant speed lines and
divides the map into a stable and unstable (surge) operation area. The valve is
regarded as a simplified model of a turbine, and the mass flow through the valve is
modelled as:

mv = kv

√
pp − p0. (3.18)

Combination of (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), (3.14), (3.17) and (3.18) results in the complete
dynamic model of the compression system:

dpp

dt
=

a2
0

Vp

(
m− kv

√
pp − p0

)
, (3.19)

dm

dt
=

Ac

Lc




(
1 +

σω2r2
2 − r2

1
2 (ω − kinsm)2 − kfm

2

T0cp

) γ
γ−1

p0 − pp


 , (3.20)

dω

dt
=

1
J

(
Td −mσωr2

2

)
. (3.21)
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Figure 3.14: Centrifugal compressor simulation results (stable operation area): (a)
in m− p coordinates, (b) as a function of time.
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Figure 3.15: Centrifugal compressor simulation results (surge): (a) in m − p coor-
dinates, (b) as a function of time.
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The presented model describes the dynamics of a centrifugal compressor, in-
cluding the surge phenomenon. However, the compressor characteristics are derived
using the expression for the steady-state losses. Therefore, in general, the model
should be corrected for the case of transient mass flow and pressure during the surge.
More detailed models of the centrifugal compressor including flow transients can be
found in [32].

A MATLAB/Simulink model has been derived, based on the compressor equa-
tions (3.19) to (3.21). The initial values of the model parameters are taken from [30].
The inputs of the model are: Td - drive torque, kv - valve coefficient. The states
are: pp - plenum pressure, m - mass flow, ω - rotational speed.

In the first simulation the valve coefficient, kv = 0.0025, which corresponds to a
load curve I located to the right of the surge line. The compressor operates in the
stable area (Fig. 3.14).

In the second simulation the load curve II is shifted to the left of the surge line,
setting the valve coefficient, kv = 0.001, which initiates the surge in the compressor.
The simulation results are presented in Fig. 3.15.

It can be seen, that specifying the load curve to the left of the surge line forces
the compressor into surge with fluctuations of the mass flow, the pressure and the
rotational speed of the compressor.

3.3 Surge control methods

3.3.1 Open-loop surge control

A few approaches are used with the aim to counteract the surge. Tradition-
ally, surge has been avoided using the open-loop surge control or so-called ”surge
avoidance” schemes. Surge avoidance schemes use various techniques to keep the
operating point of the compressor away from the surge line. The simplest arrange-
ment is a fixed restriction orifice (or recycle valve) in a line leading back to the
supply side of the compressor (Fig. 3.16).

Plant

Valve

Recycle
valve

p m

Centrifugal
compressor

Figure 3.16: Surge avoidance scheme with a recycle valve.
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Typically, a surge control line is drawn at a specified distance from the surge
line, and the surge avoidance scheme ensures that the operating point does not cross
it. This method works properly, as proven by numerous installations. However, due
to the presence of the surge margin, the method restricts the operating range of the
machine, and the achievable efficiency is limited (Fig. 3.17).
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Figure 3.17: Compressor map with the surge and control line.

3.3.2 Active surge control by means of a close coupled valve

Active surge control fundamentally differs from surge avoidance as unstable equi-
libria are sought to be stabilized instead of avoided. The motivation behind this
is to overcome the mentioned limitations of surge avoidance. Active surge control
was first introduced in [33]. In [34], [27] and [35] the active surge control method
employs the so-called close coupled valve (CCV), installed in series with the com-
pressor (Fig. 3.18). It is based on the following principle. Due to the friction losses,
the maximum energy transfer and minimum incidence loss do not occur at the same
mass flow. The friction shifts the point of maximum energy transfer, and conse-
quently the pressure rise, to the left of the point of minimum incidence loss, ∆hi

(Fig. 3.12). Therefore, the friction losses in fact have a stabilizing effect, and intro-
ducing additional fluid friction would move the point of maximum energy transfer
to the left (∆hc in Fig. 3.12). The result is that the surge line is shifted to the left,
and the area of stable compressor operation is expanded (Fig. 3.19).
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Figure 3.18: Compression system with the CCV.
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Figure 3.19: Modification of the compressor characteristics due to the additional
friction in the CCV.
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Thus, the valve introduces a pressure drop in the system, and the characteristic of
the valve has the same qualitative impact on the equivalent compressor characteristic
as introducing more fluid friction. The pressure drop over this valve serves as control
variable, and is used to introduce additional friction at low mass flows in order to
avoid surge.

This method is applicable in compressor systems driven by prime movers of
which the speed can not be controlled with high performance. This type of the surge
control using a bleed valve has been successfully implemented in the laboratory of
Mechanical Engineering Department of Eindhoven University of Technology [30].
The main drawback of this approach are the additional friction losses and the pres-
sure drop in the valve. In addition, an extra actuator is required to obtain the
mentioned control.

3.3.3 Active surge control by means of a controlled electrical drive

A distinctive active surge control method by means of an electrical drive pow-
ering the compressor is proposed in [36] and [37]. The method is based on the
torque/speed control of the electrical drive (Fig. 3.20).

In this approach of active surge control the electrical drive itself is used for
surge control, thus eliminating the need for additional actuators. Therefore, the
compressor should be able to operate at a low mass flow without surge providing an
extension of the compressor operation area. The rotational speed or drive torque
can be chosen as a control variable, depending on the applied control scheme.

In this approach the dynamics around the equilibrium point are considered. The
deviations are written as:

∆m = m−m0, (3.22)

∆p = p− p0, (3.23)

∆ω = ω − ω0, (3.24)

∆Ψc (∆ω, ∆m) = Ψc

(
∆ω + ω0, ∆m + m0

)−Ψ0
c , (3.25)

where (·)0 - equilibrium values.

The key feature of this type of control is that the shaft speed becomes a function
of the mass flow:

∆ω = −KΨ∆m, (3.26)

where the value of the gain, KΨ, [36], [37]:
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KΨ >
∂Ψc/∂m

∂Ψc/∂ω
. (3.27)

This control results in the modification of the compressor characteristics, shown
in Fig. 3.21, making the operation stable [36].

From (3.24) and (3.26) the desired speed, ω∗, is defined as:

ω∗ = ω0 −KΨ∆m. (3.28)

For the verification of the surge control approach, a proportional feedback speed
control law is applied:

∆Td = Kω (ω∗ − ω) . (3.29)

The corresponding electrical drive torque is defined as:

Td = ∆Td + T 0
d , (3.30)

where T 0
d is the torque required at the equilibrium point.

As a result, the control law becomes:

Td = −Kω∆ω −Km∆m + T 0
d , (3.31)

where the feedback gain for the mass flow is:

Km = KΨKω. (3.32)

The electrical drive torque at the equilibrium point, T 0
d , corresponding to the

desired system performance, is defined as the result of the control of the complete
system consisting of a FC, compressor, electrical drive and a FC electrical load, as
discussed in Chapter 7.

Using a MATLAB/Simulink model of the compressor, the control law (3.31) has
been implemented. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 3.22.

The presented results show that the active surge control by means of a torque
actuation allows the compressor to operate in a stable mode, when the operating
point is located to the left of the surge line. This would allow to extend the stable
operation area of the compressor, resulting in a more flexible regime of air supply
into a FC stack, retaining high pressure.
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Figure 3.20: Diagram of performance and active surge control by means of a con-
trolled electrical drive.
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Figure 3.21: Modification of the compressor characteristics due to active surge con-
trol by means of a controlled electrical drive.
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Figure 3.22: Simulation results with the active surge control by means of a controlled
torque actuation: (a) in m− p coordinates, (b) as a function of time.
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3.4 Conclusions

This chapter presents comprehensive transient mathematical models of the com-
pression system together with the steady-state performance characteristics of the
centrifugal compressor. The specific instability phenomenon for centrifugal com-
pressors - surge, is highlighted. Two approaches of an active surge control are
described. The first one uses a controlled valve and can be applied for compression
systems, where the prime mover is not controlled with high performance. The spe-
cial attention is given to the second active surge control method, which employs the
torque/speed control of a high-performance electrical drive.

The models presented in this chapter allow to complete the coupling of the FC
model with the model of the compressor in the thermodynamic domain, using the
state variables - mass flow, m, and pressure, p. Moreover, the compression system
model can also be linked to the model of the electrical drive in the mechanical
domain via (3.21).

Additionally, the presented dynamic model serves as a basis for the analysis of
the dynamic behavior of the compression system. On the one hand, the transients
of the mass flow and pressure depend on the geometrical parameters used in the
”Greitzer” model. On the other hand, they are also defined by the transient angular
velocity of the impeller.

The described method of the surge control, in its turn, requires a very fast
response of the electrical drive. Thus, the combined models of the FC and com-
pression system impose a set of specifications on the electrical drive related to its
steady-state and transient properties. The major types of electrical motors and
their control methods are presented in Chapter 4.



Chapter 4

Drives and control methods

The function of the electrical drives in a FC system is to convert electrical energy
produced by the FC into mechanical energy for the main BoP systems.

As discussed, the role of electrical drives can be extended with the aim to enhance
the efficiency, stability and performance of the FC system. The electrical drives are
part of the internal chain of energy conversion in a FC system. The drives have to
satisfy requirements, resulting in an efficient and high-performance operation with
very flexible regimes allowing to fulfill the main system demands.

Several known types of electrical machines can be used as a compressor drive:
permanent magnet brushless DC (BLDC), permanent magnet AC synchronous
(PMAC), synchronous reluctance (SynR), switched reluctance (SR) and induction
motors (IM). The particular choice of the machine type is usually based on factors,
such as reliability, efficiency and cost.

The permanent-magnet (PM) machines are more attractive from the point of
view of efficiency and power density, while the strong points of induction motors are
lower cost and higher reliability. The use of modern materials and the application
of new technologies allow a substantial improvements in the efficiency of induction
machines. Additional efficiency improvements, especially for the operation at non-
rated regimes, can be achieved via energy-efficiency control.

The SynR and SR motors are also generally characterized as highly reliable and
low-cost machines due to their simple structure. On another hand, they usually
require a very small airgap to achieve proper performance characteristics, which can
compromise their cost advantage. Additionally, a set of precautions must be taken
in SR motors to prevent their high-level noise and vibrations.

This chapter, first, summarizes the basic principles of energy conversion in elec-
trical machines. Further, the mathematical models and control principles of PMAC
and induction machines, as the best candidates for using as a FC compressor drive
are reviewed. Special attention is paid to the energy-efficiency control strategies for
an induction motor fed by a power electronic converter. The high-performance indi-
rect rotor flux oriented control of the induction motor, which has been implemented
in this work, is described in detail.

61
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4.1 Energy conversion in electrical drives

4.1.1 Electrical equations

Stationary coil actuators

The electrical equations for an electromechanical device follow from circuit theory,
which in turn is based on quasi-static field theory. In this section a generalized
version of Kirchhoff’s voltage law is derived which also takes into account the effects
of electromechanical coupling.

Figure 4.1: Electromechanical actuator circuit.

At the beginning an electromechanical device with a stationary electrical circuit
is studied (Fig. 4.1). It consists of a voltage source, vs, a resistor, R, and a magnetic
circuit. The magnetic circuit comprises a fixed coil, wounded on the stator soft
magnetic core, and a soft magnetic rotor. At any point of C1−2−3−1 the electrical
field strength is given by [38]:

E = −∂A

∂t
−∇ϕ, (4.1)

where

E - electrical field strength, [V/m],
A - vector magnetic potential, [Wb/m],
ϕ - scalar potential, [V].

The component, ∇ϕ, corresponds to the accumulation of charge along the circuit
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and ∂A
∂t is related to the time-varying current. Evaluating the closed line integral of

(4.1) gives:
∮

C

Edl = −
∮

C

∂A

∂t
dl−

∮

C

∇ϕdl. (4.2)

The first term is decomposed into integrals over individual strokes:

∫ 2

1

Edl +
∫ 3

2

Edl +
∫ 1

3

Edl = −
∮

C

∂A

∂t
dl−

∮

C

∇ϕdl. (4.3)

The integration of the conservative vector, ∇ϕ, is performed along a closed path,
thus:

∮

C

∇ϕdl = 0. (4.4)

Assuming that the voltage source is ideal without internal resistance its voltage is
defined as:

vs ≡ −
∫ 2

1

Edl. (4.5)

Thus, (4.3) becomes:

vs =
∫ 3

2

Edl +
∫ 1

3

Edl +
∮

C

∂A

∂t
dl. (4.6)

The voltage drop across the resistor is described by Ohm’s law:

J = σE, (4.7)

where

J - current density,
[
A/m2

]
,

σ - conductivity, [S/m].

Therefore:

∫ 3

2

Edl =
∫ 3

2

J

σ
dl = isR. (4.8)

Similarly, Ohm’s law is applied to the coil:

∫ 1

3

Edl =
∫ 1

3

J

σ
dl = isRcoil. (4.9)

The resistances, R, and Rcoil are connected in series, and can be replaced by the
common resistance, Rs:
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Rs = R + Rcoil. (4.10)

Substituting (4.8) - (4.10) into (4.6) yields:

vs = isRs +
∮

C

∂A

∂t
dl. (4.11)

The last term in (4.11) is rewritten as:

∮

C

∂A

∂t
dl =

∫

S

(
∇× ∂A

∂t

)
ds =

∫

S

∂B

∂t
ds =

d

dt

∫

S

Bds =
dλs

dt
, (4.12)

where

λs - flux linkage, [Wb],
S - area bounded by the circuit path,

[
m2

]
.

The flux linkage is defined as:

λs ≡
∫

S

Bds. (4.13)

The complete evaluation of the integral (4.13) can be very complicated depending
on the circuit topology. Instead, the flux linkage is expressed in the simplified form:

λs = NcoilΦ, (4.14)

where

Φ - flux through each coil, [Wb],
Ncoil - number of coils.

Substituting (4.12) into (4.11) the Kirchhoff’s voltage law is obtained:

vs = isRs +
dλs

dt
. (4.15)

The last term in (4.15) represents the voltage induced in the circuit by the rate
of change of magnetic flux linked by the circuit. The flux linkage is a function of
both current (is) in the coil and position (θ) of the rotor, thus the full differential
is written as:

dλs

dt
=

∂λs(is, θ)
∂is

dis
dt

+
∂λs(is, θ)

∂θ

dθ

dt
. (4.16)
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Moving coil actuators

In this section Kirchhoff’s voltage law is derived for circuits with a coil moving
through an external magnetic field (Fig. 4.2). This figure shows a linear actuator
consisting of a conductive bar in sliding contact with a pair of stationary conducting
rails. The rails are connected to a voltage source, vs, and a resistor, R, that limits
the current. The bar moves with velocity u through Bext, which is constant with
respect to the origin O.

Figure 4.2: Moving conductor actuator.

Kirchhoff’s voltage law for a circuit with a moving bar is derived by applying
Faraday’s law to a stationary contour, C, that passes through the circuit and coin-
cides with the bar for a given position (dashed line in Fig. 4.2). Thus, C coincides
with the entire circuit at a single instant in time. Evaluating the integral:

∮

C

Edl = − d

dt

∫

S

Bds (4.17)

around C yields:

∫ 2

1

Edl +
∫ 3

2

Edl +
∫ 1

3

Edl = − d

dt

∫

S

Bds. (4.18)

Using (4.5) - (4.9):

vs = isR +
∫ 1

3

Edl +
d

dt

∫

S

Bds. (4.19)

The velocity of the bar is u. The electrical field strength, E, corresponding to the
stationary reference frame with the origin O is expressed as:

E =
J

σ
− u×Bext. (4.20)

Therefore,
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∫ 1

3

Edl =
∫ 1

3

(
J

σ
− u×Bext

)
dl = isRcoil −

∫ 1

3

(u×Bext)dl. (4.21)

Substituting (4.21) into (4.19) and using (4.10) results in:

vs = isRs +
∫ 1

3

(u×Bext)dl +
d

dt

∫

S

Bds. (4.22)

In case of a magnetically linear system, B in the last term of (4.22) can be expressed
as a superposition of two field components: Bi - due to the current is and Bext due
to the external field:

B = Bi + Bext. (4.23)

Using the definition of the inductance:

Ls =
∂λcoil(is)

∂is
, (4.24)

and expressing the coil flux linkage as:

λcoil(is) =
∫

S

Bids, (4.25)

the last term in (4.22) is rewritten as:

d

dt

∫

S

Bds =
d

dt

∫

S

Bids +
d

dt

∫

S

Bextds = Ls
dis
dt

+
d

dt

∫

S

Bextds. (4.26)

Finally, substituting (4.26) into (4.22) the generalized Kirchhoff’s voltage law is
derived which takes into account the voltage induced in a coil moving through Bext:

vs = isRs + Ls
dis
dt

+
∫ 1

3

(u×Bext)dl +
d

dt

∫

S

Bextds. (4.27)

If Bext is static, (4.27) is reduced to:

vs = isRs + Ls
dis
dt

+
∫ 1

3

(u×Bext)dl. (4.28)

This voltage equation can also be applied to the case of a rotating coil. If the
segment dl of the coil is rotating with an angular velocity, ω, at a distance, r, with
respect to a fixed reference frame, the linear velocity is:

u = ω × r. (4.29)

Substituting (4.29) into (4.28) the circuit equation for the rotational motion is ob-
tained:
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vs = isRs + Ls
dis
dt

+
∫ 1

3

[(ω × r)×Bext]dl. (4.30)

4.1.2 Electromechanical energy conversion

The mechanism of electromechanical energy conversion can also be clearly rep-
resented considering a singly excited actuator (Fig. 4.1) and applying the virtual
work principle. Electrical energy, supplied to the actuator, is transformed into me-
chanical energy and losses [39] (Fig. 4.3). The magnetic field acts as a transfer
medium in the conversion process.

Losses occur in all components of the electromechanical system. Ohmic losses
occur in the conductors. In the mechanical system losses are produced due to friction
and windage. In the ferromagnetic parts, hysteresis and eddy currents cause losses.

Figure 4.3: Energy transfer in electromechanical systems operation in a motor mode.

The energy conservation law can be expressed as:

We = Wf + Wm + W e
l + W f

l + Wm
l , (4.31)

where

We - electrical energy input, [J],
Wf - stored magnetic field energy, [J],
Wm - mechanical energy, [J],
W e

l - electrical energy loss, [J],
W f

l - magnetic energy loss, [J],
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Wm
l - mechanical energy loss, [J].

The losses yield irreversible heat dissipation and are not contributing to the
actual process of the conversion of electrical energy into mechanical. For the con-
servative or lossless energy conversion (4.31) is simplified as:

We = Wf + Wm. (4.32)

For an infinitely short time interval, dt, the relation between the three forms of
energy (4.32) can be expressed as:

dWe = dWf + dWm, (4.33)

where

dWe - differential change in electrical energy input, [J],
dWf - differential change in stored magnetic field energy, [J],
dWm - differential change in mechanical energy, [J].

During this time interval, the rotor is moved over an angle, dθ, under the action
of the electromagnetic torque, Td. The mechanical work, dWm, done by the torque
acting on the rotor during this time interval is:

dWm = Tddθ. (4.34)

The amount of electrical energy, dWe, transferred into magnetic field energy,
dWf , and converted into mechanical work, dWm, during this time interval can be
calculated using (4.15) by subtracting the energy loss dissipated in the winding
resistance from the total electrical energy fed into the excitation winding:

dWe = eisdt = vsisdt−Rsi
2
sdt. (4.35)

Combining (4.15), (4.33) and (4.34) to (4.35) yields:

isdλs = dWf + Tddθ. (4.36)

According to Fig. 4.1, the magnetic field energy is expressed as a function of the
flux linkage, λs, and angular position, θ, of the rotor. Thus, the differential of the
magnetic field energy is:

dWf =
∂Wf(λs, θ)

∂λs
dλs +

∂Wf(λs, θ)
∂θ

dθ. (4.37)

Treating λs and θ as independent variables an expression for the electromagnetic
torque can be derived from (4.36) and (4.37):

Td = −∂Wf(λs, θ)
∂θ

. (4.38)
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In a per-unit volume the energy, wf , stored in the magnetic field is expressed as:

wf =
∫ Bmax

0

HdB, (4.39)

where

B - magnetic flux density, [T],
H - magnetic field strength, [A/m].

Magnetic flux density and field strength are related as:

B = µH, (4.40)

where

µ - permeability, [H/m].

Figure 4.4: Graphical representation
of the magnetic field en-
ergy, Wf , and co-energy,
Wc, (nonlinear case).

Figure 4.5: Graphical representation
of the magnetic field en-
ergy, Wf , and co-energy,
Wc, (linear case).

In electrical machines the values of current and flux linkage are used rather than
magnetic field strength and magnetic flux density. The relation between the current
and the flux linkage is usually expressed by the magnetization curve (Figs. 4.4 and
4.5). Therefore, the energy stored in the magnetic field is written as (upper part of
the shaded area):
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Wf =
∫ λmax

0

isdλs, with is = f(λs, θ). (4.41)

With the aim to express the electromagnetic torque as a function of current and
position, the so-called co-energy, Wc, is used, which corresponds to the area below
the magnetization curve (Fig. 4.4 and 4.5) and is expressed as:

Wc =
∫ imax

0

λsdis, with λs = f(is, θ). (4.42)

Treating is and θ as independent variables another expression for the electro-
magnetic torque can be derived as a function of the co-energy:

Td =
∂Wc(is, θ)

∂θ
. (4.43)

For a magnetically linear system (Fig. 4.5), the inductance, Ls(θ) - the ratio between
the electrical current and flux linkage, does not depend on the current level and is
expressed as:

Ls(θ) =
λs(is, θ)

is
. (4.44)

In this case the general expression for the magnetic co-energy (4.42) becomes:

Wc =
1
2
λs(is, θ)is. (4.45)

Finally, the electromagnetic torque for the singly exited actuator can be expressed
as:

Td =
1
2

∂λs(is, θ)
∂θ

is, (4.46)

or

Td =
1
2

∂Ls(θ)
∂θ

i2s =
1
2

dLs(θ)
dθ

i2s . (4.47)

The general principle for torque calculation discussed above is equally appli-
cable to multi-excited systems. Consider a doubly excited rotating actuator shown
schematically in Fig. 4.6. The differential electrical energy can be derived as follows:

dWe = esisdt + erirdt, (4.48)

where values (·)r correspond to the rotor winding.

The differential magnetic energy and co-energy functions are:

dWf (λs, λr, θ) =
∂Wf (λs, λr, θ)

∂λs
dλs +

∂Wf (λs, λr, θ)
∂λr

dλr +
∂Wf (λs, λr, θ)

∂θ
dθ (4.49)
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Figure 4.6: A doubly excited rotating actuator.

and

dWc (is, ir, θ) =
∂Wc (is, ir, θ)

∂is
dis +

∂Wc (is, ir, θ)
∂ir

dir +
∂Wc (is, ir, θ)

∂θ
dθ. (4.50)

Following the procedures described above, the electromagnetic torque is:

Td = −∂Wf (λs, λr, θ)
∂θ

, (4.51)

or

Td =
∂Wc (is, ir, θ)

∂θ
. (4.52)

For magnetically linear systems, the currents and flux linkages are related by only
position dependent inductances:

[
λs

λr

]
=

[
Lss Lm

Lm Lrr

] [
is
ir

]
, (4.53)

where

Lss - stator self-inductance, [H],
Lrr - rotor self-inductance, [H],
Lm - mutual inductance, [H].

The magnetic co-energy then is:

Wc (is, ir, θ) =
1
2
Lssi

2
s +

1
2
Lrri

2
r + Lmisir. (4.54)
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From (4.54), the expression for the electromagnetic torque for the configuration of
a doubly exited rotating electrical machine can be derived:

Td =
1
2
i2s

dLss

dθ
+

1
2
i2r

dLrr

dθ
+ isir

dLm

dθ
. (4.55)

From (4.55) two torque types can be distinguished. The first two terms of (4.55)
correspond to the so-called reluctance torque. It is caused by the tendency of the
rotor to align itself with the stator such that minimum reluctance is produced.
Generally, a reluctance torque can arise in any kind of electrical machine. However,
a useful reluctance torque is produced only if the stator or rotor yoke or both have
a salient shape. This is typical for several types of permanent-magnet synchronous
machines and especially for reluctance machines. Otherwise, this torque component
is regarded as a disturbance.

The so-called electrodynamic torque - the third term of (4.55) is caused by the
tendency of the excited rotor to align itself with the excited stator. The mutual
inductance depends on the rotor position regardless of the saliency of both stator
and rotor. Cylindrical synchronous and induction machines are typical examples.

4.2 Permanent magnet AC synchronous motor drives

The permanent magnet AC synchronous motor mainly distinguished by their
rotor configuration: surface permanent-magnet (SPMSM) and interior permanent-
magnet (IPMSM) synchronous motors (Figs. 4.7 - 4.8).

Figure 4.7: Basic topology of the
SPMSM.

Figure 4.8: Basic topology of the
IPMSM.

SPMSMs have arc-shaped magnets mounted on the surface of a cylindrical rotor.
In relatively high-speed applications, they are normally covered by a thin non-
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magnetic steel to prevent them from detaching due to centrifugal forces. The rotor
of a SPMSM does not have a magnetic saliency, thus only the electrodynamic torque
is produced. A similar structure of the rotor is used in the blushless DC motors.
The BLDC motors are designed to have a trapezoidal back-EMF waveform and a
rectangular current waveforms. In PMAC synchronous motors a conventional three-
phase stator is normally used. They are designed to have a sinusoidal back-EMF
waveform and the current waveform is also controlled to be sinusoidal, which allows
a smooth torque control.

In IPMSMs the permanent magnets are embedded into the rotor core. These
synchronous motors are designed to produce both a reluctance and an electrody-
namic torque. Interior PM synchronous machines offer some significant advantages,
compared to conventional surface PM synchronous machines because of the hybrid
nature of their torque production (magnet and reluctance) and a stiff rotor construc-
tion. These advantages include high efficiency and power density, as well as their
ability to achieve a wide speed range of constant power operation, making IPMSMs
in one of the best candidates to drive a FC compression system. The rest of the
section presents a mathematical description together with control principles of the
IPMSMs

4.2.1 Modeling of interior permanent-magnet synchronous motors

One of the most fundamental principles of AC machines is the creation of a
rotating, sinusoidally distributed magnetic field in the airgap. Neglecting the effect
of slotting and space harmonics due to the non-ideal winding distribution, it can
be shown that a sinusoidal three-phase balanced power supply in the three-phase
stator winding creates a rotating magnetic field.

The three-phase sinusoidal currents flowing in the three-phase stator windings,
and are given as:

ias = Is cos (ωet) ,

ibs = Is cos
(

ωet− 2π

3

)
,

ics = Is cos
(

ωet +
2π

3

)
,

(4.56)

where

ωe - electrical angular velocity, [rad/s].

Each phase winding independently produces a sinusoidally distributed magneto-
motive force (MMF) wave (F ), pulsating along the respective axis. At spatial angle,
θ, the instantaneous MMF waves can be expressed as:
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Fas(θ, t) = wsias cos (θ) ,

Fbs(θ, t) = wsibs cos
(

θ − 2π

3

)
,

Fcs(θ, t) = wsics cos
(

θ +
2π

3

)
,

(4.57)

where

ws - number of turns in a phase winding.

The resultant MMF wave at angle θ is:

Fs(θ, t) = Fas(θ, t) + Fbs(θ, t) + Fcs(θ, t) =

= wsias cos(θ) + wsibs cos(θ − 2π

3
) + wsics cos(θ +

2π

3
).

(4.58)

Substituting (4.56) in (4.58) gives:

Fs(θ, t) = wsIs

[
cos(ωet) cos(θ) + cos

(
ωet− 2π

3

)
cos

(
θ − 2π

3

)
+ cos

(
ωet +

2π

3

)
cos

(
θ +

2π

3

)]
.

(4.59)

After simplification, (4.59) can be written as:

Fs(θ, t) =
3
2
wsIs cos(ωet− θ), (4.60)

which is a MMF wave rotating at the speed, ωe.

In order to avoid the complicated trigonometric transformations, the direct-
quadrature (dq)-coordinate system synchronously rotating with an electrical angular
velocity, ωe, is normally used for modeling synchronous machines, where the d - axis
coincides with the direction of the permanent-magnet flux linkage λPM [40, 41]. The
flux linkages and the voltage equations for the stator of an IPMSM are expressed in
the dq-coordinate system:

[
λd

λq

]
=

[
Ld 0
0 Lq

] [
id
iq

]
+

[
λPM

0

]
, (4.61)

[
vd

vq

]
= Rs

[
id
iq

]
+

d

dt

[
λd 0
0 λq

]
+ ωe

[
0 −λq

λd 0

]
, (4.62)
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[
vd

vq

]
= Rs

[
id
iq

]
+

d

dt

[
Ld 0
0 Lq

] [
id
iq

]
+

[
0 −ωeLq

ωeLd 0

] [
id
iq

]
+

[
0

ωeλPM

]
, (4.63)

where

vd, vq - dq-components of stator voltage, [V],
id, iq - dq-components of stator current, [A],
Rs - stator phase resistance, [Ω],
Ld, Lq - dq-components of stator phase inductance, [H],
λPM - permanent-magnet flux linkage, [Wb],
λd, λq - dq-components of flux linkage, [Wb].

The dq-components of the state variables - voltages, currents and flux linkages -
are obtained via the transformation from the stationary three-phase coordinate sys-
tem, (abc), into the synchronously rotating dq-system using the consequent power-
invariant transformations [42]. The rotor equations are omitted, because of the
absence of an electrical circuit in the rotor. From (4.63), the steady-state vector
diagram is built as shown in Fig. 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Steady-state vector diagram for an IPMSM in the dq - reference frame.

The electromagnetic torque is described by:

Td = p (λPMiq + (Ld − Lq) idiq) . (4.64)

Another way to express the torque is via the amplitude of the stator current, Is,
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and the current phase angle β - electrical angle between the current vector and the
EMF, directly related to the rotor position:

Td = p

(
λPMIs cos(β) +

1
2

(Ld − Lq) I2
s sin(2β)

)
, (4.65)

where

p - pole-pair number, [−],
β - current phase angle, [rad].

The first term in (4.64) or (4.65) corresponds to the electrodynamic torque, and the
second term - to the reluctance torque component.

The model of an IPMSM can be regarded as a general-type synchronous motor
model. The equivalent circuits and the equations that describe the behavior of a
SPMSM or a SynRM can be derived from those of an IPMSM if equal inductances
in d- and q-axes are obtained (Ld = Lq) or the rotor excitation is eliminated (λPM),
respectively. Therefore, based on the model and control schemes of the IPMSM, as
described in this section, the corresponding control techniques for the SPMSM and
the SynRM can be derived.

4.2.2 Current vector control for PM synchronous machines

With a PWM controlled power electronic converter the d and q current compo-
nents or the magnitude and the phase angle of the stator current can be separately
controlled. Such a current vector control has a strong influence on the motor per-
formance. Several control schemes derived from the dq-model can be used.

Maximum torque-per-current control

The maximum torque-per-current (MTpC) control strategy allows to minimize the
current level keeping a constant value of torque or to achieve the maximum torque
under a constant current level. From the torque expression (4.65) the optimal
current phase angle corresponding to the maximum torque-per-current is derived
[43, 44, 45]:

β = arcsin


−λPM +

√
λ2

PM + 8 (Lq − Ld)2 I2
s

4 (Lq − Ld)2 Is


 . (4.66)

The relation between d- and q-axis current components is defined as:

id =
λPM

2 (Lq − Ld)
−

√
λ2

PM

4 (Lq − Ld)2
+ i2q. (4.67)

The trajectory which corresponds to this control strategy is shown in Fig. 4.11.
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Maximum torque-per-flux control

The optimal operating point can also be achieved by the maximum torque-per-flux
linkage (MTpF). The optimal current vector in this case is given as [44]:

id =
λPM + ∆λd

Ld
, (4.68)

iq =

√
λ2

s −∆λ2
d

Lq
, (4.69)

∆λd =
−LqλPM +

√
(LqλPM)2 + 8 (Lq − Ld)2 λ2

s

4 (Lq − Ld)
. (4.70)

This control is equivalent to the maximum torque per EMF, thus it can also be
named as the maximum torque-per-voltage control. The corresponding trajectory
is given in Fig. 4.11.

Field-weakening control

The speed of a synchronous machine can be controlled beyond the rated speed by
the so-called ”field-weakening (FW) control” [46, 47, 48, 49]. This method is based
on the suppression of the EMF in the high-speed region. The flux linkage, λPM, due
to the permanent magnets is in fact constant. However, the d-axis flux linkage can
be adjusted by utilizing the d-axis armature reaction.

The flux linkage, λs, is:

λs =
√

λ2
d + λ2

q =
√

(Ldid + λPM)2 + (Lqiq)
2
. (4.71)

From the condition by which the EMF becomes equal to its limited value, E0m, the
following equation is obtained:

(Ldid + λPM)2 + (Lqiq)
2 =

(
E0m

ωe

)2

, (4.72)

id = −λPM

Ld
± 1

Ld

√(
E0m

ωe

)2

− (Lqiq)
2
. (4.73)

By controlling the current vector along the voltage limit ellipse (see FW trajectory
in Fig. 4.11), the torque can be controlled.

Loss minimization control

The optimal current vector for minimizing motor losses at any operating condition
can be derived from the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4.10 [50, 51]. This circuit
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considers the iron losses in addition to the copper losses. The optimal current vector
trajectory which corresponds to the minimum losses at a particular speed is shown
in Fig. 4.11 as ”the loss minimization (LM) trajectory”. The optimal current
vector is a function of both variables - torque and speed. At zero speed there is
no core loss (if harmonic losses due to PWM are ignored), thus the optimal LM
trajectory at standstill corresponds to the MTpC trajectory where the copper losses
are minimum. With increasing speed the LM trajectory moves to the left towards
the MTpF trajectory.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.10: Equivalent circuits of an IPMSM in the dq-reference frame including
the iron loss resistance Rm: (a) d-axis, (b) q-axis.

Field-oriented control

The field-oriented control is used to achieve a linear torque control of the motor.
In this control method, the d-axis current component is set to zero resulting in the
current space angle, β being zero as well. The torque expression (4.64) is simplified:

Td = p (λPMiq) . (4.74)

Summary of IPMSM current vector control methods

The performance of the IPMSM strongly depends on the control scheme. Fig. 4.11
shows the current vector trajectories of five kinds of current vector control.

The current vector trajectories of the FW control and the LM control move
depending on the operating speed.

The points A to E represent the operating points of MTpF, FW, LM, MTpC,
and field-oriented control respectively for generating the same torque.

At point A, the flux linkage and the EMF voltage are minimum. At point B,
the EMF voltage is kept at the limited voltage. At point C, the total loss becomes
minimal and, thus, the highest drive efficiency is achieved in case of constant output
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Figure 4.11: Current vector trajectories for different vector controls.

power. At point D, the current value becomes minimum. At point E, the d-axis
current component is not used.

In general, using the dq-motor model, an appropriate current vector control
scheme for a particular operating condition can be derived necessary to obtain a
high-performance IPMSM drive.

4.3 Induction motor drives and motion control methods

4.3.1 Mathematical modeling of the induction motor

Induction motors (Fig. 4.12) are the most widely used type of electrical machines
mainly because of their simple construction, low cost, high reliability and high
efficiency [52, 53, 54, 42, 55]. Except for standard applications, they are also widely
employed in high-speed applications like compressors, spindle machines, etc.

The three-phase stator windings are formed by interconnecting conductors in
slots around the circumferential periphery of the machine, and produce a pure
traveling MMF, like in the case of synchronous machines. As a consequence, a
constant-amplitude traveling flux wave is present in the airgap. The most common
configuration of the rotor consists of short-circuited bars − so-called ”squirrel cage”.
For convenience of modeling, it is also represented as a three-phase winding rotat-
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Figure 4.12: General view of an induction motor.

ing at the mechanical speed, ω. Thus, in the rotor reference frame, the sinusoidally
distributed stator flux wave is traveling with the so-called ”slip” speed, which is
expressed as:

ωslip = ωe − ωr, (4.75)

where

ωr = pω - electrical rotor speed, [rad/s].

According to Faraday’s law, the voltages, induced in each rotor phase winding
are described as:

var = Vr cos (ωslipt) ,

vbr = Vr cos
(

ωslipt− 2π

3

)
,

vcr = Vr cos
(

ωslipt +
2π

3

)
,

(4.76)

where

Vr - amplitude of the induced rotor voltage, [V].

The rotor phase currents are:
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iar = Ir cos (ωslipt− φ) ,

ibr = Ir cos
(

ωslipt− φ− 2π

3

)
,

icr = Ir cos
(

ωslipt− φ +
2π

3

)
,

(4.77)

where

φ - phase shift angle between voltage and current, [rad].

Figure 4.13: Induction motor in the rotating dq-reference frame.

Like the stator phase windings, the rotor phase windings being displaced by
the angle 2π

3 in space and conducting a balanced set of three-phase currents, will
establish a rotor MMF wave in the airgap that is constant in amplitude and travels
with respect to the rotor at the slip speed. Consequently, the airgap of the induction
motor has two constant-amplitude MMF waves rotating with synchronous angular
speed, ωe. The action of these two fields to align produces the electromagnetic
torque, Td.

Under the assumption that the stator and rotor phase windings are electrically
and magnetically symmetrical, the airgap is uniform and the field distribution is
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sinusoidal, a three-phase induction motor can be modelled by an equivalent two-
phase motor model αβ (Fig. 4.13). With the additional assumptions that the ef-
fects of magnetic saturation, eddy-currents and hysteresis are negligible, the model
equations for an induction motor can be expressed in the synchronously rotating
dq-frame:

ve
qs = Rsi

e
qs +

dλe
qs

dt
+ ωeλ

e
ds,

ve
ds = Rsi

e
ds +

dλe
ds

dt
− ωeλ

e
qs,

0 = R′ri
′e
qr +

dλ
′e
qr

dt
+ (ωe − ωr)λ

′e
dr,

0 = R′ri
′e
dr +

dλ
′e
dr

dt
− (ωe − ωr)λ

′e
qr,

(4.78)

λe
qs = Llsi

e
qs + Lm

(
ieqs + i

′e
qr

)
,

λe
ds = Llsi

e
ds + Lm

(
ieds + i

′e
dr

)
,

λ
′e
qr = L′lri

′e
qr + Lm

(
ieqs + i

′e
qr

)
,

λ
′e
dr = L′lri

′e
dr + Lm

(
ieds + i

′e
dr

)
,

(4.79)

where

R′r - rotor resistance, [Ω],
Lls - stator leakage inductance, [H],
L′lr - rotor leakage inductance, [H],
Lm - magnetizing or mutual inductance, [H],
λe

ds, λe
qs - dq-components of stator flux linkage, [Wb],

λ
′e
dr, λ

′e
qr - dq-components of rotor flux linkage, [Wb],

ve
ds, ve

qs - dq-components of stator voltage, [V],
ieds, ieqs - dq-components of stator current, [A],
i
′e
dr, i

′e
qr - dq-components of rotor current, [A],

()′r - rotor values referred to the stator.

The equations (4.78)- (4.79) can be combined to give the model of the electrical
dynamics of an induction motor in matrix form (for one pole-pair):




ve
qs

ve
ds

0
0


 =




Rs + sLs ωeLs sLm ωeLm

−ωeLs Rs + sLs −ωeLm sLm

sLm (ωe − ωr)Lm R′r + sL′r (ωe − ωr)L′r
− (ωe − ωr) Lm sLm − (ωe − ωr)L′r R′r + sL′r







ieqs

ieds

i
′e
qr

i
′e
dr


 ,

(4.80)
where
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s - Laplace operator (d/dt),
Ls = Lls + Lm - stator self-inductance, [H],
L′r = L′lr + Lm - rotor self-inductance, [H].

In the assumption that the induction motor is supplied from an ideal current
source, the stator currents, ieds, and ieqs are impressed to the stator. The stator
equations can then be omitted.

The dq-components of the rotor current can be expressed in terms of the rotor
flux linkage and the stator current components. From (4.79) it can be written:

i
′e
dr =

λ
′e
dr − Lmieds

L′r
,

i
′e
qr =

λ
′e
qr − Lmieqs

L′r
.

(4.81)

After substitution of (4.81) into (4.78) the rotor equations becomes:

λ
′e
qr =

1
s

[
Lm

τr
ieqs −

λ
′e
qr

τr
− ωslipλ

′e
dr

]
,

λ
′e
dr =

1
s

[
Lm

τr
ieds −

λ
′e
dr

τr
+ ωslipλ

′e
qr

]
,

(4.82)

where

τr =
L′r
R′r

- the rotor time constant, [s].

The electromagnetic torque can be expressed as:

Td = p
3
2

Lm

L′r

(
ieqsλ

′e
dr − iedsλ

′e
qr

)
. (4.83)

From (4.81 - 4.83) it is possible to construct a block diagram of an induction motor
in the synchronous reference frame.

From the block diagram in Fig. 4.14 the problems of the control of an induction
motor can be seen.

The two direct couplings of the stator current with the rotor flux make this
setup to be non-linear, thus, very poorly controllable. If the high performance is
not required, the so-called scalar speed control can be implemented. In case of a
very precise speed or position adjustment, the direct torque control (DTC) [56] or
direct self control (DSC) [57] can be used, as well as the field oriented control (FOC),
or vector control [42, 58]. Taking into account a personal experience and the group
expertise, the FOC approach is analyzed and implemented.

With the aid of vector control a decoupling can be achieved. This decoupling
consists of controlling the selected variable (e.g. flux linkage along a particular axis)
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Figure 4.14: Block diagram of an induction motor in the synchronous reference
frame.

in such a way that they are always equal to zero. This results in a simplification of
the mathematical model. The following sections present the most commonly used
motion control algorithms for induction motors (IM).

4.3.2 Scalar control

The simplest motion control type of the IM is the scalar control. It consists of
the simultaneous control of the amplitude and the frequency of the supplied voltage
so that the stator flux linkage, (λs = Vs/ωe), remains constant. The block diagram
of this control method is shown in Fig. 4.15.

Figure 4.15: Open-loop V/Hz speed control with PWM voltage source inverter.
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In general, no feedback signals are required for the control. The synchronous fre-
quency, ωe, is the primary control variable. In addition, in the scalar control method
the motor model is only considered in steady state. Therefore, the scalar controller
can not achieve the adequate dynamic performance. This can be considered as the
basic drawback of the scalar control method.

4.3.3 Field oriented control

The field oriented control (FOC) strategy is used for achieving fast dynamic
speed and torque responses [42, 58]. From the control point of view, the use of
the FOC approach allows to treat an AC machine as a DC machine, in which the
electromagnetic torque is produced by a flux and a current that are decoupled.

Therefore, the control objective is to decouple the stator current vector into two
components: a flux producing component, ieds, and a torque producing component,
ieqs. Fig. 4.16 shows a schematic diagram of the applied field orientation scheme.

Figure 4.16: General setup of a field oriented scheme.

The diagram in Fig. 4.16 is a general scheme that can be aligned with the
rotor, the airgap or the stator flux linkage. The implementation is achieved by
employing an explicit angular relation, θe, between the stator current vector and
the flux vector by either direct or indirect methods. With the direct field oriented
control the position of the flux vector is measured directly by sensors (Hall probes or
flux coils) or estimated by a flux observer. In the indirect methods the rotor speed
or position is measured using, for example, an encoder, and these measurements are
used for the estimation of the magnitude and the angle of the flux linkage. In order
to apply the FOC, a suitable model of the IM is needed. Here, the mathematical
description in the form of a space vector description is used.
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Rotor flux oriented model

The requirement for the rotor flux orientation is that the stator current components,
ieds, and ieqs, have to be in phase and quadrature with respect to the rotor flux. This
can be realized by selecting a synchronously rotating dq-frame at speed, ωe, whose
d-axis is aligned with the rotor flux. This implies that the q-component of the rotor
flux linkage, λ

′e
qr, is equal to zero:

λ
′e
qr = 0. (4.84)

The machine is said to be rotor flux oriented.
With this method the independent control of flux and torque is possible. By

keeping the d-component of the rotor flux linkage, λ
′e
dr, constant it is possible to

achieve a fast torque response, resulting in a fast speed or position response.
From (4.83) the developed electromagnetic torque can be written as:

Td = p
3
2

Lm

L′r
λ
′e
dri

e
qs. (4.85)

From this expression it can be seen that if the rotor flux linkage is not disturbed,
adjusting the q-component of the stator current can independently control the elec-
tromagnetic torque. The reduced block diagram is given in Fig. 4.17.

Figure 4.17: Rotor flux oriented IM.

Direct rotor flux oriented controller

In the direct rotor flux oriented control scheme the rotor flux angle is directly ob-
tained from the machine’s electrical quantities, eliminating the need for a speed or
position sensor.

The scheme, which uses the direct measurement of the airgap flux with flux
sensing coils or Hall elements, is illustrated in Fig. 4.18.

The rotor flux equation in the stationary reference frame is:

λ
′s
qdr = Lmisqds + L′ri

′s
qdr, (4.86)

while, the measured airgap flux is:
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Figure 4.18: Direct rotor flux oriented control (airgap flux measuring).

λs
qdm = Lm

(
isqds + i

′s
qdr

)
. (4.87)

Combination of (4.86) and (4.87) yields:

λ
′s
qdr =

L′r
Lm

λs
qdm − L′lri

s
qds, (4.88)

from which the values of the rotor flux magnitude and angle can be obtained. Only
two motor parameters have to be known: the rotor leakage inductance, L′lr, which
is usually a constant and the ratio L′r

Lm
which is mainly affected only by saturation

of the main flux path of the machine. Consequently, the main disadvantage of this
method is the need for flux sensing elements, which may affect the cost and relia-
bility of the drive.

The stator flux linkage can also be estimated using an observer based on the
measurements of the stator terminal voltage and current (Fig. 4.19), thus avoiding
the use of special sensors. In the stator reference frame the voltage equation is:

vs
qds = Rsi

s
qds + sλs

qds, (4.89)

from which:

λs
qds =

1
s

(
vs
qds − rsi

s
qds

)
. (4.90)

The stator flux linkage is expressed as:

λs
qds = Lsi

s
qds + Lmi

′s
qdr, (4.91)
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Figure 4.19: Direct rotor flux oriented control (stator voltage and current measur-
ing).

from which the rotor current is expressed:

i
′s
qdr =

λs
qds − Lsi

s
qds

Lm
. (4.92)

The rotor flux linkage can then be written as:

λ
′s
qdr = Lmisqds +

L′r
Lm

(
λs

qds − Lsi
s
qds

)
=

L′r
Lm

(
λs

qds − Lσsi
s
qds

)
, (4.93)

where

Lσs = Ls − L2
m

L′r
- so-called transient inductance.

In this case, the values for three motor parameters, the stator phase resistance,
Rs, the stator phase inductance, Ls, and the ratio, L′r

Lm
, are necessary. The stator

phase resistance might cause significant difficulties to the control accuracy at low
speed due to its temperature dependence and skin effects, when the voltage drop,
isRs, becomes dominant. Extra measures to overcome this problem at very low
speed are given in [58].

Indirect rotor flux oriented controller

The indirect rotor flux oriented controller has to maintain the correct orientation
during flux changes, thus the slip has to be calculated continuously. To derive the
controller, the relationship between the rotor flux linkage and the stator current as
well as the slip equation has to be used.

Using (4.84), the rotor equations (4.82) can be rewritten as:
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λ
′e
qr = 0 =

1
s

[
Lm

τr
ieqs − ωslipλ

′e
dr

]
,

λ
′e
dr =

1
s

[
Lm

τr
ieds −

λ
′e
dr

τr

]
.

(4.94)

From the first equation of (4.94) the angular slip speed can be expressed:

ωslip =
Lmieqs

λ
′e
drτr

. (4.95)

The relation between the rotor flux linkage, λ
′e
dr, and the stator current component,

ieds, is given by the second equation of (4.94):

λ
′e
dr =

Lm

sτr + 1
ieds, (4.96)

from which a reference value of, ieds, is computed:

ie∗ds = λ
′e∗
dr

sτr + 1
Lm

. (4.97)

In order to maintain the correct field orientation the time lag in the flux response
has also to be taken into account. This is obtained by substituting (4.96) in (4.95)
and is:

ωslip =

1
τr

ie∗qs

1
1 + sτr

ie∗ds

. (4.98)

The slip equation (4.98) and the flux-current relation (4.97) are used in the con-
troller (Fig. 4.20). By adding the angular slip speed, ω∗slip, to the rotor speed,
ωr, the reference angular velocity, ωe, is obtained (Fig. 4.21). Integrating ωe gives
information on the angle, θe, of the rotor flux. This can be used for the dynamic
transformation of the stator current components in the stator reference frame to the
stator current components in the synchronous reference frame.

The feed-forward mechanism of the indirect rotor flux oriented controller assumes
no feedback loop for the rotor flux. In this case, the drive performance becomes
dependent on the knowledge of the motor parameters. It is visible from the model
in Fig. 4.20 that the rotor time constant, τr, has an important impact on the proper
field orientation. In practice, this constant varies during operation because of the
changing of the rotor phase resistance due to the temperature and the frequency
dependent skin effect, and the variable magnetic saturation. This fact can have a
negative influence on the drive performance. On the other hand, there is just one
external sensor needed to measure the speed of the rotor.
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Figure 4.20: IM current model.

Figure 4.21: Indirect rotor flux oriented control (speed measuring).
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4.3.4 Current control

PWM voltage source inverters (VSI) with a switching frequency in the range of
tens of kHz today are the most commonly used power electronic converters in the low
to medium power range of high-performance drives. The current regulated PWM
inverter uses closed-loop control with feedback of the AC currents and can function
as a regulated current supply having good dynamic response and low harmonic
content (Fig. 4.22).

The current controllers are classified into three groups: hysteresis controller,
ramp comparison and predictive controllers. The hysteresis controller is the sim-
plest one. It applies the current error signal to a hysteresis element, and its output
supplies the logic signal to the gate of a positive or negative inverter switching ele-
ment. This system provides good current amplitude control. Its main disadvantage
is the highly variable PWM switching rate. Low frequency components appear in
the current spectrum regardless of the switching frequency. The variation of the
switching rate is opposite to the needs for a good current control with the highest
switching rates associated with the lowest reference frequencies.

The more advanced type of current controller is the ramp comparison one, which
is the most widely used nowadays. Its operation principle is based on the comparison
of the processed current error with a triangle waveform, which then defines the
polarity of the inverter leg. The current error signal is usually conditioned using a PI
controller, which provides a very satisfactory static and dynamic performance. The
switching frequency is constant or, if necessary, can be variable, but well controllable.
The predictive current controllers are beyond the framework of this study.

The ramp comparison controller can be realized in a stationary or rotating ref-
erence frame as shown in Fig. 4.23 and Fig. 4.24, respectively.

The current controller in a rotating reference frame requires more complex hard-
ware for implementation because of the requirements to transform the measured
currents into a rotating frame and also to transform the calculated reference voltage
components back into the stationary frame. On the other hand, the ”synchronous”
controller provides a better performance due to the fact that the steady-state cur-
rents are represented as DC signals resulting in a zero steady-state error of the PI
controller. With the aim to simplify the structure of the controller, the synchronous
controller can be transformed into the stationary frame [42]. The corresponding
controller is shown in Fig. 4.25. The performance of the controller is identical to

Figure 4.22: PWM-VSI system with current regulation.
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that of the synchronous frame regulator shown in Fig. 4.24, but requires simpler
hardware for implementation.

Figure 4.23: System diagram of a PI current controller in a stationary reference
frame.

Figure 4.24: System diagram of a PI current controller in a rotating reference frame.
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Figure 4.25: Synchronous PI current controller in a stationary reference frame.

4.4 Overview of control strategies for the induction motor
efficiency

The control methods for induction motors (both scalar and vector) normally
assume the motor operation at the rated flux level which results in a good dynamic
performance i.e. fast torque response. However, in many industrial applications,
induction motors often operate at a reduced load level. In this case the remained
rated flux level may lead to excessive core losses. A number of control approaches
has been developed aiming at the improvement of the IM efficiency at reduced load,
usually indicated as: ”energy optimal control”, ”loss minimization control”, ”part
load optimization” or ”efficiency optimized control”. This section briefly summarizes
the control principles related to the efficiency improvement of induction motors.

4.4.1 Induction motor losses

Besides mechanical and windage losses, losses in induction machines also occur
in the stator and rotor windings and in the stator and rotor magnetic cores. They
determine the efficiency of the energy conversion in the electrical machine [59].

A classification of electromagnetic losses by origin includes fundamental losses
and losses due to space harmonics and time harmonics. Time harmonics are to
be considered when the induction motor is fed by a static converter, and thus the
voltage time harmonics content depends on the type of the converter and the pulse
width modulation method used. Space harmonics result from a non-sinusoidal space
distribution of the rotating flux due to the non-ideal winding distribution and the
periodic variation of magnetic circuit reluctance, caused by rotor and stator slots.
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Losses due to harmonics are not investigated, and the main attention is given to the
minimization of the fundamental core and winding losses.

4.4.2 Principle of efficiency control

In induction motor applications the energy saving criteria must be taken into
account from the design of the machine, using advanced magnetic materials and pro-
cess technologies up to the concept of control algorithms. The current investigation
deals with energy saving by means of control approaches.

The electromagnetic losses are represented in the model shown in Fig. 4.26 by
the stator winding, rotor winding and core resistances.

Figure 4.26: Single-phase equivalent circuit of an induction motor in the stationary
reference frame.

Figure 4.27: Loss variation in an induction motor with varying flux.
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The motor winding and core losses and the converter losses depend on the motor
flux level and, thus, can be influenced by the efficiency control [60, 61]. The main
issue in the efficiency optimized control is the flux level. At constant torque, the
reduction of the flux level results in the rise of the rotor current (and respectively
rotor copper losses). The core losses are reduced significantly. Further reduction of
the flux results in rising of the rotor and stator copper losses. Thus, at a certain
load level there is an optimal flux level which corresponds to the minimum motor
loss (Fig. 4.27).

Many efficiency control approaches dealing with flux optimization are reported
in literature. They are mainly distinguished by the definition of the optimal flux
level and the way of reaching the point of optimal flux (and optimal efficiency,
respectively). They can be classified as follows:

• Simple state control,

– displacement power factor control,

– rotor slip frequency control,

• Model based control (scalar and vector drives),

• Search control (scalar and vector drives).

4.4.3 Simple state control

In the simple state control a single motor parameter is controlled. This is typi-
cally the displacement power factor, cos(φ), or rotor slip frequency, ωslip. They can
be controlled either according to a constant value or to a predefined scheme. The
advantages of the cos(φ) control [62, 63, 64] (Fig. 4.28) are the simplicity of realiza-
tion, the fast adaptation and the fact that no speed or load information is required.
The disadvantage is that the cos(φ) reference can not be unified for different motors.

Figure 4.28: Simple state control (cos(φ)).
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In [65] the efficiency control strategy where the optimal rotor slip frequencies,
ω∗slip, are put in a look-up table (Fig. 4.29), is proposed. The values are based
on off-line measurements on the motor drive, and for that given motor drive, the
optimal slip frequency values depend on the speed only.

Figure 4.29: Simple state control (slip frequency).

4.4.4 Model based control

The flux optimization based on a machine loss model can be realized in different
ways depending on the motor control applied (e.g. vector control or scalar control).
For example, the simple control scheme for a scalar controlled drive is proposed
in [66] and [67] (Fig. 4.30). The steady-state motor model is used to calculate an
optimal stator frequency for further V/Hz control:

ωe = pω +

√
RsR

′2
r

Rs (Lm + L′r)
2 + R′

rL
2
m

. (4.99)

Figure 4.30: Model based control (scalar drive).
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The efficiency optimization for a vector controlled drive can be best illustrated by
the approach used in [68, 69, 70, 71]. The optimal operating point can be determined
using the simplified equivalent circuit of an induction motor (Fig. 4.31). The motor
losses are represented by the separated power dq-components, depending on the
corresponding current components, using a concept of ”negative” power:

Figure 4.31: Steady-state rotor flux oriented model of an induction motor including
core losses.

Ploss,d =

(
(ωeLm)2

Rm
+ Rs + (ωeLm)2

Rs

R2
m

)
is2ds, (4.100)

Ploss,q = (Rs + R′r) ie2qs, (4.101)

Ploss,dq = −2ωeLm
Rs

Rm
iedsi

e
qs. (4.102)

According to [68], the electromagnetic torque of the rotor flux oriented drive is:

Td = pLmiedsi
e
qs. (4.103)

The current components ratio is defined as:

A =
ieqs

ieds

. (4.104)

Using (4.103) the following relations are obtained:

ie2qs = A
Td

pLm
, ie2ds =

1
A

Td

pLm
, iedsi

e
qs =

Td

pLm
. (4.105)

The total losses are expressed by combination of (4.100) - (4.102) and (4.105):
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Ploss = Ploss,d + Ploss,q + Ploss,dq

=
Td

pLm

[(
(ωeLm)2

Rm
+ Rs + (ωeLm)2

Rs

R2
m

)
1

A
+

(
Rs + R′r

)
A− 2ωeLm

Rs

Rm

]
. (4.106)

Neglecting saturation effects which result in a dependence of the model parameters
(in particular Rm and Lm) on the flux level and assuming the torque to be constant,
the minimal loss is found by differentiating (4.106) with respect to A:

∂Ploss

∂A
⇒

⇒ −
(

(ωeLm)2

Rm
+ Rs + (ωeLm)2

Rs

R2
m

)
1

A2
+ (Rs + R′r) = 0 ⇒

⇒ Ploss,d = Ploss,q. (4.107)

As an example, (4.107) is implemented using a simple PI-controller in Fig. 4.32.

Figure 4.32: Model based control (vector drive).

4.4.5 Search control

In the search control approach the output power of the motor is kept constant
while the motor flux level is iteratively adapted to find a minimum of the input
power [72]. Theoretically, this method offers the optimal solution without knowl-
edge of the motor parameters. But some disadvantages appear in practice, such
as continuous disturbances in the torque, slow adaptation, difficulties to tune the
algorithms for a given application and the need for precise load information. For
the scalar controlled drive the DC-link input power can be used as the controlled
variable which is minimized by adjusting the V/Hz ratio (Fig. 4.33) [73].
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Figure 4.33: Search control: input power minimization for a scalar controlled IM.

A similar approach for vector controlled drives can be found in [74] and [75] where
the search controller is combined with a rotor-flux oriented vector control scheme,
and minimizes the drive input power, keeping the motor output power constant by
controlling the speed and assuming the load characteristic to be constant.

In [76] the loss minimization in scalar controlled induction motor drives with
search controllers is investigated comparing different controlled variables. It is
shown, that the method of measuring the DC-link power usually suffers from the
low sensitivity of the DC power in the vicinity of the minimum and, additionally, its
speed dependence. Thus, instead of measuring the power or current of the inverter
DC-link the stator current is proposed for minimization. It is demonstrated, that
the stator current sensitivity with respect to the airgap flux is much larger than
the sensitivity of the DC input power or current. Additionally, the stator current
sensitivity function is independent of the speed and does not significantly depend
on the motor efficiency. Experimental results showed the advantage of the stator
current minimization over the input power minimization. Stator current minimiza-
tion control (Fig. 4.34) leads to even more loss reduction, due to the absence of
oscillations in the airgap flux and the minimization of the inverter losses since the
inverter losses are proportional to the stator current.

In [77] a fuzzy logic based on-line efficiency optimization control of an induction
motor drive is described which uses an indirect vector control in the inner loop.
At steady-state light load condition, a fuzzy controller adaptively decrements the
excitation current on the basis of the measured input power such that, for a given
load torque and speed, the drive settles to the minimum input power, i.e. operates
at maximum efficiency. The low-frequency pulsating torque due to the decrease of
the rotor flux is compensated in a feed-forward way. If the load torque or speed
command changes, the efficiency search algorithm is abandoned and the rated flux
is established to get the best transient response.

In [78] the authors present a method of efficiency maximization that utilizes
the sensing of the third-harmonic content of the airgap flux. This signal is used
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Figure 4.34: Search control: stator current minimization for a vector controlled IM.

to determine the resulting instantaneous position of the fundamental component of
the airgap flux and, consequently, the torque- and flux-producing components of
the stator current. In addition, the third harmonic signal is also used to determine
the rotor speed. Hence, the output power of the machine can be calculated with
only one signal sensor wire attached to the neutral point of the machine. The flux-
producing component can now be readily adjusted to produce the minimum input
power for a fixed amount of output power at constant speed.

In [79] dynamic programming is used to minimize the losses of a field-oriented
induction motor drive during a closed-cycle operation. Constraints on the input
currents, input voltages, maximum speed, and rotor flux are taken into account in
the problem formulation. Iron saturation effects are modelled to provide a state-
varying constraint on the magnitude of the rotor flux, and the load is modelled
as a function of motor position, as can be found in many mechanical processes.
The dynamic optimization results correlate well with experimental results. The
efficiencies of the dynamically optimized (varying flux) trajectories for the whole
cycle are better than those with an optimal constant flux by 10 to 20 %.

The comparison of different energy-efficiency control strategies and experimental
data [61], [80] are presented in the Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

Table 4.1: Comparison of energy-efficiency control methods.
Control method Simple state Model based Search

Motor drive specific yes yes no
Parameter sensible yes yes no
Efficiency precision medium medium high

Efficiency convergence fast fast slow
Complexity simple medium/high medium

Speed measurement req. ωslip:yes; cos(φ):no sometimes yes
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Table 4.2: Comparison of convergence time in energy-efficiency control methods
(published experimental data).
Energy-optimal control strategy Scalar drive Vector drive

Simple state - cos(φ) 7 s 1 s
Model based 2-3 s 0.5-2 s

Model based (off-line calculated airgap flux) 1 s 2 s
Stator current minimizing search control 7-8 s 3 s
DC-link power minimizing search control 9 s 4 s

4.5 Conclusions

This chapter discussed the operational principles and control methods of two
types of electrical machines (IPMSM and IM) which are the main candidates for
using in the fuel cell compression system.

The advantage of synchronous motors compared to induction motors is mainly
due to the synchronous rotation. It significantly affects the IPMSM power factor
and efficiency. The main losses in the IPMSM consist of stator ohmic losses and
iron losses caused by the airgap flux harmonics.

In addition to the mentioned losses the IM also contains rotor copper losses and
extra stator copper losses due to the high magnetizing current. Thus, the efficiency
of the IPMSM is noticeably higher than that of the IM. Another advantage of the
IPMSM is related to the mechanical construction of the rotor. It is lighter compared
to that of an equivalent IM’s rotor, which makes it suitable for servo motor drives
where a high power to weight ratio is required. This is an important remark for the
application studied in this thesis - active surge suppression by a speed controlled
electrical drive.

The main disadvantage of the IPMSM is the use of PM materials which re-
sults in increased motor cost and, additionally, in a limited operational temperature
range. The induction machine has a very simple rotor construction, which makes
the machine more reliable and cheaper. In practice, for low-power applications PM
machines are preferable, but in application of a few tens of kW induction motors
are usually employed.

The advantage of IMs over PMSMs with respect to the efficiency mainly appears
in applications where the speed is relatively high at low load torque [68]. In this case,
the flux reduction technique for the induction motor results in a valuable efficiency
gain due to reduced core losses. The choice of the efficiency control is defined by the
requirements to the performance of the system and the applied motion control. For
example, in low-performance applications, like HVAC systems, the simple state or
search control is the most applicable. The fast model-based control could be applied
in high-performance systems where powerful computers and accurate measurement
equipment are already in use.

From the variety of motion control methods the indirect field-oriented control
has been chosen for the active surge control of the compressor due to the following
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reasons. As it is seen from section 3.3.3, the surge control method requires the precise
speed information and, thus the use of a speed sensor. In principle, speed could be
estimated via the measurements of the electrical quantities of the machine [81, 82].
This approach seems to be very attractive from the point of view of simplification of
the system as well as cost reduction, and it can be recommended for future research.
But for the initial study of the active surge control, the precise speed measurement
is preferable.

Chapter 5 deals with the design aspects of high-speed induction motors. A
design is proposed, which can be recommended for compressor applications and
surge control. Additionally, the analysis of the electromagnetic behavior of a high-
speed induction machine which will be used for the experiments, is described.



Chapter 5

Design and numerical modeling of
high-speed induction motors

As discussed in section 3.3.3, the active surge control of the centrifugal compressor
can be performed by the precise torque regulation of the motor. From the system
of dynamic equations of the compressor it can be seen, that the primary process
variables - mass flow and pressure - directly depend on the rotational speed of the
impeller (or driving motor). The compressor and motor dynamic interaction is
described by the mechanical dynamic equation, where the inertia is presented as a
parameter. Hence, the drive speed response would be defined by two factors: the
electromagnetic torque and the motor inertia.

The high-performance torque control of the motor can be implemented using,
for example, a FOC scheme, which has been described in Chapter 4. This chap-
ter mainly focusses on the design aspects of the induction motor. The relations
between the performance characteristics and the geometrical parameters are dis-
cussed. A simplified derivation of the efficiency and a thermal analysis are also
presented. In addition to the torque production and the motor inertia, which define
the process controllability, the thermal and efficiency aspects of the induction mo-
tor operation must also be taken into account, since they are directly related to the
system efficiency.

The design procedure outlined in Fig. 5.1 has been applied for a high-speed
induction motor. The initially specified parameters and analytically obtained per-
formance characteristics have been verified by high-precision numerical modeling,
using the Finite Elements Method. The analytical and numerical methods have also
been used for the preliminary analysis and design verification of the induction motor
selected for the full-scale laboratory experiment [83].

103
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Figure 5.1: IM iterative design flow-chart.
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5.1 Design of the high-speed induction motor

5.1.1 Performance specification

The initial design specification data for the high-speed induction motor has been
derived from the analysis of the compression system operation regimes (Chapter
3), [84]. First, the desired compression system performance variables (pressure and
mass flow) and the compressor parameters are defined (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1: Compressor rated performance parameters
Pressure, pp, [Bar] 1.5

Maximum mass flow, mmax, [kg/s] 0.5
Minimum mass flow, mmin, [kg/s] 0.2

Impeller radius, r2, [m] 0.12
Impeller inertia, J , [kgm2] 0.001

Next, using the compressor dimensions and the compressor torque, Tc, (3.14), the
required motor output mechanical power, Pd, is defined:

Pd = ωTc, (5.1)

where the speed, ω, is defined from the compressor performance map (Fig. 3.22),
which equals approximately 4000 rad/s or 600 Hz.

Taking into account a high-speed operation, a two-pole induction motor is pro-
posed. Additionally, with the aim to reduce losses in the power electronic inverter
operating at high frequency, an increased voltage level with respect to a classical
application has been selected.

The input apparent power, S, of the motor is a function of the efficiency, ηIM,
and the power factor, cos φ:

S = Pd
ke

ηIM cosφ
, (5.2)

where

Pd - mechanical power, [W],
ke - ratio between back EMF and terminal voltage (preliminary set equal to 0.98),
ηIM - motor efficiency,
cosφ - power factor.

The efficiency and the power factor can be preliminary estimated using the following
empirical equations [85]:

ηIM ∼ 0.856P 0.025
d p−0.02f−0.05

s , (5.3)

cosφ ∼ 1.08P 0.015
d p−0.08f−0.07

s . (5.4)
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where

fs - stator frequency, [Hz],
p - number of pole pairs, [−].

Finally, the initial motor specifications have been be formulated (Table 5.2).

Table 5.2: Design data of the direct-drive high-speed 2-pole, 30 kW IM.
Output power, Pd, [kW] 30

Phase rms voltage, Vs, [V] 380
Stator frequency, fs, [Hz] 600

Number of pole pairs, p, [−] 1
Power factor, cosφ, [−] 0.76

Motor efficiency, ηIM, [%] 95.0

5.1.2 Selection of the main dimensions

At the next stage of an electrical machine design the main machine dimensions
are defined. It is performed using the general equation of the electromechanical
power conversion (5.5) which links the main motor dimensions with the electrical
and magnetic loading [86, 87]:

D2lδω

S
=

2
παδkBkwABδ

, (5.5)

where

D - stator internal diameter, [m],
lδ - active length of the magnetic core, [m],
ω - angular speed, [rad/s],
S - input apparent power, [VA],
Bδ - airgap flux density (magnetic loading), [T],
A - electrical loading, [A/m],
αδ - pole overlap coefficient, [−],
kB - coefficient of flux density distribution, [−],
kw - winding coefficient, [−].

The left part of (5.5) is related to the output dynamic performance of the ma-
chine, and the right part corresponds to the particular limitations caused by the
thermal and magnetic properties of the materials. The required dynamic perfor-
mance of the machine with respect to the application can be characterized by the
electromechanical time-constant, τem:

τem =
Jmω

Td
, (5.6)
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where the inertia, Jm, of the rotor is:

Jm =
kγγstlδπD4

r

32
, (5.7)

where

Dr - rotor diameter, [m],
the product, kγ ·γst, is the average rotor density expressed via the steel density, γst,[
kg/m3

]
, and the density coefficient, kγ .

Assuming that D ≈ Dr from (5.5), (5.2) and (5.7) it is visible that Td ∝ D2lδ
and Jm ∝ D4

r lδ, which finally shows:

τem ∝ D2
r . (5.8)

From this function, it is visible that a reduction of τem is achieved by means
of a reduced rotor diameter Dr. The required value of torque or power is kept by
proportionally increasing the active motor length lδ. On the other hand, the aspect
ratio, λmain, defined as:

λmain =
lδ
Dr

, (5.9)

is limited by the mechanical strength properties of the rotor assembly. Within the
present work, a comprehensive mechanical analysis is not performed. Using the
common experience of electrical machine design and published reports related to
high-speed induction motors [88, 89], the maximum limit for λmain is set to two.

The main machine dimensions also depend on the product, ABδ, which on its
turn defines the machine characteristics. The values of electrical loading and airgap
flux density can originally be selected from a set of their combinations corresponding
to ABδ = const.

5.1.3 Stator sizing and winding parameters

The next step is the stator dimensioning and the stator winding design. At first,
the number of stator slots, Zs, and the number of turns per phase, ws, are defined.
The number of turns per phase, ws, should provide the values of the electrical loading
and airgap flux density close to the initially specified ones. The number of stator
slots, Zs, should guarantee an equal distribution of the winding.

To fulfill those conditions, the tooth pitch is initially specified, depending on the
type of the winding, the rated voltage and the pole pitch. For a more uniformly
distributed winding, a high number of teeth should be selected. However, the slot
width should not be very small, as it influences the filling factor, the mechanical
strength of the stator teeth, as well as the machine production cost.

The number of stator slots, Zs, must be a multiple of the number of stator phases,
m, and thus the corresponding number of stator slots per pole and per phase, qs,
must be integer:
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qs =
Zs

2pm
. (5.10)

The number of effective conductors in a slot, usl, is calculated in the following way.
First, a preliminary number, u′sl, is defined as:

u′sl =
πDA

IsZs
, (5.11)

where the stator rms current, Is, is:

Is =
Pd

mVsηIM cosφ
, (5.12)

where

Vs - rms phase voltage, [V].

Further, this number is corrected with respect to the number of parallel branches
in a phase winding, a:

usl = au′sl. (5.13)

Finally, the effective number of turns per phase, ws, is:

ws =
uslZs

2am
. (5.14)

After the calculation of the number of stator slots and the winding parameters
the values of A and Bδ are verified. The final value of the electrical loading, A, is:

A =
2Iswsm

πD
. (5.15)

To calculate the airgap magnetic flux density, first, the flux, Φ, is expressed based
on the obtained effective number of turns per phase, ws:

Φ =
keVs

4kBwskwfs
. (5.16)

In the airgap of the induction motor, a flux density with a nearly sinusoidal shape
is supposed within this derivation. The magnetic flux corresponding to one pole
pitch, τp, is defined as:

Φ = lδ

τp∫

0

Bδxdx, (5.17)

where
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Bδx - flux density in the airgap at point, x, [T].

In practice, the exact function of the flux density distribution is difficult to
calculate by analytical methods. Thus, an equivalent pole pitch, τ ′p, is introduced,
along which the flux density is assumed constant. The meaning of τ ′p is defined from
the condition of equal fluxes per unit length of the magnetic core:

Bδ · τ ′p =

τp∫

0

Bδxdx. (5.18)

The value of τ ′p is defined as:

τ ′p = αδτp, (5.19)

where the pole overlap coefficient for the sinusoidal flux density, αδ = 2
π .

Taking into account (5.19), the flux density in the airgap is defined as:

Bδ =
Φ

aδτplδ
=

pΦ
Dlδ

. (5.20)

The obtained value of Bδ should not differ from the initially recommended one
by more than 5 %. Otherwise the calculations are repeated iteratively selecting a
different number of effective conductors in a slot, usl.

If the electrical loading and the airgap flux density do not exceed the appropriate
limits, the next step is the determination of the cross-section area of the conductor.
The cross-section of the conductor is defined from the stator current in one branch
and the allowed current density in the winding, Js:

Seff,s =
Is

aJs
. (5.21)

Normally, the value of the current density is selected with respect to the type of
cooling, insulation material and the motor size. From the point of view of utilizing
the active material, the maximum value of the current density should be selected. On
the other hand, the current density is directly related to the losses, the temperature
of the winding and the efficiency of the machine. In some cases the conductor is
divided into several elementary conductors, nel, thus:

Selnel = Seff,s. (5.22)

After selection of Sel and nel the stator winding current density is corrected:

Js =
Is

aSelnel
. (5.23)

The dimensions of the stator slot in an induction motor should be defined ac-
cording to several criteria. First, the cross-section area of the slot must correspond
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to the sizes of the winding including the insulation. Secondly, the flux density in
the stator teeth and yoke should stay within certain limits depending on the power
level and the used material of the magnetic core. Slots and teeth configuration is
defined by the winding type which, on its turn, depends on electrical quantities,
such as power and rated voltage.

5.1.4 Selection of the airgap length

A correct selection of the airgap length significantly influences the performance
characteristics of an induction motor. A small length of the airgap leads to a lower
value of the MMF and, consequently, a small magnetizing current. This results in
an increased power factor and reduced copper losses. On the other hand, a very
small airgap would lead to higher stray losses (section 5.1.8). Thus, the efficiency of
a motor with a very small airgap could be less. The airgap length is usually selected
in order to obtain the minimum of the total losses, using an optimization routine.
Preliminary, the airgap length, δ, can be defined as [90]:

δ ≈ (0.3 + 1.5D) · 10−3. (5.24)

As described in section 5.1.8, the surface and pulsation losses depend on both
the amplitude and the frequency of the pulsation of the airgap flux density. Thus,
it is recommended to make a somewhat larger airgap in high-speed machines to
reduce this kind of losses. Finally, the airgap chosen according to the mentioned
recommendations should be larger than minimal possible due to the mechanical
properties of the shaft.

5.1.5 Rotor design

A squirrel cage rotor has been selected as one of the most appropriate solutions
for high-speed induction motors. The short-circuited winding of the rotor does not
have a defined number of phases or number of poles. It is generally accepted that
one rotor bar corresponds to one phase of the short-circuited winding. Then, the
number of rotor phases, mr, is equal to the number of slots (mr = Zr), and every
phase contains one half of a turn.

The winding coefficient in this case is equal to unity, and the number of slots
per pole and per phase is:

qr =
Zr

2pmr
=

1
2p

. (5.25)

Special attention should be paid to the selection of the number of rotor slots dur-
ing the motor design procedure. It is important due to the fact that in the airgap
the magnetic flux density contains a set of higher harmonics in addition to the fun-
damental. Every harmonic induces an EMF in the rotor winding. As a result of the
interaction of the rotor currents and the high field harmonics additional components
of the electromagnetic torque appear. Thus, depending on the relation between the
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slot numbers of stator and rotor, different synchronous and asynchronous torque
components can seriously influence the mechanical characteristics of the machine.

Additionally, higher field harmonics appear due to certain relations between
the pole and teeth number of the rotor, [86]. They normally lead to extra noise
and vibrations of the machine at the rated regime. Especially, this effect becomes
important in machines with a very small airgap.

In low-power motors the usual case is Zr < Zs. However, in high-power motors,
Zr > Zs is usually selected with the aim to reduce the current in the rotor bars and
improve the distribution of the conductors.

The rotor current, Ir, is:

Ir = kiIs
2mwskw

Zrkskew
, (5.26)

where

ki - coefficient describing the influence of the magnetizing current, and the skew
coefficient, kskew, is defined as:

kskew =
2 sin(γskew/2)

γskew
, (5.27)

and

γskew =
bskew2p

τz,rZr
, (5.28)

where

τz,r - rotor slot pitch, [m],
bskew - rotor slot skew, [m].

The cross-section of the bar, Sbar, is:

Sbar =
Ir

Jr
, (5.29)

where

Jr - rotor bar current density,
[
A/m2

]
.

The current density in the rotor bar, Jr, is defined depending on the conductor
material and power of the machine. For aluminium bars the value of the current
density usually equals (2.5 − 3.5) · 106

[
A/m2

]
, and for copper bars it can reach

(4− 8) · 106
[
A/m2

]
. Higher values correspond to low-power machines.

The current in the rotor end ring, Ier, is defined as:
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Ier =
Ir

∆er
, (5.30)

where

∆er = 2 sin
πp

Zr
. (5.31)

The current density in the rotor end rings is usually assumed 15-20 % lower than
that in the rotor bars based on the cooling conditions.

The cross-section area of the rotor rings, Ser, is:

Ser =
Ier

Jer
, (5.32)

where

Jer - end ring current density,
[
A/m2

]
.

The size of the rotor slots is primarily defined by the required cross-section area
of the rotor bar and the maximum allowable flux density in the teeth. The shape of
the slot also influences the starting characteristics of the machine. Usually, long or
double-cage slots would provide better starting characteristics due to the skin effect
at high rotor frequency. However, since in the present work the IM is assumed
to be well-controlled using a power electronic converter, the direct-on-line starting
characteristics are not relevant.

To reduce the surface and pulsation losses, a closed-slot rotor has been selected.
Additionally, the closed-slot rotor structure provides sufficient mechanical strength
of the rotor assembly, which is an important factor in a high-speed motor. However,
the closed rotor slots lead to an increased rotor leakage flux. Normally, the height
of the iron bridge, hbr, over the rotor bar should be minimized to achieve a high
saturation level and, as a consequence, reduce the rotor leakage permeance. In the
case of a high-speed machine, the minimal height of the bridge is limited by its
mechanical strength. In the present design, the height of the iron bridge is set to 1
mm. The cross-section of the proposed IM is shown in Fig. 5.2.

5.1.6 Magnetizing current

The magnetizing current is the main parameter that reflects the magnetic load-
ing, since it provides the magnetomotive force (MMF) necessary to drive the flux
through the magnetic flux path.

For the magnetic circuit analysis Ampere’s law is used [85, 91]:
∮

Hdl = ienclosed, (5.33)
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Figure 5.2: Cross-section of the proposed IM with closed rotor slots.

where

ienclosed - enclosed current, [A],
H - magnetic field strength vector, [A/m],
dl - unit vector along the closed magnetic path, [m].

The magnetomotive force, F , is defined to be:

F ,
∮

Hdl = ienclosed. (5.34)

The appropriate value of B is obtained from Gauss’s law:
∮

S

Bds = 0, (5.35)

where

S - closed surface,
[
m2

]
.

As applied to an electrical machine, (5.35) expresses the principle of continuity of
the flux, Φ, along the magnetic flux path.

For simplifying the analysis, the magnetic flux path of the machine is split in sep-
arated segments along the magnetic path. Each segment has a comparatively simple
geometrical configuration and a particular magnetic characteristic. As sketched in
Fig. 5.3, for each pole pair this flux path consists of two airgap lengths (c− d and
g − h), two tooth heights in the stator (b − c and h − a), two tooth heights in the
rotor (d− e and f − g), one core (yoke) length for the stator (a− b) and one for the
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rotor (f − e). The material of the shaft is selected to be non-magnetic to exclude
the losses in the bearings due to induced currents. The direction of the magnetic
field is assumed to be known. In such a representation, the vectors B and H can
be replaced by scalars B and H, correspondingly. The values of the magnetic field
strength, H, are taken from the magnetization curve provided by a manufacturer
of electrical steels. In the present work, the data for the electrical steel 3.5%SiFe
NO20 is used (Fig. 5.4).

Figure 5.3: Simplified magnetic path in an IM.

Starting from the airgaps, and assuming that H does not vary along the length
of the gap, the MMF in the airgaps, Fδ, is:

Fδ =
2
µ0

Bδδkδ, (5.36)

where

µ0 = 4π · 10−7 permeability of vacuum, [H/m],
δ - airgap length, [m],
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Figure 5.4: B-H curve of the 3.5%SiFe NO20 laminated material.

kδ - Carter’s coefficient.

Carter’s coefficient takes into account the influence of the stator and rotor teeth on
the MMF in comparison to flat surfaces. In general, it is defined as the product of
the stator, kδ,s, and the rotor, kδ,r, Carter’s coefficients:

kδ = kδ,skδ,r. (5.37)

For the closed-slot rotor structure, kδ,r = 1, thus

kδ,s =
τz,s

τz,s − γsδ
, (5.38)

γs =
(bo,s/δ)2

5 + bo,s/δ
, (5.39)

where

bo,s - width of the stator slot opening, [m],
τz,s - stator slot pitch, [m],
bz,s - width of the stator tooth, [m].

The MMFs in the stator and rotor yoke, Fy,s, and Fy,r, are defined as:

Fy,s = ly,sHy,s, (5.40a)
Fy,r = ly,rHy,r, (5.40b)
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where

ly,s - average path length of the magnetic flux in the stator yoke, [m],
ly,r - average path length of the magnetic flux in the rotor yoke, [m],
Hy,s - magnetic field strength in the stator yoke, [A/m],
Hy,r - magnetic field strength in the rotor yoke, [A/m].

The magnetic flux densities in the stator yoke, By,s, and in the rotor yoke, By,r, are:

By,s =
Φ

2hy,slδkmc
, (5.41a)

By,r =
Φ

2hy,rlδkmc
, (5.41b)

where

Φ - magnetic flux per pole, [Wb],
hy,s - stator yoke height, [m],
hy,r - rotor yoke height, [m],
kmc - filling factor of the magnetic core.

From the geometry of the machine, the stator yoke height, hy,s, is:

hy,s =
Ds −D

2
− hsl,s, (5.42)

where

Ds - stator external diameter, [m],
hsl,s - stator slot height, [m].

The average path length of the stator yoke, ly,s, is:

ly,s =
π (Ds − hy,s)

2p
. (5.43)

The rotor yoke height, hy,r, is defined as:

hy,r =
Dr −Dsh

2
− hsl,r, (5.44)

where

Dsh - shaft diameter, [m],
hsl,r - rotor slot height, [m].

The average path length of the rotor yoke, ly,r, is:
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ly,r =
π (Dsh + hy,r)

2p
. (5.45)

Stator and rotor teeth MMF

In general, the MMFs of the stator and rotor teeth zone, Fz,s and Fz,r, are:

Fz,s =

hz,s∫

0

Hz,sdx, (5.46a)

Fz,r =

hz,r∫

0

Hz,rdx, (5.46b)

where

Hz,s - magnetic field strength in the stator tooth, [A/m],
Hz,r - magnetic field strength in the rotor tooth, [A/m],
hz,s - height of the stator tooth, [m],
hz,r - height of the rotor tooth, [m].

For a constant cross-section of the tooth, Hz,s and Hz,s can be assumed constant,
then:

Fz,s = 2hz,sHz,s, (5.47a)
Fz,r = 2hz,rHz,r. (5.47b)

The flux densities in the stator and rotor teeth, Bz,s, and Bz,r, can be defined as:

Bz,s =
Bδτz,s

bz,skmc
, (5.48a)

Bz,r =
Bδτz,r

bz,rkmc
. (5.48b)

Total MMF

The total MMF, FΣ, is equal to the sum of the MMFs of the individual segments:

FΣ = Fδ + Fz,s + Fz,r + Fy,s + Fy,r. (5.49)

The saturation coefficient of the magnetic circuit is:
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kµ =
FΣ

Fδ
. (5.50)

A full-pitch concentrated winding having ws/p turns per pole-pair and carrying an
alternating current, Iµ, generates an MMF-wave with a rectangular distribution in
space and pulsating in time. The amplitude of its fundamental, F1, is [85]:

F1 =
√

2
4
π

wskws

p
Iµ. (5.51)

Each of the m phases contributes one-half of its pulsating wave to the forward
rotating field. It follows that the magnetizing current is:

Iµ =
FΣ

m

2

√
2

4
π

wskws

p

=
pFΣ

0.9mwskws
, (5.52)

where

kws - stator winding coefficient (preliminary set equal to 0.95).

The magnetizing current can also be expressed as a portion of the rated stator
current:

I∗µ =
Iµ

Is
. (5.53)

The value of I∗µ is a measure to represent the correctness of the performed calcula-
tions. The usual value of I∗µ should be in the range between 0.2-0.4.

5.1.7 Rated parameters

An induction machine is usually described by the well-known T-equivalent circuit
(Fig. 5.5(a)). The main parameters of the induction machine are the resistances
and reactances of the stator, the rotor and the magnetizing branch. The rotor values
are usually referred to the number of turns of the stator winding.

The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5.5(a) is not convenient to use for predicting
the performance of the induction machine. As a result, several simplified versions
have been proposed in various textbooks on electrical machines. There is no general
agreement on how to treat the shunt branch i.e. (Rm and Xm), particulary the
resistance, Rm, representing the core loss in the motor.

In practice, the magnetizing branch with parallel connected Rm and Xm can be
replaced by series connected Rµ and Xµ, based on:

jRmXm

Rm + jXm
= Rµ + jXµ. (5.54)

For further convenience of the machine analysis, the magnetizing branch can
be moved to the machine terminals forming the Γ - equivalent circuit as shown in
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: T - equivalent circuit: (a) Classical, (b) Simplified.

Fig. 5.6 This approximation of the equivalent circuit considerably simplifies the
computation, because the magnetizing current, Ī ′′µ , and the load component, Ī ′′r ,
of the machine current can be directly computed from the terminal voltage, v̄s, by
dividing it by the corresponding impedances, corrected with the leakage factor, σs.

Z̄s = Rs + jXls, (5.55a)
Z̄ ′r = R′r + jX ′

lr, (5.55b)
Z̄µ = Rµ + jXµ, (5.55c)

σs =

√
(Rs + Rµ)2 + (Xls + Xµ)2

R2
µ + X2

µ

. (5.55d)

Stator and rotor resistances

The stator phase resistance, Rs, is defined by the general equation:

Rs = ρw
lw

Seffa
, (5.56)

Figure 5.6: Γ - equivalent circuit.
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where

ρw - resistivity of the winding material, [Ωm],
Seff - cross-section area of the effective conductor,

[
m2

]
,

lw - total length of the effective conductors of a phase winding, [m].

The resistance is usually defined for a particular operating temperature and corre-
spondingly corrected using the well-known equation:

Rs(Tw) = Rs(T0) [1 + αt(Tw − T0)] , (5.57)

where

T0 - ambient temperature, [K],
αt - temperature coefficient, [1/K],
Tw - winding temperature, [K].

The rotor winding resistance, Rr, is defined from the condition that the power loss
in Rr due to the bar current, Ir, is equal to the sum of the losses in the bar and end
ring due to the currents, Ir and Ier, respectively:

RrI
2
r = RbarI

2
r + RerI

2
er. (5.58)

The end ring resistance, Rer:

Rer = ρer
πDer,av

ZrSer
, (5.59)

where

ρer - resistivity of the end ring material, [Ωm],
Der,av - average end ring diameter, [m],
Ser - end ring cross-section area,

[
m2

]
.

The bar resistance, Rbar, is:

Rbar = ρbar
lbar

Sbar
, (5.60)

where

ρbar - resistivity of the bar material, [Ωm],
lbar - bar length, [m],
Sbar - bar cross-section area,

[
m2

]
.

The rotor resistance, Rr, is finally obtained:
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Rr = Rbar + 2
Rer

∆2
er

. (5.61)

The value of Rr should be referred to the stator winding. It is performed via the
coefficient, wsr, expressed for the short-circuit rotor as:

wsr = 4m
(wskws)2

Zrk2
skew

. (5.62)

As a result, the rotor resistance referred to the number of turns of the stator winding,
R′r, is:

R′r = Rrwsr. (5.63)

Stator and rotor leakage reactances

Leakage fields are linking only the stator or rotor. They contribute to the winding
self inductance but not to the energy transfer. The general expression for the leakage
inductance can be derived from the expression for the stored magnetic field energy
(or coenergy), Wf , [86]:

Wf =
1
2

∫

V

(BH)dV. (5.64)

Assuming that, in a particular region i, the magnetic field is produced by a single
current source, Ii, an inductance, Li, links the magnetic field with a circuit element:

Wf = Li
I2
i

2
. (5.65)

Applying Ampere’s law (5.33) to that region, and using the known relation
B = µ0H, saturation being neglected, the leakage inductance, Lli, can be expressed
in a simplified way as:

Lli = µ0lδλi, (5.66)

where

λi - geometrical specific permeance, [−], depending on the geometry of the par-
ticular region i.

For the stator slot presented in Fig. 5.7 the geometrical specific permeance, λsl,s,
is [85]:

λsl,s =
2h1,s

3 (b1,s + b2,s)
+

h2,s

b1,s
+

2h3,s

b1,s + bo,s
+

ho,s

bo,s
. (5.67)

Finally, the stator phase leakage inductance is:
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Figure 5.7: Stator slot.

Lls = 2µ0w
2
s

lδ
pqs

(λsl,s + λew + λdl,s) , (5.68)

where

λsl,s - stator slot specific permeance, [−],
λew - stator end winding specific permeance, [−],
λdl,s - stator differential specific permeance, [−].

The expressions or values for the end winding and differential specific permeance,
λew, and λdl,s, can be taken from literature [86]. The stator leakage reactance, Xls,
is:

Xls = 2πfsLls. (5.69)

An expression for the rotor slot (Fig. 5.8) specific leakage permeance can be
derived in a similar way as for the stator slot. Neglecting saturation of the tooth
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Figure 5.8: Rotor slot.

top, Ampere’s law for the bridge zone yields:

Hbr =
Ir

b1,r
, (5.70)

where

Hbr - magnetic field strength in the iron bridge, [A/m],
b1,r - upper width of the rotor slot, [m],

and for the slot zone:

Hsl =
Ir

bav,r
, (5.71)

where

Hsl - magnetic field strength in the rotor slot, [A/m],

and average slot width:

bav,r =
b1,r + b2,r

2
, (5.72)

where

b2,r - lower width of the rotor slot, [m].

The rotor slot leakage inductance obtained, Ll,sl,r, per slot is:
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Ll,sl,r =
2
I2
r

Wf =
2
I2
r

1
2
lδ


bav,r

h1,r∫

0

µ0H(x)2dx + b1,r

h1,r+hbr∫

h1,r

µ0µrH(x)2dx


 ,

(5.73)
where

µr = Bbr
Hbr

- permeability of the rotor iron bridge, obtained from the B-H charac-
teristic of the lamination material, [H/m].

Substituting (5.70),(5.71) and (5.72) into (5.73) yields:

Ll,sl = µ0lδ

(
2h1,r

3(b1,r + b2,r)
+

hbr

b′o,r

)
, (5.74)

where the term in parenthesis corresponds to the specific permeance, λsl,r:

λsl,r =
2h1,r

3(b1,r + b2,r)
+

hbr

b′o,r

, (5.75)

where the equivalent rotor slot opening, b′o,r, is:

b′o,r =
b1,rµ0

µr
. (5.76)

Taking into account that the number of rotor slots per pole and per phase, qr =
1
2p , and adding the skew specific permeance, λskew, the rotor leakage inductance,
Llr, is:

Llr = µ0lδ (λsl,r + λer + λdl,r + λskew) , (5.77)

where

λer - rotor end ring specific permeance, [−],
λdl,r - rotor differential specific permeance, [−],
λskew - skew specific permeance, [−].

The rotor leakage reactance, Xlr, is:

Xlr = 2πfsLlr. (5.78)

The rotor leakage reactance should also be referred to the number of turns of the
stator winding:

X ′
lr = Xlrwsr. (5.79)

The magnetizing reactance, Xµ, is defined as [85]:
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Xµ = 2πfs
µ0mw2

s Dlδ
πp2δ

. (5.80)

The resistance, Rµ, which corresponds to the core loss is calculated as:

Rµ =
Pcore

mI2
µ

, (5.81)

where

Pcore - core loss, [W], is defined in the next section.

5.1.8 Losses and efficiency

The losses is high-speed induction machines consist of copper losses (Pcu), main
core losses (Pcore), stray core losses, consisting of surface (Psurf) and pulsation (Ppul)
losses, windage (Pδ,wind) and acceleration (Pδ,acc) losses in the airgap, and mechani-
cal losses (Pmech). The copper losses take place in both the stator and rotor windings
mainly due to the resistances. The stator copper losses, Pcu,s, are calculated as fol-
lows:

Pcu,s = mI2
s Rs, (5.82)

and the rotor copper losses are:

Pcu,r = ZrI
2
r Rr. (5.83)

The main core losses in electrical machines are caused by the eddy currents and
the hysteresis effects in the magnetic core. For an induction machine, the main core
losses are usually calculated only for the stator core. In the rotor, the frequency, fr,
is usually very low:

fr = sfs, (5.84)

where

s - slip, [−].

Thus, in the operation regimes close to the rated one the core losses in the rotor
are very low even at a high flux density level. In non-controlled induction motor
drives, the rotor core losses can be significant during starting due to the high slip
and, consequently, the high magnetic field frequency in the rotor. However, in the
case of a controlled drive with a power electronic converter, where the slip is well-
regulated and kept small, the rotor core losses can be neglected. One of the general
equations for the core losses, Pcore, is [92]:
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Pcore = khBα+βBm
m fs +

√
σ

γst
kexc

1
T

∫

T

∣∣∣∣
dB

dt

∣∣∣∣
1.5

dt +
σd2

12γst

1
T

∫

T

∣∣∣∣
dB

dt

∣∣∣∣
2

dt, (5.85)

where

Bm - maximum flux density, [T],
B - instantaneous flux density, [T],
T - period, [s],
σ - electrical conductivity, [S/m],
γst - steel density,

[
kg/m3

]
,

kh, α, β - hysteresis loss constants,
kexc - excess loss constant,
d - lamination thickness, [m].

In practice, a simplified equation can be applied for the core loss calculation based
on the specific loss data supplied by a steel manufacturer:

Pcore = P0

(
fs

f0

)βf
[(

Bz,s

B0

)2

mz,sKtz,s +
(

By,s

B0

)2

my,sKty,s

]
, (5.86)

where

P0 - specific losses at the rated frequency (f0) and the rated flux density (B0),
[W/kg],
βf - coefficient related to the frequency dependence of the losses,
mz,s - mass of the stator teeth, [kg],
my,s - mass of the stator yoke, [kg],
Bz,s - flux density in the stator tooth, [T],
By,s - flux density in the stator yoke, [T],
Ktz,s - technological coefficient for the stator tooth,
Kty,s - technological coefficient for the stator yoke.

Due to the stator and rotor slotted structure and, correspondingly, high-frequency
airgap harmonics, stray core losses occur: surface core losses (rotor and stator) and
tooth flux pulsation core losses (rotor and stator).

The induced EMF due to the slot harmonics causes eddy currents in a thin
surface layer of the teeth. The stator, P ′surf,s, and rotor, P ′surf,r, specific surface
losses can be defined as [90]:
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P ′surf,s = klt

(
Zrω

2π · 10000

)1.5 (
103Bδ0τz,r

)2
, (5.87a)

P ′surf,r = klt

(
Zsω

2π · 10000

)1.5 (
103Bδ0τz,s

)2
, (5.87b)

where

klt - coefficient related to the lamination thickness,
Bδ0 - amplitude of the flux density pulsations [T] in the airgap, defined as:

Bδ0 = Bδkδβ0, (5.88)

where β0 is a function of the ratio between the stator slot opening, bo,s, and the
airgap length, δ.

Another type of stray core losses is flux pulsation losses. They are caused by
the pulsations of the flux in the teeth, and corresponding eddy currents induced
in the teeth. The frequency of the pulsations on a particular side of the airgap
corresponds to the mechanical angular speed and the slot number on the opposite
side. The stator and rotor pulsation losses can be calculated as [90]:

Ppul,s = 0.1
(

Zrω

2π · 1000

)2

B2
pul,smz,s, (5.89a)

Ppul,r = 0.1
(

Zsω

2π · 1000

)2

B2
pul,rmz,r, (5.89b)

(5.89c)

where Bpul,s and Bpul,r - amplitude of the flux density pulsations [T] in the middle
cross-section of the stator and rotor tooth correspondingly:

Bpul,s =
γsδ

2τz,s
Bz,s, (5.90a)

Bpul,r =
γrδ

2τz,r
Bz,r. (5.90b)

The windage losses, Pδ,wind, take place mainly in the airgap resulting from the
high peripheral speed of the rotor being around 130 m/s. They are roughly pro-
portional to the cube of the rotor peripheral speed. In contrast to conventional
machines, the windage losses in high-speed machines contribute a rather large part
to the total losses.
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The windage losses are defined by the gas (air) properties and its velocity field.
The nature of a gas flow is determined by the ratio between the inertia and viscous
forces, called the Couette Reynolds number, Reδ, [93]:

Reδ =
ρairurδ

µair
, (5.91)

where

νair - dynamic viscosity of air, [Pa · s],
ρair - air density,

[
kg/m3

]
,

ur - peripheral speed of the rotor, [m/s].

The windage loss in the airgap, Pδ,wind, follows the equation:

Pδ,wind = ksCfρairπω3

(
Dr

2

)4

lδ, (5.92)

where

ks - surface coefficient, [−],

and the friction coefficient, Cf , for turbulent flow is:

Cf = 0.515

(
2δ

Dr

)0.3

Re0.5
δ

. (5.93)

In case of open-circuit cooling, when the cooling gas (air) passes through the air-
gap, additional acceleration losses take place in the airgap. The rotating rotor forces
the cooling gas into a tangential movement. Assuming that the initial tangential
velocity of the air is zero, the power needed for the acceleration is [93]:

Pδ,acc =
2
3
πρairuaut

((
D

2

)3

−
(

Dr

2

)3
)

ω, (5.94)

where

ua - axial velocity, [m/s],
ut - tangential velocity, [m/s].

The tangential velocity, ut, is determined by the final velocity distribution in the
airgap and proportional to the peripheral speed of the rotor:

ut = Caω
Dr

2
, (5.95)
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where

Ca = 0.48 - acceleration coefficient, [−].

It can be seen, that the acceleration losses, Pδ,acc, are proportional to the air
axial velocity, ua, which is:

ua =
mc

ρairSδ
, (5.96)

where

mc - cooling air mass flow, [kg/s].

The cross-section area of the airgap, Sδ, is:

Sδ =
π(D2 −D2

r )
4

. (5.97)

From (5.94)-(5.97), it follows that the acceleration losses are mainly defined by
the mass flow of the cooling air, mc, and the airgap length, δ. It would introduce a set
of contradictory criteria: a larger airgap length would result in reduced acceleration
losses, but increased magnetizing current. A larger mass flow of the cooling fluid,
which could be necessary for the heat removal, increases the losses. The thermal
analysis, which takes into account the mentioned aspects, is presented in section
5.1.9.

The mechanical losses, Pmech, are caused by the friction in the bearings. For the
preliminary design, the mechanical losses can be assumed 2% of the rated output
power.

The efficiency of the motor is preliminary defined as a function of the output
mechanical power, Pd, and the sum of all losses in the machine, ΣPloss:

ηIM = 100
Pd

Pd + ΣPloss
, (5.98)

where

ΣPloss = Pcu,s+Pcu,r+Pcore+Psurf,s+Psurf,r+Ppul,s+Ppul,r+Pδ,wind+Pδ,acc+Pmech.
(5.99)

5.1.9 Thermal analysis

The goal of the thermal analysis is to estimate the temperature of the motor
components, estimate the necessary mass flow of the cooling air and also investigate
the influence of different design parameters on the thermal behavior. Due to the
high loss density in high-speed electrical machines they usually require very effective
cooling. The cooling requirements are dictated by the temperature rise of the stator
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winding and the rotor. The maximum allowable temperature is determined by the
insulation class of the stator winding and the thermal rotor expansion.

Heat transfer mechanism

Heat is transferred to the environment by means of convection, conduction and
radiation. Convection occurs at the interface between a solid and a fluid, which in
electrical machines represents the cooling medium. The heat removal takes place
due to the relative motion of the cooling medium and the surface. If the motion of
the fluid is induced naturally by the density variation of the fluid as the result of
temperature gradients, it is referred to as free convection. In case when the motion
of the fluid is caused by forces independent of the temperature differences in the
fluid, arising from externally imposed pressure differences, it is referred to as forced
convection. The rate of heat transfer, Q′t,conv, [W], by convection between the fluid
and the boundary surface is evaluated by Newton’s equation of cooling [17]:

Q′
t,conv = λconvSsurf∆Ts,fl, (5.100)

where

λconv - convection heat transfer coefficient,
[
W/(m2 ·K)

]
,

∆Ts,fl - temperature difference between surface and fluid, [K],
Ssurf - surface area,

[
m2

]
.

Consequently, the heat flux, Qt,conv,
[
W/m2

]
, is:

Qt,conv =
Q′

t,conv

Ssurf
. (5.101)

For the airgap, the λconv can be approximately derived as following [93]:
Nusselt number, Nu, for the airgap flow is:

Nu =
λconvδ

λcond
, (5.102)

where

λcond - thermal conductivity of air, [W/(m ·K)].

Due to rotation of the rotor, the tangential flow of the air takes place, which is
characterized by the Taylor number, Ta:

Ta =
ρ2
airω

2ravδ
3

ν2
air

, (5.103)

where
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rav - average stator and rotor radii, [m].

The rotor radius and the airgap length are taken into account by the modified Taylor
number:

Tam =
Ta

Fg
, (5.104)

where

Fg - geometrical factor, [−].

Since the airgap in electrical machines is very small, making Fg ≈ 1 [93],
Ta ≈ Tam.

The dependance of the Nusselt number on the modified Taylor number is a very
complicated function of the fluid flow, the thermo-physical properties of the fluid
and the geometrical arrangements of the system. Usually, it is quite impossible to
obtain exact analytical solutions and approximations become necessary. In prac-
tice the dependance is evaluated from empirical equations obtained by correlating
experimental results with methods of dimensional analysis.

For the designed induction motor, the modified Taylor number lies in the range
104 < Tam < 107, corresponding to the turbulent flow, and the Nusselt number
is [93]:

Nu = 0.409Ta0.241
m . (5.105)

Conduction is the dominant mechanism for transfer of heat through metallic and
solid insulation materials. Heat conduction is described by a second order differential
equation of the diffusion type and in many respects parallels the phenomenon of
conduction of electricity. Materials with high electrical conductivity usually have
also high thermal conductivity. The conduction heat transfer rate, Q′t,cond, in one
dimensional coordinate system, along the coordinate x, is described by Fourier’s
law [17]:

Q′t,cond = −λcondSm
dT

dx
, (5.106)

where

λcond - thermal conductivity of the material, [W/(m ·K)],
Sm - cross-sectional area,

[
m2

]
,

or for the heat flux, Qt,cond,

Qt,cond = −λcond
dT

dx
. (5.107)

The minus sign is necessary as heat is always transferred in the direction of decreas-
ing temperature.
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For steady state conduction, with no heat generation and constant thermal con-
ductivity, the temperature varies linearly with x. Thus (5.106) can be rewritten in
a simplified way:

Q′
t,cond =

λcondSm

lm
∆Tm, (5.108)

where

∆Tm - temperature difference across the block, [K],
lm - block length, [m].

Radiation is the process of heat transferring by means of electromagnetic waves.
The power radiated per unit surface is proportional to the difference between the
fourth powers of the absolute temperatures of the hot body and of the ambient:

Qt,rad = σεfw

(
T 4

1 − T 4
2

)
, (5.109)

where

σ = 5.67 · 10−8
[
Wm−2K−4

]
- Stefan-Boltzmann constant,

ε - emissivity of the surface, [−],
fw - view factor, [−],
T1, T2 - absolute temperatures of the hot body and the ambient, [K].

In electrical machines the temperature rise over the ambient is rather low, about
70-100K. At such temperature difference, the energy dissipation due to the radiation
are comparable with the free convection. However, in the investigated system the
motor would normally be surrounded by surfaces having an equivalent temperature
level. This leads to the mutual exchange of energy. Consequently, the radiation
heat removal would not play a significant role and, thus, is neglected.

Thermal equivalent circuit and cooling scheme

Using (5.100) and (5.108), the analogy between thermal and electrical parameters
can be evaluated. Defining thermal resistance as the ratio of a driving potential,
i.e. the temperature difference to the corresponding transfer rate, i.e. heat transfer
rate, it follows from (5.100) and (5.108):

Rconv ≡ ∆Ts,fl

Q′
t,conv

=
1

λconvSsurf
, (5.110)

where

Rconv - thermal resistance to convection, [K/W], and
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Rcond ≡ ∆Tm

Q′t,cond

=
lm

λcondSm
, (5.111)

where

Rcond - thermal resistance to conduction, [K/W].

Thus, the heat transfer rate representing the power loss, Ploss, corresponds to
an electrical current, the temperature difference to a voltage and the thermal resis-
tance to an electrical resistance. The thermal analysis presented in this section is
based on the thermal equivalent circuit (Fig. 5.9) taking into account the following
assumptions:

• thermal flows in radial and axial directions are independent;

• for each machine component, only one average temperature defines a radial
and axial heat flow;

• circumferential heat flow is not considered;

• heat generation is uniformly distributed.

The calculations are performed using the values of losses for the rated operating
regime and the values of coefficients of heat conduction and heat convection defined
for the particular part and surface of the machine. To incorporate multi-dimensional
effects, each component of the machine is modelled by means of a network consist-
ing of six resistors corresponding to either a cylindrical or a cuboidal block (Fig.
5.10). The corresponding thermal resistances for the cylindrical (5.112) and cuboidal
(5.113) blocks are [17, 93]:
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Figure 5.9: Thermal equivalent circuits for thermal flows in radial and axial direc-
tions
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.10: Component models and their equivalent circuits : (a) cylindrical, (b)
cuboidal.
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R1a = R2a =
L

2πλcond,a (r2
1 − r2

2)
, (5.112a)

R3a =
L

6πλcond,a (r2
1 − r2

2)
, (5.112b)

R1r =
1

4πλcond,rL


1−

2r2
2 ln

(
r1
r2

)

r2
1 − r2

2


 , (5.112c)

R2r =
1

4πλcond,rL


2r2

2 ln
(

r1
r2

)

r2
1 − r2

2

− 1


 , (5.112d)

R3r =
−1

8π (r2
1 − r2

2)λcond,rL


r2

1 + r2
2 −

4r2
1r

2
2 ln

(
r1
r2

)

r2
1 − r2

2


 , (5.112e)

R1i = R2i =
Li

2λcond,iSm,i
, (5.113a)

R3i = −1
3
R1i, (5.113b)

where

L - block length, [m],
r1 - external radius, [m],
r2 - internal radius, [m],
λcond,a,r - thermal conductivity in axial or radial direction, [W/(m ·K)],
λcond,i - thermal conductivity along x, y or z coordinate, [W/(m ·K)],
Sm,i - block cross-sectional area normal to x, y or z coordinate,

[
m2

]
.

The values of the temperatures in the equivalent thermal network are obtained
using the node potentials method. These temperatures correspond to the temper-
ature rise of the nodes with respect to that of the reference node e.g. ambient air.
In this method, Kirchhoff’s current law is used to write the power losses in every
node. Then, the power losses are rewritten with the aid of the node temperature
and the thermal resistances of the components.

For high-speed electrical machines the open-circuit scheme (Fig. 5.11) is consid-
ered as one of the most effective cooling methods. The cooling fluid flows through
the machine e.g. airgap, significantly reducing the temperature of the inside air. It
also easily removes the heat produced by windage losses in the airgap. Additionally,
the rotor losses are effectively removed due to the high peripheral speed of the rotor.

The cooling air enters the machine at the temperature, Tin, which corresponds
to the reference temperature. Inside the electrical machine the temperature rise of
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Figure 5.11: Temperature of the cooling fluid.

the cooling fluid along an axial direction is assumed to be linear and the slope for
each flow section (Tew,in and Tew,out correspond to the temperatures in the end-
winding regions at the inlet and outlet sides, Tδ corresponds to the temperature in
the airgap and Tout corresponds to the temperature of the outlet air) depends on
the absorbed losses and mass flow of the cooling fluid. The air leaves the machine at
the temperature, Tout. The mean temperature rise, ∆Ti, for every section is defined
as [93]:

∆Ti =
1
2

Pi

mccp
, (5.114)

where

cp - air specific heat at constant pressure, [J/(kg ·K)],
Pi - sum of the power loss in the node i, [W].

The resulting value of the temperature of a particular part of the machine must
be below the defined limit. For example, the winding temperature, Tw, should not
exceed its maximum value, specified for a particular insulation class.

The necessary cooling air mass flow, mc, can be approximately determined using
the following simplified expression:

mc =
ΣPi,air

cp∆Ti,amb
, (5.115)

where
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ΣPi,air - sum of losses removed by the internal air flow, [W],
∆Ti,amb - difference between internal and ambient temperatures, [K].

5.1.10 Critical speed

A critical speed is the rotational frequency of the rotor at which it coincides with
the natural frequency of the rotor leading to excessive vibrations, including bending.
The first bending critical speed is regarded is the most important. In electrical
machines, the value of the critical speed must lie in a range far remote from the
rated speed. In classical electrical machines that value is usually significantly higher
than rated. However, in high-speed machines it can be difficult to achieve, since
a high-value of a critical speed would require a thicker rotor or using a solid rotor
magnetic core instead of laminated one.

A precise calculation of the critical speed would require rather detailed data
related to a mechanical design and materials properties, which lies beyond a scope
of the thesis. Nevertheless, the critical speed can be approximately estimated using
simplified methods, widely used in engineering. The expressions for the critical
speed are usually obtained from a lumped-parameter model of the shaft with a disc,
and adapted for a typical construction of electrical machines using either detailed
finite element methods or, more often, derived from experiments. For example, for
a laminated rotor the following expression can be used [94, 95]:

ωc =

√(
Dsh

Dr

)4 3ED2
r

ρstlδ
, (5.116)

where

ωc - first bending critical speed, [rad/s],
E = 210 · 109 - Youngs modulus of the steel, [Pa].

However, a laminated rotor has a lower stiffness, than a solid rotor, consequently,
in (5.116) the lower value of the Youngs modulus should be taken, e.g. 30 GPa [95].

The approximate estimation of the first bending critical speed can also be per-
formed using the simplified empirical expression given in [96]:

ωc = 8.85 · 104 D′
sh√

mrotl3rot
, (5.117)

where

D′
sh - equivalent (average) shaft diameter, [m],

mrot - total rotor mass, [kg],
lrot - distance between bearings, [m].
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This section presented the analytical procedure of the electromagnetic design and
the thermal analysis of a high-speed induction motor. The next section describes
the numerical Finite Element Analysis of the induction motor. The results of both
analytical and FEM methods together with the results of the thermal analysis are
presented in section 5.3.

5.2 Finite Element Analysis of the induction motor

For further motor investigation and its performance prediction including the
transient electromagnetic process associated with the rotational movement, a de-
tailed electromechanical model of the induction motor is implemented in the Maxwell
2D transient solver. This software module provides the possibility to solve cou-
pled field, circuit and motion equations in the time-domain using the finite element
method (FEM).

5.2.1 Field equations

The electromagnetic field calculations are usually based on the fundamental
Maxwell equations (in differential form):

∇ ·D = ρch (Gauss′s law), (5.118)
∇ ·B = 0, (5.119)

∇×E = −∂B

∂t
(Faraday − Lenz′s law), (5.120)

∇×H = J +
∂D

∂t
(extended Ampere′s law), (5.121)

where

D - electrical flux density vector,
[
C/m2

]
,

ρch - charge density,
[
C/m3

]
,

B - magnetic flux density vector, [T],
E - electrical field strength vector, [V/m],
H - magnetic field strength vector, [A/m],
J - current density vector,

[
A/m2

]
.

The relationship between the different field vectors is defined using the material
properties:

D = εE = ε0εrE, (5.122)
B = µH = µ0µrH, (5.123)

J = σE =
1
ρE

E, (5.124)
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where

ε - electrical permittivity, [F/m],
ε0 = 8.85 · 10−12 electrical permittivity of vacuum, [F/m],
εr - relative permittivity, [−],
µ - permeability, [H/m],
µr - relative permeability, [−],
σ - electrical conductivity, [S/m],
ρE - electrical resistivity, [Ωm].

Usually the Maxwell equations are not solved in terms of the field quantities.
They are transformed into ODEs or PDEs using potential formulations [97, 98].
The ϕ − A potential combination is used as the most appropriate one for a two
dimensional problem.

The magnetic vector potential, A, corresponds to magnetic field:

B = ∇×A. (5.125)

Using the expression for B in (5.120) gives:

∇×E +
∂

∂t
∇×A = 0. (5.126)

Assuming sufficient continuity of the fields to interchange the spatial and temporal
differentiations, (5.126) can be written:

∇×
[
E +

∂A

∂t

]
= 0. (5.127)

The vector, E +
∂A

∂t
, has zero curl and thus can be written as the gradient of a

scalar potential, ϕ:

E = −∇ϕ− ∂A

∂t
. (5.128)

Equations (5.125) and (5.128) give the magnetic and electrical fields in terms
of the vector potential, A and the scalar potential, ϕ. Substituting the obtained
expressions into (5.121) results in:

1
µ
∇×∇×A = J source − ε∇

(
∂ϕ

∂t

)
. (5.129)

The last term in (5.129) is the displacement current density, which can often be
neglected at low frequencies.

In the case of a two dimensional problem, the magnetic vector potential, A, and
the current density vector, J , contain only a z -component. Thus, the magnetic
field equations become scalar PDEs. Finally, the electromagnetic problem with
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motion involved is described by the following time-dependent magnetic diffusion
equation [99]:

1
µ
∇×∇×A = Jsource − σ

∂A

∂t
+ σu×∇×A, (5.130)

where

Jsource - source current density,
[
A/m2

]
,

u - relative velocity of moving parts, [m/s].

Further simplification is achieved using the approach, when the reference frame is
fixed with respect to the investigated components, thus eliminating the component
containing the relative velocity, u. Finally, (5.130) is reduced to:

1
µ
∇×∇×A = Jsource − σ

∂A

∂t
, (5.131)

The source and induced (or eddy) currents contribute to the total current density,
which is important for the calculation of the Joule loss:

Jtot = Jsource + σ
∂A

∂t
=

σ

lδ
Vb + σ

∂A

∂t
. (5.132)

where

Vb - voltage across the conductor, [V].

Equation (5.131) is applied for the main machine regions: the airgap and the
magnetic core, the stator winding and solid conductors or rotor bars [100]. For the
region of the airgap and the magnetic core (5.131) becomes:

1
µ
∇×∇×A + σ

∂A

∂t
= 0. (5.133)

In the stranded windings the skin effect is neglected together with a contribution of
the eddy currents to the current density over the area of the winding [100]. Thus,
in the region of the stranded windings (5.131) can be expressed as:

1
µ
∇×∇×A− dfnel

Seffa
is = 0, (5.134)

where

df - polarity (+1 or -1), which represents forward or return path,

and in the solid conductors (for one conductor):

1
µ
∇×∇×A + σ

∂A

∂t
− dfσ

lδ
Vb = 0. (5.135)
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The current density in the solid conductor is:

Jbar = −dfσ
∂A

∂t
+

σ

lδ
Vb. (5.136)

The resistances and inductances of the end parts of the stator windings and rotor
conductors are included in the external circuits.

5.2.2 Circuit equations

The field equations are coupled with the circuit equations and solved simultane-
ously. For simplicity, the circuit equations of the stranded windings and the solid
conductors include only the parts located in the iron stack. In practice, each winding
and solid conductor might be connected to a voltage source and have a resistance
and an inductance in series, which are expressed as equivalent values derived from
external circuits. The stranded windings and solid conductors can be represented
by a back EMF, e, and the ohmic voltage drop. For stranded windings, the ef-
fect of the ohmic voltage drop corresponds to the external resistance. Thus, the
electrical components associated with a voltage source constitute a simple electrical
circuit [101]:

[R]{iw}+ [L]
d{iw}

dt
+ {e} = {vsource}, (5.137)

where

[R] - resistance matrix, [Ω],
[L] - inductance matrix, [H],
{vsource} - voltage sources column matrix, [V],
{e} - induced back EMF column matrix, [V].

The induced back EMF, e, provides the magnetic coupling with the electrical
circuit:

e = df
nellw
Seffa

∫

Sw

dA

dt
dSw. (5.138)

For the squirrel-cage rotor the solid conductor circuit equations are applied:

[Rer]{ir}+ [Ler]
{

dir
dt

}
= −[M ][M ]T{Vb}, (5.139a)

{Jr} = −σ

{
dA

dt

}
+

σ

lbar
{Vb}, (5.139b)

where
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{Jr} - column matrix of the rotor bar current density,
[
A/m2

]
,

[Ler] - matrix of the end ring inductance, [H],
[M ] - connection bar matrix, [−].

The field equations are further discretized in the space domain by applying the
Galerkin method. Next, the field and circuit equations are discretized in the time
domain. It results in a global equation system with the following unknowns: nodal
values of the vector potential, the currents in the winding, the values of the electri-
cal scalar potential between two ends of the solid conductor. Further, the obtained
system of equations is solved by the Newton-Raphson method [101].

5.2.3 Motion equations

The motion equation is written as:

Jm
dω

dt
= Td − Tload −KDω, (5.140)

where

KD - damping coefficient, [Nm · s/rad],
Tload - load torque, [Nm].

At each time step, the electromagnetic torque is computed employing the method
of virtual work. Solving the equation of motion allows to obtain the rotor angular
acceleration and, consequently angular displacement of the rotor. The motion of
the rotor is introduced by means of independent meshing of two parts of the motor
- stationary (stator with slots and windings) and movable (rotor with bars and a
shaft) and the coupling of them at the interface. Such a technique allows to avoid
re-meshing due to the movement [101].

5.3 Results of the analytical design and numerical modeling

Using the procedure described in section 5.1, the global design of the high-speed
30 kW induction motor, specified in Table 5.2 has been performed. The principal
motor design parameters, obtained from the calculations, are given in Table. 5.3.
Major electromagnetic and thermal design results are presented in Table 5.4.

The results of the analytical method show the expected motor performance char-
acteristics. According to the thermal analysis, the average temperature of the stator
winding does not exceed the limit of the insulation of class F. The first bending crit-
ical speed of the machine is much below the rated speed. However, if in a practical
application, the critical speed is required to be outside of the operating speed range,
the machine can be redesigned with respect to the rotor construction. As it seen
from (5.116) and (5.117), the critical speed is significantly influenced by the ratio
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Table 5.3: Principal motor design parameters of the high-speed 2-pole, 30 kW IM.
Rotor diameter, Dr, [mm] 70

Stator outside diameter, Ds, [mm] 150
Shaft diameter, Dsh, [mm] 25

Airgap length, δ, [mm] 0.5
Number of stator slots, Zs, [−] 24
Number of rotor slots, Zr, [−] 20

Skew coefficient (rotor), kskew, [−] 0.8
Core length, lδ, [mm] 140

Rotor inertia, Jm,
[
kgm2

]
0.0024

Table 5.4: Calculated electromagnetic, mechanical and thermal parameters of the
high-speed 2-pole, 30 kW IM.

Parameter Value
Stator rms current, Is, [A] 38

Stator copper loss, Pcu,s, [W] 201
Rotor copper loss, Pcu,r, [W] 43
Main core loss, Pcore, [W] 723.5

Stray core loss, Psurf + Ppul, [W] 238
Mechanical loss, Pmech, [W] 600

First bending critical speed, ωc, [Hz] 170
Stator winding temperature rise over T0, Tw, [◦C] 75.5

Motor efficiency, ηIM, [%] 94.0
Power factor, cos(φ), [−] 0.74

between the shaft and the rotor diameters. With respect to that, the shaft diame-
ter can be increased. Additionally, the shaft can be made of magnetic steel, which
would allow to make a narrow rotor yoke and, consequently, keep the rotor diameter
low. In this case, a special attention should be paid to the losses calculation in the
rotor and bearings.

In addition to the design parameters, the performance characteristics of the
IM have been derived based on the Γ - equivalent circuit (Fig. 5.6). The perfor-
mance characteristics of the designed motor have also been verified using the Ansoft
Maxwell 2D FEM software package. Figs. 5.12 - 5.13 present the characteristics
of the designed IM obtained from the analytical calculations (solid lines) and FEM
(dashed lines).
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Figure 5.12: Performance characteristics of the high-speed 2-pole, 30 kW IM (solid
line - analytical results, dashed line - FEM results): (a) Torque vs.
slip, (b) Stator current vs. slip.
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Figure 5.13: Performance characteristics of the high-speed 2-pole, 30 kW IM (solid
line - analytical results, dashed line - FEM results): (a) Efficiency vs.
slip, (b) cos(φ) vs. slip.
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Additionally, as FEM results the magnetic flux lines and magnetic flux density
distribution are presented in Figs. 5.14(a) and 5.14(b), respectively. It can be seen
that the maximum flux density (higher 2 T) occurs in the steel bridges on top of
the rotor bars as expected.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.14: FEM results for the high-speed 2-pole, 30 kW IM: (a) Magnetic flux
lines, (b) Magnetic flux density distribution.

In Table 5.5 the obtained FEM results for the main performance variables are
compared with the analytical ones. It can be seen that both design results match
quite well. However, there is a noticeable difference in the obtained results for the
power factor and the stator phase current. These differences appear due to several
reasons. First, the calculations related to the nonlinear magnetic circuit analysis
are normally performed more accurately by a numerical method. In the FEM eddy-
currents and skin effects are also easier taken into account. On the other hand, in
the analytical method the influence of technological inaccuracy can be incorporated.
In general, for an optimal design of a high-speed IM, a combination of analytical
design methods, FEM tools and a proper optimization technique should be applied.

Table 5.5: Comparison of main analytical and FEM results.
Parameter Analytical FEM

Stator rms current, Is, [A] 38 35.4
Motor efficiency, ηIM, [%] 94 95
Power factor, cosφ, [−] 0.74 0.78
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5.4 Analysis of the high-speed induction motor
selected for the experiments

A high-speed direct drive would be a favorite solution for the active surge control
experiment due to its good dynamic properties. Due to time and resources limita-
tions within the project the complete design and manufacturing of the direct-drive
system have not been performed. Moreover, a standard automotive centrifugal tur-
bocharger has been used in the experiment. This compressor is equipped with a
gearbox with the ratio 3.45 coupled to the impeller shaft. Thus, the required motor
speed becomes 36000/3.45 ≈ 10000 rpm. Finally, the available high-speed 2-pole,
30 kW induction motor shown in Fig. 5.15 has been chosen as the compressor drive
for the full-scale laboratory experiment. Its design parameters are specified in Table
5.6.

Figure 5.15: High-speed 2-pole, 30 kW induction motor selected for the experiments.

Prior to the experiments the performance of the induction motor has been an-
alyzed using the straightforward analysis flow-chart, shown in Fig. 5.16, which is
based on the design method, described in sections 5.1 and 5.2.

The geometric data, the stator winding and rotor bar arrangements, the ma-
terial properties and the main mechanical and electrical data are entered as input
parameters. The motor has also been modelled by means of the Maxwell 2D FEM
software.
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Table 5.6: Design data of the high-speed 2-pole, 30 kW IM selected for the experi-
ments.

Output power, Pd, [kW] 30
Terminal line-to-line rms voltage, Vs,ll, [V] 500

Frequency, fs, [Hz] 300
Stator rms current, Is, [A] 47

Over-current ratio, [−] 6.88
Rated speed, ω, [rpm] 17900
Power factor, cosφ, [−] 0.82

Motor efficiency, ηIM, [%] 89.9
Rotor diameter, Dr, [mm] 110

Stator outside diameter, Ds, [mm] 200
Airgap length, δ, [mm] 0.5

Number of stator slots, Zs, [−] 36
Number of rotor slots, Zr, [−] 30

Skew coefficient, kskew, [−] 0.8
Core length, lδ, [mm] 120

Rotor inertia, Jm,
[
kgm2

]
0.020

Two operating modes have been investigated. First, the rated operating mode
at 30 kW output power and about 18000 rpm rotor speed. Secondly, the operating
mode required by the experimental set-up, i.e. 30 kW output power and about 9000
rpm rotor speed. The respective performance characteristics are shown in Figs. 5.17
- 5.18 and 5.19 - 5.20, wherein the solid lines represent the analytical results and
the dashed lines the FEM results.

As can be seen in the presented figures, the value of the rated slip obtained
using FEM is located to the left of the analytical value. A possible reason is that
the rotor bar behaves as a bar in a double cage. In that case considerable skin effect
appears in the rotor bar, resulting in an increased rotor resistance that moves the
break-down torque to the left. It should be emphasized that the skin effect has not
comprehensively been studied in the analytical design method.

Finally, the thermal analysis showed the following average stator winding tem-
peratures: 114 ◦C at rated operating mode and 138 ◦C at reduced speed. These
values are at the edge and, respectively beyond the maximum allowable tempera-
ture of the stator winding insulation (class F). As a result, water cooling and forced
ventilation of the motor are recommended, especially at the operating mode with
reduced speed and high torque.
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Figure 5.16: Analysis flow-chart for the high-speed 2-pole, 30 kW IM selected for
the experiments.
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Figure 5.17: Performance characteristics of the high-speed 2-pole, 30 kW IM selected
for the experiments (fs = 300 Hz)(solid line - analytical results, dashed
line - FEM results): (a) Torque versus slip, (b) Stator current versus
slip.
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Figure 5.18: Performance characteristics of the high-speed 2-pole, 30 kW IM selected
for the experiments (fs = 300 Hz)(solid line - analytical results, dashed
line - FEM results): (a) Efficiency versus slip, (b) cos(φ) versus slip.
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Figure 5.19: Performance characteristics of the high-speed 2-pole, 30 kW IM selected
for the experiments (fs = 150 Hz)(solid line - analytical results, dashed
line - FEM results): (a) Torque versus slip, (b) Stator current versus
slip.
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Figure 5.20: Performance characteristics of the high-speed 2-pole, 30 kW IM selected
for the experiments (fs = 150 Hz)(solid line - analytical results, dashed
line - FEM results): (a) Efficiency versus slip, (b) cos(φ) versus slip.
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5.5 Conclusions

This chapter presents the analytical electromagnetic design procedure and ther-
mal analysis of high-speed induction motors for compressor applications. A rather
good agreement between the results of the analytical calculations and those of the
FEM confirms that the presented method is suitable for the preliminary design and
analysis of high-speed induction motors.

The results obtained satisfy the initially specified motor requirements which
have been derived from the compressor system analysis. According to the thermal
analysis the temperatures of the main components of the machine stay within ap-
propriate limits. Furthermore, for the given rated motor power and speed (30 kW,
36000 rpm), the rotor inertia, Jm = 0.0021 kgm2, which corresponds to a rather low
value of the electromechanical time constant, as required for high controllability.

As far as the high-speed induction motor selected for the experiments is con-
cerned, its performance has also been analyzed analytically and by means of the
FEM. The main attention has been given to the operating mode at reduced speed
and correspondingly higher torque. From the thermal analysis it follows that the
combination of forced ventilation and water cooling is recommended.



Chapter 6

Experimental results

The primary goal of the experiments is the verification of the compressor active
surge control by means of torque/speed control of the electrical drive. Prior to the
final experiment on the surge control, a set of system identification tests has been
performed. The first experiment is aimed at the identification of the parameters of
the equivalent circuit of the high-speed induction motor with further implementation
of the field-oriented control. Next, the static compressor performance map and
the equivalent parameters of the transient model of the compression system are
determined. Finally, the compressor active surge control in combination with the
field-oriented control of the IM has been implemented and tested.

6.1 Experimental set-up and measurement equipment

The experiments have been carried out on the laboratory test set-up shown
in Fig. 6.1. The main components of the set-up are: the high-speed IM drive, the
power electronic converter (Semikron), the centrifugal compressor (Vortech) with an
embedded gearbox of ratio 1:3.45 and the PVC piping system. The data acquisition
(DAQ) and control algorithms have been realized on the dSpace DS1104 controller
board. The ”turbo-machinery” part of the installation shown in Fig. 6.2 has been
built in collaboration with the Energy Technology Group of the TU/e-Mechanical
Engineering Department.

153
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Figure 6.1: Laboratory experimental test set-up.

Figure 6.2: Basic topology of the piping system with the compressor.
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6.2 Standard IM parameter identification tests

The initial set of tests aimes at the experimental determination of the major
parameters of the induction motor. The knowledge of the parameters of the IM
equivalent circuit (Fig. 5.5(a)) is necessary for the implementation of the high-
performance field-oriented control, as well as for the system simulation and analysis.
In the present work, the most widely used methods have been executed: measure-
ment of the DC resistance of the stator winding, no-load and locked-rotor tests in
correspondence with the IEEE standard 112-1996 [102].

Figure 6.3: DC test scheme.

6.2.1 DC test

The purpose of the DC test is to determine the value of the stator winding
resistance. This test is accomplished by connecting two ’Y’ - connected stator
phases to a variable voltage DC supply (Fig. 6.3). The value of the resistance, Rs,
is determined from the measured voltage, Vs,DC, and current, Is,DC:

Rs =
Vs,DC

2Is,DC
. (6.1)

Due to the limited value of the maximum current level of the DC supply (4.5
A), the rated motor current value (47A) could not be achieved. During the experi-
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Figure 6.4: Measurement results in the DC test: (a) Vs,DC versus Is,DC, (b) Rs

versus Is,DC.

ments, the supply voltage is gradually increased till the maximum current level was
achieved. Further, the recorded data have been fitted with a linear function:

V fitt
s,DC = 0.11798 ∗ Ifitt

s,DC + 0.088577. (6.2)

Substituting the rated current value (Irat
s = 47 A) into (6.2) and (6.1), the value

of the stator phase resistance is obtained:

Rs =
V fitt

s,DC (Irat
s )

2Irat
s

. (6.3)

The value of the stator phase resistance equals 0.06 Ω. The measurement results
are presented in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, respectively and in Appendix B.1.

6.2.2 No-load test

The no-load test is aimed at the estimation of the values of the magnetizing
reactance, Xm. It also gives information on the magnetizing current and rotational
losses. The no-load test is performed with the motor shaft decoupled from any
mechanical load with rated three-phase excitation applied to the motor input ter-
minals. The rotational speed is very close to the synchronous one (ω ≈ 2πfs

p , s ≈ 0),
thus the secondary circuit parameters are neglected. The equivalent circuit for the
no-load test is shown in Fig. 6.5.

From the measured complex values of stator voltage and current the no-load
impedance, Z̄nl, is determined:
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Figure 6.5: IM equivalent circuit for no-load test.

Z̄nl =
V̄s

Īs
. (6.4)

Assuming Rm >> Xm, the no-load impedance, Z̄nl, is:

Z̄nl = Rs + j(Xnl). (6.5)

The no-load reactance, Xnl, is:

Xnl = Xm + Xls =

√(
Vs

Is

)2

−R2
s , (6.6)

where

Xls - leakage reactance of a stator phase winding, [Ω],
Xm - magnetizing reactance, [Ω].

The no-load reactance, Xnl, is obtained from the curve of Xnl versus Vs. The
values located at the right-hand side of the maximum, i.e. at higher voltage values,
correspond to high saturation of the magnetic core. And, at low voltage values, the
influence of the friction and windage loss becomes significant. Thus, the highest
point on this curve is used as the value of Xnl.

The small power loss in the machine at no load arises due to core, friction and
windage losses. Separation of the core loss from the friction and windage loss is
done using the standard procedure [102]. The motor is supplied at 50 Hz and a rms
voltage value ranging from approximately 125 percent of the corresponding rated
value (constant V/Hz curve) down to the point where further voltage reduction
increases the current. The curve extended to zero voltage, which is obtained by
substraction of I2

s Rs from the total input power, Pin, indicates the windage and
friction loss.

The no-load measurement results are summarized in Table 6.1 and Figs. 6.8 -
6.9, and in Appendix B.2.
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Figure 6.6: Measurement circuit for no-load and locked-rotor tests.

Table 6.1: Summary of the high-speed IM no-load test results at 50 Hz (per phase).
Vs, Is, Pin, Pin − I2

s Rs, Xls + Xm, Lls + Lm,
[V] [A] [W] [W] [Ω] [mH]
18.551 4.359 25.792 24.654 4.255 13.544
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Figure 6.7: Measurement results of the no-load test (50 Hz): (a) Pin versus Vs, (b)
Is versus Vs.
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Figure 6.8: Measurement results of the no-load test (50 Hz): (a) Pin − I2
s Rs versus

Vs, (b) Pin − I2
s Rs versus Vs (zoomed).
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Figure 6.9: Measurement results of the no-load test (50 Hz): (a) Xs + Xm versus
Vs, (b) Lls + Lm versus Vs.
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6.2.3 Locked-rotor test

The locked-rotor test on an induction machine gives information on the leakage
reactances and the rotor resistance, referred to the stator. In this test, the rotor is
locked, and reduced balanced polyphase voltages are applied to the stator terminals.
The locked-rotor test should be performed under the same conditions of the rotor
current and frequency that will prevail in the normal operation. For example, if the
performance characteristics in the normal condition (i.e. low-slip) are required, the
locked-rotor test should be performed at a reduced voltage and rated current. The
frequency should also be reduced because the rotor effective resistance and leakage
reactance at the reduced frequency (corresponding to lower values of slip) may differ
appreciably from their values at the rated frequency. This will be particularly true
for double-cage or deep-bar rotors. The IEEE recommends a frequency of 25 %
of the rated frequency for the locked-rotor test [102], which makes it useful to use
the 50 Hz grid supply for the high-speed IM. The leakage reactances at the rated
frequency can then be obtained by considering that the reactance is proportional to
the frequency.

Due to the condition (ω = 0, s = 1) the magnetizing branch of the equivalent
circuit is neglected. The equivalent circuit for the locked-rotor test is shown in Fig.
6.10.

Figure 6.10: IM equivalent circuit for locked-rotor test.

From the measurements the locked-rotor impedance, related to the values of the
total leakage reactance and the resistances of the stator and the rotor, is determined:

Z̄br =
V̄s

Īs
, (6.7)

where

Z̄br = (Rs + R′r) + j (Xls + X ′
lr) . (6.8)

The total leakage reactance is:
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Xls + X ′
lr =

√(
Vs

Is

)2

− (Rs + R′r)
2
. (6.9)

The rotor resistance, R′r is:

Pin

I2
s

−Rs, (6.10)

where Pin - active input power of the induction motor, [W].

The locked-rotor measurement results are summarized in Table 6.2, Fig. 6.11
and in Appendix B.3.

Table 6.2: Summary of the high-speed IM blocked-rotor test results.
Vs, [V ] Is, [A] Xls + X ′

lr, [Ω] Lls + L′lr, [mH] R′r, [Ω]
11.481 47.717 0.130 0.415 0.142
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Figure 6.11: Measurement results of the locked-rotor test (50 Hz): (a) Is versus Vs,
(b) Lls + L′lr versus Vs.

Combining the results of all three tests and assuming that Xls = X ′
lr all equiva-

lent circuit parameters can be derived, as summarized in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Equivalent circuit parameters of the high-speed IM at 50 Hz.
Rs, [Ω] Lls, [mH] L′lr, [mH] Lm, [mH] R′r, [Ω]
0.06 0.207 0.207 13.479 0.142
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6.3 Identification of the compressor performance map

The next phase of the experimental work is dedicated to measurements on the
compression system. First, measurements have been performed to determine the
overall performance and efficiency of the compressor and to detect the surge limit.
Five values have been measured (Fig. 6.12): pressure, pp, mass flow, m, temperature
of the pressurized air, T2, ambient temperature, T0, and speed of the motor, ω. The
compression system has been equipped with a pressure transducer, a Pitot tube for
steady-state mass flow measurement and temperature probes. The angular speed of
the motor is measured with a laser speed transducer.

With the aim to perform accurate measurements of the mass flow, the piping
system has been configured as illustrated in Fig. 6.12. The valve is placed in a
flange, located next to the compressor, and the Pitot tube has been placed beyond
the valve, where the air flow is less turbulent. The details of the operation principle
of the Pitot tube can be found in Appendix C.

The compressor performance characteristics are measured starting at the max-
imum distance from the surge line, corresponding to an opened valve. Then, the
compressor mass flow is reduced by gradually closing the valve to move the operating
point of the system towards the surge line. The surge initiation point corresponds
to the point where the amplitude of the pressure oscillations starts to grow. The
steady-state compressor characteristics have been obtained for seven speed levels
and six valve positions for each speed. The measurement results are summarized in
Appendix D.

Figure 6.12: Measurement scheme for the steady-state performance characteristics
of the compressor.
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Based on the obtained measurement results, the mathematical model (3.17) of
the compressor has been corrected. The coefficients in (3.17) corresponding to the
friction, (kf), and incidence, (kins), loss components have been adjusted to fit the
calculated performance characteristics to the measured ones. It allows to approx-
imate the performance characteristics of the compressor in the unstable area, for
which the experimental measurements are not available. The measured and cal-
culated compressor performance map is presented in Fig. 6.13, wherein the curve
corresponding to ωimp = 25000 rpm is omitted
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Figure 6.13: Compressor performance map with indicated values of the isentropic
efficiency (solid lines - measured; dashed lines - calculated).

From the obtained data, the efficiency of the compressor is defined in the follow-
ing way. The compressor operation is based on the expression of constant entropy:

T ′2
T0

=
(

pp

p0

) γ−1
γ

, (6.11)

where

T ′2 - outlet temperature (isentropic), [K].

The work delivered to the gas is equal to the change in enthalpy of the gas:

W = cp (T2 − T0) m, (6.12)
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However, the isentropic work is:

W ′ = cp (T ′2 − T0)m. (6.13)

In practice, the temperature rise (T2−T0) is higher than (T ′2−T0) due to various
losses in the compressor. Consequently, the isentropic efficiency of the compressor,
ηc is expressed as the ratio of the real and isentropic work:

ηc =
isentropic work

real work
=

W ′

W
=

T ′2 − T0

T2 − T0
. (6.14)

Combination of (6.11) and (6.14) results in:

ηc =
T0

T2 − T0

[(
pp

p0

) γ−1
γ

− 1

]
. (6.15)

The values of the isentropic efficiency are also indicated in the map of Fig. 6.13.

6.4 Identification of the lumped-parameter Greitzer model

From the previous tests, the steady-state compressor performance map has been
obtained. The next step is to determine the transient characteristics of the com-
pression system, mathematically described by the lumped-parameter Greitzer model
(Fig. 3.9). The major parameters of the Greitzer model correspond to the geometry
of the system: plenum volume, Vp, equivalent compressor duct length, Lc, and area
of the impeller eye, Ac.

For transient measurements and further surge experiments, the compression sys-
tem has been modified: the position of the back-pressure valve has been moved to
the outlet of the system (Fig. 6.14). This increases the plenum volume, Vp, and
consequently results in a reduced surge frequency.

The initial values of the Greitzer lumped parameters are defined from the geo-
metrical sizes of the compressor and the piping system. In practice, the area of the
impeller eye, Ac, the duct length, Lc, and the plenum volume, Vp, are not strictly
defined by the system geometry and their values should be corrected according to
the dynamic test results. The parameters are tuned in such a way, that the am-
plitude and the frequency of the pressure oscillation fairly coincide. Figure 6.15
presents the simulated and measured results for a pressure oscillation during deep
surge. The original and recalculated parameters of the Greitzer model are collected
in Table 6.4. It can be seen, that the duct length and, consequently the plenum
volume parameters increased by approximately a factor of two, compared to their
physical values. A suggested reason for the mismatch can be the shape of the real
compression system, where the duct and the plenum are not strictly distinguished,
like it is assumed in the Greitzer model.

The obtained steady-state and transient models of the complete compression
system allow to use them as a mass flow observer for the surge control.
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Figure 6.14: Measurement scheme for the surge control.
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Table 6.4: Lumped parameters of the Greitzer model.
Parameter Original Recalculated
Vp,

[
m3

]
0.0140 0.0319

Ac,
[
m2

]
0.0064 0.0064

Lc, [m] 2.20 5.0160

6.5 Implementation and verification of the active surge
control

The last test is dedicated to the implementation and verification of the active
surge control of the compressor by means of the field-oriented controlled induction
motor. The experiment has been performed at a rather low pressure level to reduce
the harmful effects of the surge on the compressor.

As described in section 3.3.3, the key aspect of the surge control is to control
the angular speed of the impeller proportionally to the deviation of the mass flow
from the equilibrium point. In its turn, the torque control of the motor should pro-
vide an appropriate speed response. The indirect field-oriented controller described
in section 4.3.3 has been implemented using the values of the equivalent circuit
parameters obtained from the motor tests, described in section 6.2.

The feedback gain for the mass flow, Km, (3.32) is defined according to the
procedure described in section 3.3.3.

A band-pass filter has been used to reduce the impact of the high-frequency noise
in the measured pressure signal:

Ks2

(s + ω1)2(s + ω2)2
, (6.16)

where

s - Laplace operator,
K = 4 · 104 - gain, [−],
ω1 = 2π10, ω2 = 2π22 - circular frequencies, [rad/s].

The Bode diagram of the filter is presented in Fig. 6.16. A high-level differential
action has been added to the controller to compensate the phase lag caused by the
inertia of the rotor of the motor, shaft coupling, gearbox and compressor impeller.
At the surge frequency (≈ 12Hz) the phase lead of the filter is approximately 40◦.

The test is done in the following steps. The speed of the compressor is set to
the value corresponding to the pressure of 1.3 bar. Thus, the first operating point
(an intersection of the compressor characteristic and the load curve I) corresponds
to the opened valve, and it is located within the stable area (Fig. 6.17). Next, the
valve is gradually closed towards the position where the surge is initialized; the load
curve is moved towards the unstable area.
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Figure 6.16: Bode diagram of the band-pass filter.

When the operating point is moved beyond the surge limit, i.e. being in the
unstable area on load curve II, the surge phenomenon appears (Fig. 6.17). Then,
the feedback control gain, Km, is gradually increased initializing the controller. As
can be seen in Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.19 the low-frequency, large-amplitude deep surge
oscillations are successfully damped. The effect of the surge suppression can also be
clearly demonstrated using the Fourier analysis of the pressure, pp, (Fig. 6.20).
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Figure 6.17: Simulation and experimental results: Surge.
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Figure 6.18: Simulation and experimental results: Surge control.
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Figure 6.19: Experimental results showing the effect of the active surge control.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.20: Fourier spectrum of the pressure magnitude: (a) Surge, (b) Surge
control.
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6.6 Conclusions

This chapter presents the experimental results of one of the key contributions
of the research project - realization of the active surge control of the centrifugal
compressor by means of the field-oriented controlled high-speed induction motor.
Initially, the equivalent circuit parameters of the induction motor have been de-
termined from the standard experimental tests. They were further incorporated
into the indirect rotor flux oriented vector controller, which has been successfully
implemented.

Next to that, the steady-state tests of the compressor have been used to deter-
mine the performance characteristics of the centrifugal compressor. Furthermore,
the Greitzer lumped parameters of the compression system have been identified
from the geometrical sizes and further tuned by means of dynamic tests, in which
the deep surge occurred. Finally, the data obtained has been used for the surge
control implementation. The presented experimental results clearly demonstrate
the effectiveness of the active surge control and, consequently, the extension of the
stable operational area of the centrifugal compressor.
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Chapter 7

System efficiency and time-optimal
control

This chapter is dedicated to the description of the complete system consisting of
the FC stack, the high-speed induction motor with field-oriented control and the
centrifugal air compressor [103, 104, 105]. Several possible control schemes dedicated
to an improvement of the efficiency and performance of the FC system are described
and simulated using the mathematical models of the separated system components
presented in the previous chapters.

7.1 Energy saving approaches in compression systems

7.1.1 Process control schemes

A typical compression system serves to provide and control one or several process
parameters, such as pressure, mass flow or temperature. An appropriate control
method is determined by the requirements for its performance, cost or efficiency. In
practice, process control systems can be characterized as discrete or continuous.

Bang-bang control is a typical representative of discrete control and one of the
most simplest control methods. The prime mover (i.e. electrical drive) is turned
on or off depending on the controlled parameter value. The duty-cycle normally
depends on a buffer size. This method usually shows rather high efficiency, especially
at rated load, since the electrical drive is then operating at the point of maximum
efficiency.

In a stepwise control, the comparatively large electrical drive can be split in a few
smaller ones, and the bang-bang control may be applied to each of them separately.
In this case, it results in a more flexible operation and improved efficiency, since
most of the motors operate near rated load. However, the efficiency of a smaller
drive is usually lower, and it requires extra installation cost.

The more demanding applications would require continuous control where the
process variables are smooth and uninterrupted in time. In compression applications

173
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Figure 7.1: System structure with a constant compressor characteristic.
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Figure 7.2: State map of the system with a constant compressor characteristic.

mass flow and pressure can be controlled continuously by means of a regulating valve,
installed next to the compressor (Fig. 7.1), by using a compressor with a variable
geometry (Fig. 7.3(a)), or by using a variable-speed electrical drive (Fig. 7.3(b)).

The first approach, also referred to as a mechanical process control, can be illus-
trated by the following example. Consider a typical pumping or compression system
consisting of a prime mover, a compressor and a piping system with a plant (e.g.
pneumatic tool or ventilation chamber) which serves as a load of the compressor.
For simplicity the plant characteristic is assumed constant. The operating point of
the system is defined by a certain value of the mass flow through the plant and the
pressure drop over the plant. It corresponds to the intersection of the compressor
characteristic (CC) (one curve corresponding to a particular speed) and the system
characteristic (SC) in the mass flow - pressure map. Two operating points are con-
sidered: o.p.1 at the rated value of the mass flow and o.p.2 at 50 % of the rated
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mass flow.
If a constant-speed electrical drive (CSD) is used, the system process parameters

are controlled by the mechanical valve placed next to the compressor (Fig. 7.1).
In this case, the flow/pressure regulation is possible by opening/closing the valve,
i.e. changing the system characteristic, while the compressor characteristic remains
constant (Fig. 7.2). This method is rather simple, but leads to extra energy loss in
the regulating valve at the reduced mass flow.

The second possibility of continuous process control is the control of the com-
pressor characteristic, keeping the system characteristic unchanged (Fig. 7.4). It
could be achieved by using a compressor with a variable geometry which allows the
control of the mass flow at constant speed (Fig. 7.3(a)). This method results in a
good efficiency and flexibility, but requires a complicated mechanical construction
of the compressor.

The third, more appropriate continuous process control method is using a com-
pressor with solid geometry together with a variable-speed electrical drive (VSD)
(Fig. 7.3(b)). This method is more energy efficient compared to the first approach
because of the absence of the unwanted energy loss in the valve over the total oper-
ational area. In some cases it can be combined with other control principles, which
are referred to as energy-efficiency control methods of the electrical drive discussed
in section 4.4.

Figure 7.3: System structure with a variable compressor characteristic: (a) variable
compressor geometry, (b) variable-speed electrical drive.

The aforementioned process control methods can normally be applied to systems
where only one of the process states is controlled - either pressure or mass flow. This
is typical for systems like heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC). For such
type of applications the fast response of the compressor is not critical.

For fuel cell applications the fast response of the compression system is required
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Figure 7.4: State map of the system with a variable compressor characteristic.

in addition to the energy efficiency. Moreover, the performance of the FC depends
on both process parameters - pressure and mass flow. Thus, the control of the
compression system needs the combined action of a variable-speed electrical drive
and a valve control. The configuration of the FC compression system and different
control strategies are described in the following sections.

7.1.2 Optimal compression system configuration

In general, the choice of an appropriate compression system configuration is not
trivial. The choice is defined by the characteristics, efficiency, weight, cost, etc.
Three main types of a compression system arrangement can be considered. The
most common is a compressor/expander combination (Fig. 7.5). This is regarded
as one of the simplest and most efficient configurations. In the compression system
of a PEMFC, the electrical drive is used as a prime mover, and the expander can
be used for the power recovering from the exhaust flow. The arrangement shown
in Fig.7.6 is typical for this application. The compressor and expander should be
matched properly to provide an acceptable energy balance over a wide range of
operating conditions. In such case, the expander may act as the back-pressure
device. However, when using a fixed geometry compressor and expander, a good
match over the entire operating range is difficult to realize. Hence, only a limited
area match between the FC, compressor and expander may be achieved, and any
deviation from this area is subject to a degradation of the performance of the overall
system.

A similar system can also be used, where the compressor and the expander are
decoupled, and the expander is connected to an electrical generator (Fig. 7.7). Such
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Figure 7.5: Compressor-expander.
Figure 7.6: Drive-compressor-expander

configuration.

a connection may add more flexibility in the operating regimes and provide better
matching. However, the generator with the power electronic converter may double
the price of the total compression system.

Figure 7.7: Drive-compressor-expander-generator configuration.

Here, the simplest compression configuration is investigated. It consists of a
variable-speed electrical drive, a compressor and a back-pressure valve (Fig 7.8).

In addition to the aforementioned matching considerations, the transient re-
sponse of the compression system has to be considered. The electrical current in
the FC can change rapidly. However, the centrifugal compressor has a much larger
time constant and, thus, the time delay in the change of the air mass flow and
pressure to the appropriate levels may be critical.
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Figure 7.8: Drive-compressor-valve configuration.

7.2 Operating regimes of the BoP compression system

As seen from the dynamic model of the compression system (3.19) - (3.21), there
are two sets of primary physical parameters that may result in a transient delay in
the change of the state of the air (mass flow and pressure) in the entire physical
volume. The geometrical parameters are the duct length, Lc, the area of the impeller
eye, Ac, and the plenum volume, Vp, and they define the first time constant. A
second time delay is caused by the combined inertia of the compressor impeller and
the rotor of the motor. In general, the dynamics of the back-pressure valve should
also be included in the analysis. In practice, the valve inertia is considerably lower
than the primary motor inertia and, thus, neglected in this study.

Three operating regimes are further investigated: constant-speed (Fig. 7.9),
variable-speed (Fig. 7.10) and load-following-mass flow (L-F-MF) regime at ap-
proximately constant pressure (Fig. 7.11). In the first regime, the motor speed
and the valve position are kept unchanged for all FC load levels. In the second
one, the speed of the motor is adjusted in a way to provide the necessary mass
flow level. The last regime provides the same mass flow regulation but keeps a
nearly constant pressure and angular speed. In the presented plots, the control line
shows an additional restriction of the operational area in case of application of the
surge avoidance control, which was discussed in section 3.3.1. The behavior in these
regimes are further discussed, simulated and compared in section 7.4.
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Figure 7.9: FC-compressor operating points in the constant-speed operating regime.
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Figure 7.10: FC-compressor operating points in the variable-speed operating regime.
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Figure 7.11: FC-compressor operating points in the load-following-mass flow oper-
ating regime at approximately constant pressure.

7.3 System efficiency at steady state

The useful output energy of a FC is the electrical energy. The amount of fuel
is normally considered as the input to a FC. Since this research mainly deals with
the efficiency of the BoP considering also the FC performance, the system efficiency,
ηFC,s, is defined, according to Fig. 2.8, as the ratio of the FC system output electrical
power, PFC,s,

PFC,s = VFC,s · IFC,s, (7.1)

where

VFC,s - FC system output voltage, [V],
IFC,s - FC system output current, [A],
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to the sum of PFC,s and the active power consumed by the electrical drive, P el
d ,

which actuates the compressor:

ηFC,s =
PFC,s

PFC,s + P el
d

, (7.2)

where

P el
d - active power consumed by the electrical drive, [W].

The produced thermal power is not investigated. The performance of the FC
stack depends on the pressure and mass flow, which define the output power of the
compressor, Pc (3.11). The relation between Pc and P el

d can be formulated via the
efficiencies of the electrical drive, ηd, and the compressor, ηc:

P c = P el
d ηdηc. (7.3)

The efficiency of the electrical drive with an IM, ηd, normally changes with the
operating point. However, applying the control methods described in section 4.4,
the electrical drive efficiency can be kept nearly constant.

The efficiency of the compressor, ηc, can be predicted from its basic operational
principle presented in section 3.2.3:

ηc (m, ω) =
∆hc,t

∆hc,t + ∆hloss
, (7.4)

where

∆hloss = ∆hi + ∆hf -sum of the major compressor losses (incidence and friction).

Then, collecting the various other losses (back flow, clearance, volute and diffu-
sion losses) [106] mainly related to the mechanical construction of the compressor,
(7.4) can be corrected as follows:

ηc (m,ω) =
∆hc,t

∆hc,t + ∆hloss
−∆ηadd, (7.5)

where

∆ηadd - efficiency drop due to additional losses.

The operational area of the compression equipment is aimed at covering the de-
manded air mass flow levels. But in practice, the operational area of the compressor
is bounded by the surge limit.

Thus, the efficiency of the system not only depends on the efficiency of the
separated components (compressor and IM drive), but also on the ability of the
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compression equipment to provide an optimal operating condition for the FC stack
with the minimal energy consumption.

The ability to extend the stable operational area of the compressor can be ac-
counted for in (7.2) by introducing the term utilization, κc, of the compressor mass
flow (and, respectively, its output power in case of constant pressure). In other
words, the utilization, κc, corresponds to the deviation from the constant stoichiom-
etry. This denotes the ratio of the desired compressor output power at the operating
point, P des

c , where the stoichiometry approaches 2, to the real power, Pc:

κc =
P des

c

Pc
, mdes ≤ m (or SO2 ≥ 2), p = const, (7.6)

where

κc - utilization of the compressor power at constant pressure, [-].

Substituting (7.6) into (7.3) and combining with (7.2) the efficiency, ηFC,s, of the
system with the FC stack, the centrifugal air compressor and the induction motor
drive can be expressed as:

ηFC,s =
PFC,s

PFC,s + Pdes
c

κcηdηc

. (7.7)

The derived relation allows to include the utilization, κc, serving as a measure
of the surge control performance, into the expression of the system efficiency, ηFC,s,
alongside with the efficiencies of the compressor, ηc, and the electrical drive, ηd.
The graphical representation of the obtained expression is shown in Fig. 7.12. It
can be seen, that the maximum system efficiency, ηFC,s, corresponds to the utiliza-
tion, κc, equal to unity, which means no exceeding mass flow and, consequently, no
exceeding energy consumption by the induction motor driving the compressor. As a
comparison, Fig. 7.13 demonstrates the efficiency of the compressor, ηc, as a func-
tion of κc. In this case, the efficiency curves directly correspond to the performance
characteristics, where the maximum is located in the vicinity of the surge line (Fig.
6.13).

The following section presents the dynamic simulation results of the complete
FC system with the centrifugal compressor driven by the high-speed IM.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.12: System efficiency, ηFC,s: (a) in m−mdes coordinates, (b) in κc −mdes

coordinates.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.13: Compressor efficiency, ηc: (a) in m−mdes coordinates, (b) in κc−mdes

coordinates.
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7.4 System simulation results

With the aim to investigate the correlation between the system efficiency and
the dynamic performance, a transient mathematical model of the complete system
has been derived (Fig. 7.14).

The FC stack is modelled as an equivalent electrical circuit with the charge
double-layer capacitance (Fig. 2.5). The value of each overvoltage is defined by
the description of the FC steady-state model given in section 2.2.3. The high-speed
induction motor with the field-oriented control is modelled as described in sections
4.3.1 and 4.3.3. The model of the compression system with the centrifugal air
compressor corresponds to that presented in section 3.2.4. The parameters of the
compressor and the compression system are taken the same the experimental ones
(sections 6.3 - 6.5). The variable load of the FC stack is modelled as an impedance
consisting of R1 load = 0.001Ω, R2 load = 1.35Ω, R3 load = 0.6Ω, Lload = 0.04H,
and an ideal switch, S. The equivalent auxiliary load caused by the converter fed
electrical motor driving the compressor is represented by a controlled current source,
ID:

ID =
P el

d

VFC
. (7.8)

In this scheme, three major controllers provide an appropriate system operation.
First, the mass flow controller calculates the desired mass flow, mdes, from the FC
current, IFC, based on (2.71). Its value is used in the performance controller to
define the torque component T 0

d , which corresponds to the compressor torque, Tc,
in a particular operating point according to (3.14). It also defines the valve position,
kv, using (3.18):

kv =
mdes

√
p∗p − p0

, (7.9)

where

p∗p - reference pressure, [Pa].

Therefore, the performance controller is used to provide a proper operating point of
the compression system depending on the FC load and a selected operating regime
mentioned in section 7.2: constant-speed operating regime, variable-speed operating
regime or load-following-mass flow operating regime. However, the load-following-
mass flow operating regime requires stabilization of the compressor in the area
beyond the surge line. This function is performed by the surge controller, presented
in section 3.3.3. It defines the torque component ∆Td based on (3.29). Additionally,
due to the fact, that the transient mass flow can not be measured directly, the
estimated value of the mass flow m̂ is used in the surge control. The mass flow
observer is based on the dynamic model of the compression system (3.19) - (3.20).
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Figure 7.14: Transient system model.
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All three aforementioned operating regimes of the system have been simulated
and compared. Initially, the electrical load of the FC has a low value i.e. the switch,
S, (Fig. 7.14) is open. Then, at t = 5 sec. the switch is closed, resulting in a higher
electrical load.

Figures 7.15 - 7.17 represent the major FC and compressor state trajectories:
cell voltage, Vcell, versus current density, j, and pressure, pp, versus mass flow, m̂,
respectively. In all three operating regimes, the steady-state electrical operating
points of the FC are similar: o.p.1 corresponds to the low electrical load, and o.p.2
corresponds to the high electrical load. However, the compression system behaves
differently in every operating regime, thus resulting in different system performance
and efficiency.

The results are better understood and compared based on the plots of the
main system performance characteristics as a function of time, corresponding to
the constant-speed, variable-speed and L-F-MF operating regimes and illustrated in
the top, middle and bottom plots of Figs. 7.18 - 7.25, respectively.

In the constant-speed operating regime, the mass flow controller is not activated,
thus the operating point of the compressor (lower plot in Fig. 7.15 and Figs. 7.21 and
7.22) is set to that corresponding to the maximum load of the FC. The valve remains
opened, and the electrical drive delivers the maximum torque. The operating points
of the FC stack are located at the polarization curve corresponding to the maximum
pressure (Fig. 7.15). The mass flow at o.p.1 is double of the desired one (Fig. 7.22),
also indicated by the low value of utilization (Fig. 7.23).

As a result, the electrical drive always consumes the maximum amount of elec-
trical power (Fig. 7.24) during both, low and high FC electrical load (Figs. 7.18,
7.19 and 7.20). Consequently, the system efficiency is reduced at low FC electrical
load (Fig. 7.25). On the other hand, the FC electrical power transition (Figs. 7.18
- 7.20) is not disturbed by mechanical and thermodynamic transients (Figs. 7.21
and 7.22).

In the variable-speed operating regime, the mass flow controller is active and
sets the operating point of the compressor according to the condition of constant
stoichiometry, SO2 = 2 (lower plot in Fig. 7.16). The valve in this operating regime
is always opened, thus the system operates at different pressures (lower plot in Fig.
7.16 and Fig. 7.21). The operating points of the FC stack are now located on
different polarization curves (upper plot in Fig. 7.16). The mass flow is regulated
according the FC load and settles at the desired value at o.p.2 (Figs. 7.22). The
utilization equals unity at both operating points (Fig. 7.23).

As a result, the variable-speed operating regime provides a higher system effi-
ciency (Fig. 7.25) at low FC load, due to less energy consumption by the compressor
drive (Fig. 7.24). On the other hand, the inertia of the motor rotor and the com-
pressor impeller slows down the speed transient, and, consequently, the pressure and
mass flow response (Figs. 7.21 and 7.22). A sudden drop in the FC voltage (Fig.
7.16 and 7.18) and, consequently, in the FC output power (Fig. 7.20) is visible.

Finally, in the load-following-mass flow operating regime, the mass flow controller
operates in the same way as in the variable-speed operating regime. In addition, the
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valve is controlled in a way to keep a constant pressure, i.e. it is closed at reduced
mass flow (o.p.1) and opened at maximum mass flow (o.p.2) (lower plot in Fig.
7.17). Both operating points of the FC stack are located at the same polarization
curve, as in the constant-speed regime (upper plot in Fig. 7.17). The mass flow
and, consequently, utilization follow closely the desired values also during transients
(Figs. 7.22 and 7.23).

It can be seen, that in the L-F-MF operating regime, the value of the drive input
power and, consequently, system efficiency at low FC load is in between those at the
constant-speed and variable-speed regimes (Figs.7.24 and 7.25) due to the fact that
only one process parameter, namely the mass flow, is regulated corresponding to
the FC electrical load (lower plot in Fig. 7.17). The FC output power transition is
rather smooth (Figs. 7.18, 7.19 and 7.20) due to a fast response of the compression
system on the increased FC load, since there are nearly no mechanical transients.
The applied active surge control keeps the process stable in the compressor unstable
area (o.p.1 in lower plot in Fig. 7.17).

The values of the system efficiency at low FC load as well as the transient time
interval of the mass flow in the three operating regimes are summarized in Table
7.1.

Table 7.1: Major comparative results of the BoP operating regimes.
Operating regime Transient time interval, τc

of the (mass flow)
System efficiency, ηFC,s

at low FC load
Constant speed 0 s 0.88
Variable speed ≈ 1.2s 0.99
L-F-MF ≈ 0.2s 0.95
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Figure 7.15: Fuel cell - compressor simulation results in state coordinates (constant-
speed regime).

Figure 7.16: Fuel cell - compressor simulation results in state coordinates (variable-
speed regime).
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Figure 7.17: Fuel cell - compressor simulation results in state coordinates (load-
following-mass flow regime).
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Figure 7.22: Mass flow (dashed line - mdes, solid line - m̂).
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7.5 Dynamic time-optimal control

The previous section described and compared three independent operating re-
gimes of the compression system. It is demonstrated, that the system efficiency can
be improved by regulating the performance parameters (mass flow and pressure) of
the compression system according to the FC electrical load. In the variable-speed
operating regime, both parameters are regulated, and in the load-following-mass flow
operating regime, only the mass flow is varied with the FC electrical load in order
to eliminate the mechanical transients associated with the speed and, consequently,
the pressure transient. The load-following-mass flow operating regime requires the
application of the active surge control, the effectiveness of which has been confirmed
by simulation and experimental results in section 6.5.

However, despite of preventing the deep surge of the compression system in the
unstable area, continuous operation in this area might still be accompanied with
high-frequency oscillations or the so-called ”mild surge”, as it can be seen from the
experimental results in Fig. 6.19.

Therefore, in this section, another system control method is proposed, which
provides the load-following regulation of both compression system parameters - mass
flow and pressure. The m−p trajectory passes through the unstable area only during
the transients. However, the steady-state operating points are located in the stable
area. This control is realized by means of ”time-optimal control” technique.

In contrast to the system control described in section 7.4 (Fig. 7.14), the new
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time-optimal controller combines both, performance and surge control. Conse-
quently, both system input variables: the drive torque, T ∗d and the valve position,
kv, are used for the performance as well as for the surge control.

It is expected, that the efficiency of the system at low FC load would be equiv-
alent to that in the variable-speed operating regime, due to similar locations of the
steady-state operating points, but the transient time interval would be reduced by
adjusting the m− p trajectory between the operating points.

Figure 7.26: LQG controller scheme.

For simplification, the linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) approach is used in the
control design. LQ stands for linear systems with quadratic performance criteria.
The system may be affected by disturbances and measurement noise represented as
stochastic processes, in particular, by Gaussian white noise. The optimal control
design method converts a control design problem into an optimization problem with
time-domain performance criteria. With the LQG approach, the coefficients of the
feedback controller in Fig. 7.26 are designed in such a way that the cost functional,
Jc, is minimized under the ”constraint” of the system dynamics, ẋ:

minu(t) Jc = 1
2

∫∞
0

(
y(t)TQ y(t) + u(t)TR u(t)

)
dt,

subject to ẋ = f(x, u), x(t0) = x0,
(7.10)

where

x(t) =




pp

m
ω


 - state vector,
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u(t) =




kv

0
T
∗
d


 - input vector,

y(t) =




pp

m
ω


 - output vector,

Q and R weighing matrices.

The deviations of the output vector, y, and the control input, u, from their
reference values are penalized quadratically with nonnegative symmetric weighing
matrices, Q, and R, correspondingly, in order to reflect different weights attached to
different state and input components. With the choice of the weighing matrices, Q
and R, a trade-off between control performance (increasing Q) and low input energy
(increasing R) can be achieved. The Q and R parameters have been tuned in order
to obtain a fast-response and stable behavior of the compression system.

The linearized system around the equilibrium point is presented in the following
way:

∆x(t) = x(t)− x(t)0,
∆u(t) = u(t)− u(t)0,

(7.11)

where

(·)0 - equilibrium point,
∆(·) - deviation from the equilibrium point.

The state-space equations of the linearized system are:

∆ẋ(t) = A∆x(t) + B∆u(t) + G∆y(t)ν(t),
∆z(t) = Cz∆x(t),
∆y(t) = C∆x(t) + $(t),

(7.12)

where

∆z(t) - controllable output,
∆y(t) - measured output, available for feedback,
ν(t) - plant disturbances,
$(t) - measurement noise,
Cz and G - matrices defining controllable output and plant disturbances,
A,B, C - state-space matrices defined from the compression system model (3.19) -
(3.21):
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A =




− a2
01kv

2Vp
√

pp−p0
−Ac

Lc
0

a2
01
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γ
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0
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, (7.13)

where

Ξ =

(
1 +

1
4σD2

2ω
2 − 1

2 (ωr1 − kinsm)2 − kfm
2

CpT0

)
, (7.14)

B =



−a2

01

√
pp−p0

Vp
0

0 0
0 1

J


 , (7.15)

C =




1
0
1


 . (7.16)

This control scheme allows to handle MIMO system problems almost as easy as
SISO system problems. An optimal trajectory is generated by choosing the input
vector for t ≥ 0 as:

u(t) = −Fc∆x(t),
Fc = R−1BTX,

(7.17)

where

Fc - state feedback gain matrix,
X - the symmetric matrix - the non-negative-definite solution of the algebraic Ric-
cati matrix equation (ARE):

ATX + XA + CT
z BCz −XBR−1BTX = 0. (7.18)

This solution requires that the state, x(t), is fully accessible for measurement.
However, the state, m, of the system is not directly accessible and only the outputs,
ω, and pp, can be measured. Thus, the reconstruction of the state, m, is performed
using an observer of the form:

∆ ˙̂x(t) = A∆x̂(t) + B∆u(t) + K (∆y(t)− C∆x̂(t)) ,
∆u(t) = −Fc∆x̂(t),

(7.19)

where
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∆x̂(t) - estimate ∆x(t),
K - observer gain matrix.

The observation error, ∆y(t)−C∆x̂(t), is the difference between the actual mea-
sured output, ∆y(t), and the output, ∆ŷ(t) = C∆x̂(t), as reconstructed from the
estimated state, x̂(t). The extra input term, K[∆y(t)−C∆x̂(t)], on the right-hand
side of (7.19) provides a correction that becomes active as soon as the observation
error is nonzero.

The Riccati equations for the observer are written as follows:

AY + Y AT + GV GT − Y CTW−1CY = 0,
K = Y CTW−1,

(7.20)

where

Y - the symmetric matrix,
V , W - intensity matrices of the white noise processes.

The state estimate error is defined as:

e(t) = ∆x̂(t)−∆x(t). (7.21)

Combination of (7.21), (7.19) and (7.12) results in the linearized closed-loop
system:

[
∆ẋ(t)
ė(t)

]
=

[
A−BF −BF
0 A−KC

] [
∆x(t)
e(t)

]
+

[
Gυ(t)

Gυ(t) + K$(t)

]
. (7.22)

The eigenvalues of the open-loop system, the feedback controller with the ob-
server and the closed-loop system at the point, located to the left from the surge
line (corresponding to o.p.1 in the lower plot of Fig. 7.11), are presented in Fig.
7.27.
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Figure 7.27: System eigenvalues.

An operating regime, similar to the variable-speed operating regime in Figs.
7.10 and 7.16, but with applied LQG time-optimal control has been simulated. The
results are presented in state coordinates in Fig. 7.28, and as a function of time in
Figs. 7.29 - 7.31.

It can be seen, that the steady-state operating points of the FC and the com-
pression system in both operating regimes are the same when comparing Fig. 7.28
with Fig. 7.16. As a result, the system efficiency at low FC load remains high, as
indicated in the lower plot of Fig. 7.31.

The transient characteristics are estimated from the curves (Figs. 7.29 - 7.31)
and compared with those corresponding to the constant-speed, variable-speed and
L-F-MF operating regimes (Figs. 7.18 - 7.25).

The most important result of the operating regime with applied time-optimal
control is the smaller transient time interval of 0.9 s (first and second plots in
Figs. 7.30) of the mass flow (and also pressure), compared to 1.2 s in the variable-
speed operating regime (second plots in Fig.7.22 and 7.21), which finally results in
a smoother power transient (second plot in Fig. 7.20 compared to third plot in Fig.
7.29).
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Figure 7.28: Fuel cell - compressor simulation results with LQG control in m − p
coordinates.
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control).
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Figure 7.30: Pressure, mass flow and utilization as a function of time (LQG con-
trol),(dashed line - mdes, solid line - m̂).
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7.6 Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the analysis of BoP system in a FC, resulting in a
formulation of the criteria for a combined efficient and fast operation. Using the
mathematical models of the separated components of the FC system, as well as the
described and tested active surge control of the compressor, the static and dynamic
behavior of the FC system at different operation regimes have been investigated and
compared.

In the constant-speed operating regime there is no mechanical transient in the
compression system. Thus, it results in the fastest response, corresponding only to
the FC electrical time constant, which lies in the range of 0.1 - 0.2 s. However, the
system efficiency is reduced due to the extra power consumption by the compressor.

In the variable-speed operating regime, the compressor works entirely in the
stable area, and it results in a high efficiency at reduced FC load. However, it
causes a significant delay in the response due to the mechanical transient. The
electromechanical time constant of the induction motor τem according to (5.6) equals
1.2 s. However, the total mechanical time constant is higher due to the extra inertia
of the impeller and the load. In practical applications, this regime would require an
additional electrical energy buffer installed next to the FC stack to compensate for
that delay.

A tradeoff between efficiency and response time has been achieved in the load-
following-mass flow operating regime, wherein active surge control is applied. The
transient response time is reduced by approximately 83 % in comparison to that
in the variable-speed operating regime, but at the cost of 4 % efficiency. However,
this operating regime still exhibits 7 % higher efficiency at low FC load than the
constant-speed operating regime. The transient time constant here is defined mainly
by the geometry of the compression system, and its value is close to the FC electrical
time constant. The FC diffusion delay, τdd, (2.65) equals 1 ms, and is neglected.

With the aim to improve the transient behavior of the most efficient variable-
speed operating regime, a time-optimal LQG control has been applied. The resulting
operating regime provides a faster transition between the steady-state operating
points along the time-optimal trajectory. As demonstrated, a 25 % reduction of
the transient response time can be achieved in comparison with the variable-speed
operating regime while keeping the same system efficiency at low FC load. In
practical applications, it would still require an electrical energy buffer [107], but of
a significantly lower size.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and recommendations

8.1 Conclusions

The conclusions of the thesis are organized in accordance with the main objec-
tives listed in the introduction:

1. To analyse and select appropriate system components: FC type, compressor
and electrical drive.

2. To build comprehensive and coupled mathematical models of the system com-
ponents in different physical domains (electrical, mechanical and thermody-
namical).

3. To expand the naturally imposed stability or efficiency boundaries of the sys-
tem components by means of appropriate control approaches and verify them
experimentally.

4. To propose a global design procedure of a high-speed electrical machine.

5. To develop an efficiency and time-optimal control of the system with the
PEMFC, air compressor and electrical drive.

8.1.1 Components selection

Based on the overview of existing FC systems and their present and potential
applications, as well as a preliminary analysis of the system components in Chapter
1, the research has focused on the PEMFC system (a few hundred kilowatt), the
centrifugal air compressor and the induction motor drive.

The applications require a high energy efficiency and a fast transient response,
which are directly affected by the BoP mainly controlled by electrical drives.
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8.1.2 Mathematical models

The mathematical models of the selected system components are presented in
Chapters 2, 3, and 4. The combined model is described in Chapter 7.

Fuel cells

After a comprehensive literature study, the PEMFC model, which combines funda-
mental electrochemical theory and empirical equations, has been derived in Chapter
2. This model allows the analysis of the FC performance depending on both the
electrical load and input variables related to the fuel and oxidant supply. The results
of the PEMFC analysis can be summarized as follows.

The FC output characteristics are mainly defined by the concentration of the
reactants at the catalyst layer of the cell. The reactants concentration, in turn,
depends on the balance between the supply and the consumption of fuel and oxidant.
The consumption is primarily related to the FC electrical load. On the supply side,
(considering only a cathode) the concentration is defined by the pressure and mass
flow (oxygen stoichiometry) of the air.

The steady-state model demonstrates that at higher pressure and, accordingly,
concentration, the FC generates a higher voltage at the same current density. More-
over, at the elevated pressure a higher maximum current density is achievable. These
effects can be interpreted as an improvement of the efficiency of the FC stack (ratio
between the output power and the amount of fuel) and higher power density of the
stack.

As far as the transient behavior is concerned, the PEMFC has a rather fast tran-
sient response on both, output electrical load variation (double charge layer effect)
and input change of pressure and mass flow, which corresponds to the transient
diffusion. From the presented analysis it follows that the compression system is the
slowest component, the so-called time limiting component.

Centrifugal air compressor

The model of the centrifugal air compressor, presented in Chapter 3, involves the
thermodynamical and mechanical physical domains, therefore it can be linked to
the FC model using the mass flow and pressure variables, and to the electrical drive
via the torque and speed variables.

From the steady-state model of the compressor, the dependence of the compres-
sor efficiency on the operating point can be defined. The input and output power
can also be determined. This makes it convenient for the analysis of the efficiency
of the complete system. The model also clearly identifies the natural stability limits
of centrifugal compressors.

The analysis of the dynamic properties shows that the transient time interval
between two operating points is determined by two factors: the geometrical sizes of
the compression system and the mechanical time constant. The expected low volume
of the internal channels of the FC system makes the ”geometrical” component of
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the transient time interval relatively small. Thus, in the case of a variable-speed
regime, the transient performance of the compression system primarily depends on
the activation by the electrical drive.

Induction motor drive

Electrical drives are presented in Chapter 4. Their operational principles logically
suggest their modeling in two domains - electromagnetic and mechanical. Con-
sequently, the electrical drive model is linked to the compressor using a common
mechanical equation, and to the FC by electrical ones. In general, a model of the
power electronic converter would be required to link the electrical drive to the out-
put of the FC. In the present work, the models are linked in a simplified way using
an equivalent current source.

The major focus is given to an induction motor drive. Originally, induction
motors were intended to be used in constant-speed applications. However, a number
of well-developed control methods, such as field-oriented control or direct torque
control, can be used to provide a high-performance electrical drive. As far as the
efficiency is concerned, it is not constant and depends on the operating point.

8.1.3 Control methods of the BoP components

The presented description and mathematical models of the major auxiliary sys-
tem components - centrifugal air compressor and induction motor drive - illustrate
naturally imposed operational limitations.

Active surge control of the centrifugal air compressor

The stable operational area of the centrifugal compressor is limited by the surge line
on one side and the ”stone wall” on the opposite side. The surge limit is regarded
as of prime importance. It restricts the compressor operation in the area of reduced
mass flow at high pressure, which can be highly demanded by many compressor
applications. Moreover, the surge line passes through the area of maximum efficiency
of the compressor, forcing, in practice, the operating point into the less efficient
area. During the last two decades a number of active surge control methods with
experimental verifications have been reported. However, they are still not reliable
enough for a wide range of practical applications. The active surge control by means
of the highly dynamic torque/speed control of the electrical drive is the most recent
development in this area. The experimental results, presented in section 6.5, confirm
the effectiveness of this method: the operation of the compressor remained stable
beyond the surge line.

Energy-efficiency control of the induction motor drive

A number of methods to control the energy efficiency of an IM have been reported
in section 4.4. Most of the techniques are based on the reduction of the magnetic
flux and the corresponding losses at low torque and high speed. However, the
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reduction of the magnetic flux can seriously affect the motion controllability. This
matter is particulary important regarding the discussed application. The area of low
torque and high speed directly corresponds to the unstable area of the compressor,
where the high-performance drive motion control is demanded for the active surge
stabilization. Due to time limitation, the energy-efficiency control of the induction
motor in combination with the active surge control of the compressor has not been
implemented.

8.1.4 Design of the high-speed induction motor

The centrifugal compressor operates at high-speed. Additionally, the transient
requirements call for a low-inertia prime mover. These factors, in combination with
the required compactness and high reliability of the auxiliary components in a FC
system, exclude the use of a standard electrical motor with a gearbox in favor
of a high-speed motor. Chapter 5 presents the developed simplified design and
analysis procedures of a high-speed induction motor. Its initial specifications have
been derived using the previously described models of the FC and the centrifugal
compressor. As a result, an electromagnetic design of a low-inertia and rather high-
efficiency induction motor has been described in Chapter 5.

8.1.5 Total system model and time-optimal control

Finally, Chapter 7 discusses the system control strategies, using the combined
mathematical models of the FC stack, the centrifugal compressor and the field-
oriented controlled induction motor drive. Three major system operating regimes
can be applied, depending on the predominant control goal.

The constant-speed operating regime can be used, when the FC electrical load
changes frequently and fast. In the case of a slow variation of the FC electrical load,
the variable-speed operating regime is advisable, providing a high energy efficiency
at low FC load. In intermediate cases the load-following-mass flow operating regime
with the application of the active surge control of the compressor becomes preferable.
This operating regime eliminates the relatively long mechanical transient response,
keeping the energy consumption of the BoP approximately linearly proportional to
the main load.

The operating regime with applied LQG time-optimal control has been proposed
as an alternative to the load-following-mass flow operating regime and the variable-
speed operating regime. The transition between two steady-state operating points,
where the system efficiency is maximum, follows the time-optimal trajectory, keeping
the transient response time small.
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8.2 Thesis contributions

The major scientific contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

The multidomain mathematical model and the energy-efficiency and time-optimal
control of the system consisting of the FC stack, the centrifugal air compressor and
the induction motor. The modeling and control of the separated components are
not new, and system models can also be found in the literature. However, they are
composed of rather simplified models of the components and are limited to steady-
state system performance. A comprehensive modeling and analysis of the static and
dynamic system performance have not been found in literature.

The experimental verification of the active surge control by means of a field-
oriented controlled induction motor drive. The idea of active surge control is not
new, neither the high-performance field-oriented control of an IM. However, the ex-
perimental verification of the active surge control by means of the high-performance
motion control of an induction motor drive is novel.

The double purpose of the surge control: energy efficiency and fast system re-
sponse. The original purpose of the published surge control methods was the energy-
efficiency improvement of compression systems. In this thesis, in addition to the
energy-efficiency improvement, a fast response of the system to load changes is also
achieved by the surge control, which is new.

The global design method of high-speed induction motors. The presented design
and analysis allow a good estimation of the performance characteristics of a high-
speed induction motor. A lot of publications on this subject can be found, but
they are mainly focussed on one particular discipline. The electromagnetic design
together with the thermal analysis and the FEM verification is a contribution.

8.3 Recommendations for further research

8.3.1 Fuel cells

The mathematical models presented in this thesis are mainly based on the pub-
lished theoretical work supplemented by experimental results. However, the dy-
namic response of a FC system to the transient operation of a compression system
has not been thoroughly investigated. Further theoretical and experimental research
on this topic is recommended.

8.3.2 Active surge control by means of an electrical direct drive

Despite of the fact that the effectiveness of the surge control has been proven
experimentally, a further improvement of its performance is a subject of scientific
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and engineering interest. The main obstacle in the present experimental work was
the partial mismatch of the rated torque/speed parameters of the motor and the
compressor. Moreover, the gearbox introduced additional losses and control diffi-
culties. The inertia of the compressor impeller is approximately ten times less than
that of the motor rotor. However, the use of the gearbox doubles the total system
inertia, reducing the controllability of the system. Thus, the use of a direct drive is
highly recommended.

8.3.3 Combined energy-efficiency and high-performance control of an
induction motor drive

The majority of energy-efficiency control methods described in section 4.4 are
applied for low-performance applications, like HVAC systems. On the other hand,
in high-performance applications, transient response characteristics of an induction
motor drives are primarily concerned, rather than energy-efficiency. The situation
is different in the system operating regimes described in this thesis, like the load-
following-mass flow operating regime of the compression system in a FC. In such
applications, the induction motor drive operates continuously in a transient regime
with active surge control. However, the application itself together with the main
idea of the surge control suggests an energy-efficient operation of the electrical drive.

Additionally, depending on motor parameters and control performance, the surge
control may require operation of the induction motor drive in both motoring and
generating modes. Therefore, the operating regime of the drive would require a
number of modifications in energy-efficiency control methods, taking into account
the bi-directional energy flow in an autonomous system.

8.3.4 Time-optimal control together with a surge control by means of
an electrical drive and valve actuation

During the last few decades a number of experimental results on active surge
control methods employing a valve control have been reported. In the surge control
method presented and verified in this research, the high-performance drive has been
used. However, the time-optimal control of the compression system requires the
high-performance control of both, an electrical drive and a back-pressure valve.
Finally, a combined action of a high-performance electrical drive and a valve has
to be experimentally verified, since it could lead to very promising results in a
fast transient behavior of the compression system, as well as more effective surge
stabilization.
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List of symbols

Latin symbols
A electrical loading [A/m]
A active cell area

[
cm2

]
A vector magnetic potential [Wb/m]
Ac area of impeller eye

[
m2

]
Ael surface area

[
m2

]
A, B,C state-space matrices defined from the com-

pressor model
[−]

a activity [−]
a number of parallel branches in a phase wind-

ing
[−]

a0 inlet stagnation sonic velocity = 340 [m/s]
asl,r lower width of the rotor slot [m]
B magnetic flux density vector [T]
Bδ flux density in the airgap [T]
By,s flux density in the stator yoke [T]
Bz,s flux density in the stator tooth [T]
Bδ0 amplitude of the flux density pulsations [T]
Bpul,s amplitude of the flux density pulsations in the

middle cross-section of the stator tooth
[T]

Bpul,r amplitude of the flux density pulsations in the
middle cross-section of the rotor tooth

[T]

Bδx flux density in the airgap at point x [T]
Bδ,av average value of the flux density in the airgap [T]
bav,r average slot width [m]
bo,s stator slot-opening [m]
bo,r rotor slot-opening [m]
bsl,ins slot insulation thickness [m]
bew,ins end winding insulation thickness [m]
bskew rotor slot skew [m]

209
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bsl,r upper width of the rotor slot [m]
b′o,sl equivalent rotor slot-opening [m]
Cz and G matrices defining controllable output and

plant disturbances
[−]

Cf friction coefficient [−]
cv specific heat at constant volume [J/(kg ·K)]
cint
H2O

concentration of water
[
mol/cm3

]
cint
O2

concentration of oxygen
[
mol/cm3

]
cint
H2

concentration of hydrogen
[
mol/cm3

]
cint
H+ concentration of protons

[
mol/cm3

]
Ccdl equivalent capacitance [F]
cA constant [−]
cB constant [−]
cC constant [−]
cp specific heat at constant pressure [J/(kg ·K)]
cos φ power factor [−]
D electrical flux density vector

[
C/m2

]
Deff

ij effective binary diffusivity coefficient of the i−
j gas pair

[
m2/s

]

D0
N2,O2

standard-state binary diffusivity coefficient of
the N2 −O2 gas pair

[
m2/s

]

DO2 diffusivity of oxygen through a water film
[
m2/s

]
D stator internal diameter [m]
Ds stator external diameter [m]
Dr rotor diameter [m]
Der,av average end ring diameter [m]
d distance between the plates [m]
dWe differential change in electrical energy input [J]
dWf differential change in stored magnetic field en-

ergy
[J]

dWm differential change in mechanical energy [J]
d lamination thickness [m]
df polarity [−]
E Youngs modulus [Pa]
ENernst reversible voltage (open-circuit) [V]
E electrical field strength vector [V/m]
e− charge of one electron [C]
e(t) state estimate error [−]
F Faraday’s constant = 96487 [C/mol]
F magnetomotive force [A]
Fc state feedback gain matrix [−]
Fg geometrical factor [−]
f surge frequency [Hz]
fs stator frequency [Hz]
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fr rotor field frequency [Hz]
fw view factor [−]
Fy,s MMF in the stator yoke [A]
Fy,r MMF in the rotor yoke [A]
Fδ MMF in the airgap [A]
FΣ total MMF [A]
Fz,s MMF in the stator teeth zone [A]
Fz,r MMF in the rotor teeth zone [A]
G Gibbs free energy [J]
H enthalpy [J]
H magnetic field strength vector [A/m]
Hy,s magnetic field strength in the stator yoke [A/m]
Hy,r magnetic field strength in the rotor yoke [A/m]
Hz,s magnetic field strength in the stator tooth [A/m]
Hz,r magnetic field strength in the rotor tooth [A/m]
Hbr magnetic field strength in the iron bridge [A/m]
Hsl magnetic field strength in the rotor slot [A/m]
hy,s stator yoke height [m]
hy,r rotor yoke height [m]
h′y,r equivalent rotor yoke height [m]
hsl,r rotor slot height [m]
hz,s height of the stator tooth [m]
hz,r height of the rotor tooth [m]
hsl,s stator slot height [m]
hy,s stator yoke height [m]
h′y,r equivalent rotor yoke height [m]
hbr height of the iron bridge [m]
IFC FC current [A]
Is stator current [A]
Iµ magnetizing current [A]
Ir bar current [A]
Ier end-ring current [A]
I∗µ relative magnetizing current [−]
Ier current in the rotor end ring [A]
i number of compressor blades [−]
i electrical current [A]
id, iq dq-components of stator current [A]
ieds, ieqs dq-components of stator current in the rotat-

ing dq-reference frame
[A]

i
′e
dr, i

′e
qr dq-components of rotor current in the rotating

dq-reference frame
[A]

J moment of inertia
[
kg ·m2

]
Ji gas flux of species i

[
mol/(cm2s)

]
J current density

[
A/m2

]
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J current density vector
[
A/m2

]
Jr rotor bar current density

[
A/m2

]
Jer end-ring current density

[
A/m2

]
Js current density in the stator winding

[
A/m2

]
Jm rotor inertia

[
kg ·m2

]
Jc cost functional [−]
j current density (in FC)

[
A/cm2

]
jl limiting current density

[
A/cm2

]
j0 exchange current density

[
A/cm2

]
K controller coefficient [−]
K observer gain matrix [−]
Ktz,s technological coefficient for the stator tooth [−]
Kty,s technological coefficient for the stator yoke [−]
KD damping coefficient [Nm · s/rad]
Km feedback gain for the mass flow [−]
KΨ feedback gain for characteristic slope [−]
Kω feedback gain for the speed [−]
Kµ saturation coefficient [−]
k general for coefficient (locally defined) [−]
kv valve gain [−]
k0 intrinsic rate constant [cm/s]
kδ Carter’s coefficient [−]
kws stator winding coefficient [−]
kR ratio between the AC and DC phase resistance [−]
kmc filling factor of the magnetic core [−]
kh, α, β hysteresis loss constants [−]
kexc excess loss constant [−]
kskew skew coefficient [−]
klt coefficient related to the lamination thickness [−]
kB coefficient of flux density distribution [−]
ke ratio between back EMF and voltage [−]
kw winding coefficient [−]
ki coefficient describing the influence of the mag-

netizing current
[−]

ks surface coefficient [−]
kδ,s stator Carter’s coefficient [−]
kδ,r rotor Carter’s coefficient [−]
kB coefficient of flux density distribution [−]
kγ density coefficient [−]
kf fluid friction constant [−]
kins constant, determined by the geometry of the

compressor components
[−]

Lss stator self-inductance [H]
Lrr rotor self-inductance [H]
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Lm mutual inductance [H]
Lm magnetizing inductance [H]
Lµ magnetizing branch inductance (ser. connec-

tion)
[H]

Lσs transient inductance [H]
Ld, Lq dq-components of stator phase inductance [H]
Lls stator leakage inductance [H]
L′lr rotor leakage inductance referred to the stator [H]
Ls stator inductance [H]
L′r rotor inductance referred to the stator [H]
Lc duct length [m]
Ler end-ring inductance [H]
Leq equivalent inductance [H]
lM thickness of the polymer membrane [cm]
l length of the closed magnetic path [m]
ly,s average path length of the magnetic flux in the

stator yoke
[m]

ly,r average path length of the magnetic flux in the
rotor yoke

[m]

lδ active length of the magnetic core [m]
lw total length of the effective conductors of a

phase winding
[m]

lbar bar length [m]
lp,sl perimeter of the stator slot [m]
lp,ew perimeter of the end winding [m]
lew,b length of the end-winding block [m]
lav average turn length [m]
ly,s average path length of the stator yoke [m]
ly,r average path length of the rotor yoke [m]
[M ] connection bar matrix [−]
m compressor mass flow [kg/s]
mv mass flow through the valve [kg/s]
m number of stator phases [−]
mz,s mass of the stator teeth [kg]
my,s mass of the stator yoke [kg]
mc cooling air mass flow [kg/s]
mr rotor phase number [−]
N Avogadro’s number = 6.02214199× 1023 [−]
Nbl number of compressor blades [−]
Ncoil number of coils [−]
Nu Nusselt number [−]
n number of electrons involved in a reaction (2

for hydrogen)
[−]

n number of equivalents involved in a reaction [−]
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n amount of gas [mol]
nel number of elementary conductors [−]
PFC FC power (internal) [W]
PFC,s FC system power (terminal) [W]
P0 specific losses [W/kg]
Pcore core loss [W]
Pcu,ew end-winding losses [W]
Pcu,sl copper loss in the stator slots [W]
Pcu,s stator copper losses [W]
Pcu,r rotor copper losses [W]
Pδ airgap friction losses [W]
Pδ,acc air acceleration losses in the airgap [W]
Pd drive output mechanical power [W]
P el

d active power consumed by the electrical drive [W]
Pin power consumed by the induction motor [W]
Ppul,r rotor pulsation losses [W]
Ppul,s stator pulsation losses [W]
Psurf,r rotor surface losses [W]
Psurf,s stator surface losses [W]
Pδ,wind windage loss in the airgap [W]
p pole pair number [−]
p pressure [Pa]
pi partial pressure of the species [Pa]
p0 standard pressure (ambient pressure) [Pa]
p2 pressure downstream of the compressor [Pa]
pp plenum pressure [Pa]
pint
H2

hydrogen partial pressure at the anode cata-
lyst/gas interface

[Pa]

pint
O2

oxygen partial pressure at the cathode cata-
lyst/gas interface

[Pa]

Q internal energy [J]
Q,R weighting matrices [−]
qs number of stator slots per pole and per phase [−]
qr number of rotor slots per pole and per phase [−]
Q′

t,conv heat transfer rate by convection [W]
Q′

t,cond heat transfer rate by conduction [W]
R universal gas constant = 8.3145 [J/(mol ·K)]
Ra area specific resistance [Ω cm2]
Rinternal total resistance of the FC [Ω]
Relectrons resistance to electrons transfer [Ω]
Rprotons resistance to protons transfer [Ω]
Rm magnetizing branch resistance (par. connec-

tion)
[Ω]
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Rµ magnetizing branch resistance (ser. connec-
tion)

[Ω]

Rer end ring resistance [Ω]
Req equivalent resistance [Ω]
Rr rotor winding resistance [Ω]
Rs stator phase resistance [Ω]
Rbar bar resistance [Ω]
R′r rotor resistance referred to the stator winding [Ω]
Reδ Couette Reynolds number [−]
Rcond thermal resistance to conduction [K/W]
Rconv thermal resistance to convection [K/W]
r1 average impeller radius [m]
r2 external impeller radius [m]
rM membrane area-specific resistivity for the flow

of hydrated protons
[Ωcm]

S entropy [J/K]
S coil cross-section area

[
m2

]
S input apparent power [VA]
S closed surface

[
m2

]
Sδ cross-section of the airgap

[
m2

]
Seff cross-section area of the effective conductor

[
m2

]
Sel elementary conductor cross-section area

[
m2

]
Sbar bar cross-section area

[
m2

]
Seqv equivalent surface area

[
m2

]
Sbar bar cross-section

[
m2

]
Ser cross-section area of the rotor ring

[
m2

]
Sδ cross-section area of the airgap

[
m2

]
s semi-empirical parameter representing the ef-

fective water content of the membrane
[−]

s slip [−]
s Laplace operator [−]
T temperature [K]
T period [s]
Ta Taylor number [−]
Tam modified Taylor number [−]
Td drive torque [Nm]
Tg generator torque [Nm]
Tc compressor torque [Nm]
T2 outlet temperature [K]
T ′2 outlet temperature (isentropic) [K]
T0 ambient temperature [K]
Tw winding temperature [K]
Tload load torque [Nm]
Td electromagnetic torque [Nm]
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Tin temperature of the inlet cooling air [K]
Tout temperature of the outlet cooling air [K]
Tew,in air temperature in the end-winding region at

the inlet side
[K]

Tew,out air temperature in the end-winding region at
the outlet side

[K]

Tδ temperature in the airgap [K]
t time [s]
u velocity of moving parts [m/s]
U tangential impeller velocity [m/s]
usl number of effective conductors in a slot [−]
u′sl preliminary number of effective conductors in

a slot
[−]

ur peripheral speed of the rotor [m/s]
ua axial velocity [m/s]
ut tangential gas velocity [m/s]
u input vector [−]
uimp,dif gas velocity in an impeller/diffuser [m/s]
V volume [m3]
Vp plenum volume

[
m3

]
Vcell FC output voltage [V]
VFC FC stack terminal voltage [V]
V , W intensity matrices of the white noise processe [−]
v gas velocity [m/s]
vd, vq dq-components of stator voltage [V]
ve
ds, ve

qs dq-components of stator voltage in the rotat-
ing dq-reference frame

[V]

Vs rms phase voltage [V]
Vb voltage difference across a conductor [V]
vc voltage drop across a capacitor [V]
W work [J]
W ′ isentropic work [J]
We electrical energy input [J]
Wf stored magnetic field energy [J]
Wmech mechanical energy [J]
W e

l electrical energy loss [J]
W f

l magnetic energy loss [J]
Wm

l mechanical energy loss [J]
Wm magnetic energy [J]
wf stored magnetic field energy per unit volume

[
J/m3

]
wt% weight percent
wsr coefficient referring to the stator winding [−]
ws number of turns per phase [−]
Xls leakage reactance of the stator phase winding [Ω]
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Xm magnetizing reactance [Ω]
X symmetric matrix [−]
X ′

r rotor leakage reactance referred to the stator
winding

[Ω]

Xnl no-load reactance [Ω]
x mole fraction of species [−]
x state vector [−]
Y symmetric matrix [−]
y measured output, available for feedback [−]
Zr number of rotor slots [−]
Zs number of stator slots [−]
Z̄nl no-load impedance [Ω]
Z̄br blocked-rotor impedance [Ω]
∆z(t) controllable output [−]

Greek symbols
α transfer coefficient [−]
αc chemical activity parameter for the cathode [−]
αt temperature coefficient [1/K]
αδ pole overlap coefficient [−]
β current phase angle [rad]
βf coefficient related to the frequency depen-

dence of core losses
[−]

β0 function of the ratio between the stator slot
opening bso and the airgap length δ

[−]

γ specific heat ratio = 1.4 for air [−]
γst steel density

[
kg/m3

]
∆Ge change in standard - state free energy of the

cathode reaction
[J/mol]

∆Gec change in standard - state free energy of acti-
vation for chemisorption

[J/mol]

∆hc, t total specific enthalpy delivered to the fluid [J/kg]
∆hc change in stagnation enthalpy in the isentropic

process
[J/kg]

∆s change in specific entropy [J/(kg ·K)]
∆hloss change in stagnation enthalpy due to losses [J/kg]
∆Ts,fl temperature difference between surface and

fluid
[K]

δ thickness of the gas diffusion layer (GDL) [m]
δ airgap length [m]
ε porosity of the diffusion material [−]
ε electrical permittivity [F/m]
ε emissivity of the surface [−]
ε0 electrical permittivity of vacuum (8.85 ·10−12) [F/m]
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εr relative permittivity [−]
η overvoltage [V]
ηIM efficiency of the induction motor [−]
ηc compressor efficiency [−]
ηFC,s fuel cell system efficiency [−]
θe angular relation between the stator current

vector and the flux vector
[rad]

κc utilization of the compressor power at con-
stant pressure

[-]

λsl,s stator slot specific permeance [−]
λew stator end winding specific permeance [−]
λdl,s stator differential specific permeance [−]
λdl,r rotor differential specific permeance [−]
λer rotor end-ring specific permeance [−]
λsurf convection heat coefficient

[
W/(m2 ·K)

]
λm thermal conductivity of the material [W/(m ·K)]
λmain geometrical main machine dimensional coeffi-

cient
[−]

λsl,r rotor slot specific permeance [−]
λskew skew specific permeance [−]
λPM permanent-magnet flux linkage [Wb]
λd, λq dq-components of flux linkage [Wb]
λe

ds, λe
qs dq-components of stator flux linkage [Wb]

λ
′e
dr, λ

′e
qr dq-components of rotor flux linkage [Wb]

λs stator flux linkage [Wb]
µ permeability [H/m]
µ0 permeability of vacuum = 4π · 10−7 [H/m]
µr relative permeability [−]
νair dynamic viscosity of air [Pa · s]
ν(t) plant disturbances [−]
ν fluid velocity [m/s]
ξ empirical coefficient [−]
$(t) measurement noise [−]
ρ gas density

[
kg/m3

]
ρbar resistivity of the bar material [Ωm]
ρch charge density

[
C/m3

]
ρer resistivity of the end-ring material [Ωm]
ρw resistivity of the winding material [Ωm]
σ slip factor [−]
σ electrical conductivity [S/m]
σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5.67 · 10−8

[
Wm−2K−4

]
σs leakage factor [−]
ΣPi,air sum of losses removed by the internal air flow [W]
ΣPloss sum of all losses in the machine [W]
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τdd diffusion time constant [s]
τr rotor time constant [s]
τz,s stator slot pitch [m]
τz,r rotor slot pitch [m]
τp pole pitch [m]
τ ′p equivalent pole pitch [m]
τem electromechanical time-constant [s]
φ phase shift angle [rad]
Φ magnetic flux [Wb]
ϕ scalar potential [V]
Ψc compressor characteristics [−]
ω angular velocity [rad/s]
ωc first bending critical speed [rad/s]
ωimp angular velocity of the impeller (used in Chap-

ter 6 and Appendix D)
[Hz]

ωe electrical angular velocity [rad/s]
ωr electrical rotor speed [rad/s]
ωrated rated angular speed [rad/s]
ωslip slip speed [rad/s]

sub- end superindexes (if not separately
defined)

(·)0 standard state (ambient) value (at 298.15 K
and 1 atm)

(·)◦ reference value (at unit activity)
(·)◦0 standard state reference value
(·)H2 hydrogen
(·)O2 oxygen
(·)H2O water vapor
(·)act activation
(·)con concentration
(·)ohm ohmic
(·)s stator
(·)r rotor
(·)δ airgap
(·)v valve
(·)t thermal
(·)p plenum
(·)s stationary reference frame
(·)e rotating reference frame
()′r rotor values referred to the stator
(·)0 equilibrium point
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Abbreviations
AFC alkaline fuel cell
BoP balance of plant
CCV close coupled valve
CSD constant-speed drive
CHP combined heat and power
DAQ data acquisition
DSC direct self control
DTC direct torque control
EMF electromotive force
FC fuel cell
FCVs fuel cell vehicles
FEM finite element method
FOC field-oriented control
FW field weakening
GDL gas diffusion layer
HVAC heating, ventilation and air conditioning
IM induction motor
IPMSM interior permanent-magnet synchronous motors
LM loss minimization
LQG linear quadratic Gaussian
MCFC molten carbonate fuel cell
L-F-MF load-following-mass flow
MIMO multiple-input multiple-output
MMF magnetomotive force
MTpC maximum torque-per-current
MTpF maximum torque-per-flux linkage
PAFC phosphoric acid fuel cell
PEMFC proton exchange membrane fuel cell
PM permanent magnet
PVC polyvinyl chloride
PWM pulse-width modulation
SISO single-input multiple-output
SOFC solid oxide fuel cell
SPMSM surface permanent-magnet synchronous motors
SynRM synchronous reluctance motor
VSD variable speed drive
VSI voltage source inverter



Appendix B

Parameters identification of the
high-speed induction motor
selected for the experiments

B.1 DC test

Table B.1: Summary of the high-speed IM DC test results.
Vs,DC, [V] Is,DC, [A] Rs, [Ω]
0.162 0.633 0.128
0.204 0.989 0.103
0.240 1.294 0.093
0.280 1.619 0.086
0.336 2.103 0.080
0.372 2.420 0.077
0.411 2.717 0.076
0.457 3.121 0.073
0.504 3.538 0.071
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Appendix B. Parameters identification of the high-speed induction

motor selected for the experiments

B.2 No-load test

Table B.2: Summary of the high-speed IM no-load test results at 50 Hz (per phase).
Vs, Is, Pin, Pin − I2

s Rs, Xls + Xm, Lls + Lm,
[V] [A] [W] [W] [Ω] [mH]
59.545 24.506 159.989 124.016 2.429 7.732
56.631 20.643 127.250 101.724 2.743 8.730
53.744 17.628 104.177 85.564 3.048 9.703
50.718 15.285 88.749 74.754 3.318 10.560
47.410 13.420 77.328 66.540 3.532 11.243
42.643 11.433 66.541 58.711 3.729 11.871
38.238 9.787 56.982 51.245 3.907 12.436
33.577 8.277 48.949 44.846 4.056 12.911
27.970 6.736 38.267 35.549 4.152 13.216
24.030 5.681 32.693 30.760 4.230 13.463
18.551 4.359 25.792 24.654 4.255 13.544
11.923 3.043 19.143 18.588 3.917 12.470
10.275 2.790 17.752 17.286 3.683 11.722
4.040 3.330 12.504 11.840 1.212 3.857
3.444 3.947 12.578 11.645 0.871 2.771
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B.3 Blocked-rotor test

Table B.3: Summary of the high-speed IM locked-rotor test results at 50 Hz (per
phase).

Vs, [V] Is, [A] Xls + X ′
lr, [Ω] Lls + L′lr, [mH] R′r, [Ω]

13.254 55.627 0.134 0.428 0.137
12.382 51.686 0.132 0.421 0.140
11.481 47.717 0.130 0.415 0.142
11.210 46.453 0.129 0.411 0.144
10.680 44.392 0.131 0.417 0.142
9.260 38.392 0.130 0.415 0.143
7.741 32.083 0.131 0.417 0.143
7.163 29.625 0.130 0.415 0.144
6.833 28.115 0.126 0.402 0.148
5.676 23.344 0.126 0.402 0.148
4.608 18.953 0.127 0.403 0.148
4.006 16.472 0.126 0.402 0.148
2.826 11.707 0.128 0.408 0.145
2.048 8.527 0.128 0.406 0.144
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Appendix C

Mass flow measurement method
(Pitot tube)

The Pitot tube (named after Henri Pitot in 1732) measures a fluid velocity by
converting the kinetic energy of the flow into potential energy. The conversion takes
place at the stagnation point, located at the Pitot tube entrance (Fig. C.1). A
pressure higher than the free-stream, i.e. dynamic pressure results from the kinetic
to potential conversion. This ”static” pressure is measured by comparing it with
the flow’s dynamic pressure with a differential manometer (water column).

The conversion of the resulting differential pressure measurement into a fluid
velocity measurement, ν [m/s], is:

ν2

2
+

pstatic

ρ
=

pstagnation

ρ
. (C.1)

The velocity of the flow can be obtained as (valid for laminar flow):

ν =

√
2 (pstagnation − pstatic)

ρ
. (C.2)

The pressure difference (pstagnation − pstatic) is equal to the hydrostatic pressure:

(pstagnation − pstatic) = ρH2Oghm, (C.3)

where

ρH2O = 1000 - water density,
[
kg/m3

]
,

hm = height of the water column, [m],
g = 9.81 - gravitational acceleration,

[
m/s2

]
.

The air density ρ at the atmospheric pressure and normal temperature (298 K)
is equal to 1.186

[
kg/m3

]
. For conditions different from the normal one, the value

of the velocity is corrected using the ideal gas equation:
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pstaticVp = nRT, (C.4)

where

Vp - volume,
[
m3

]
,

n - amount of gas, [mol],
R - gas constant, [J/(mol ·K)],
T - temperature, [K].

Finally, the mass flow, m,[kg/s], is obtained as:

m = νρAc, (C.5)

where

Ac - area of impeller eye,
[
m2

]
.

Figure C.1: Pitot tube: longitudinal cross-section.



Appendix D

Compressor performance map
identification

Table D.1: Compressor performance map (ωimp = 170 - 260 Hz).
T0,
[◦C]

pp,[
Pa · 10−5

] T2,
[◦C]

∆p,
[mmH2O]

ωimp,
[Hz]

m,
[kg/s]

22.7 0.04 25.4 20 170 0.24
22.7 0.04 26.2 20 170 0.24
22.7 0.04 26.6 15 170 0.21
22.7 0.05 27.9 5 170 0.12
22.7 0.06 30.5 1 170 0.05
22.7 0.04 29.1 0 170 0.00
22.7 0.06 31.1 45 260 0.36
22.7 0.06 31.6 41 260 0.35
22.7 0.08 32.1 32 260 0.31
22.7 0.10 34.4 9 260 0.16
22.7 0.10 40.8 2 260 0.08
22.7 0.09 39.8 0 260 0.00
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Table D.2: Compressor performance map (ωimp = 360 - 420 Hz).
T0,
[◦C]

pp,[
Pa · 10−5

] T2,
[◦C]

∆p,
[mmH2O]

ωimp,
[Hz]

m,
[kg/s]

22.7 0.10 38.7 82 360 0.49
22.7 0.10 38.8 77 360 0.48
22.7 0.13 39.7 59 360 0.42
22.7 0.18 42.7 20 360 0.24
22.7 0.20 47.3 6 360 0.13
22.7 0.19 49.8 2 360 0.08
22.7 0.13 44.1 110 420 0.57
22.7 0.14 43.9 101 420 0.54
22.7 0.18 44.9 80 420 0.48
22.7 0.22 46.8 50 420 0.38
22.7 0.24 49.0 28 420 0.29
22.7 0.26 53.3 9 420 0.16

Table D.3: Compressor performance map (ωimp = 470-535 Hz).
T0,
[◦C]

pp,[
Pa · 10−5

] T2,
[◦C]

∆p,
[mmH2O]

ωimp,
[Hz]

m,
[kg/s]

21.0 0.16 44.9 146 470 0.66
21.0 0.16 46.3 108 470 0.56
21.0 0.22 47.6 92 470 0.52
21.0 0.27 49.7 53 470 0.39
21.0 0.30 51.7 34 470 0.32
21.0 0.32 58.6 12 470 0.19
21.0 0.22 53.3 151 535 0.67
21.0 0.24 54.5 146 535 0.66
21.0 0.28 55.3 114 535 0.58
21.0 0.35 58.1 68 535 0.45
21.0 0.39 60.7 33 535 0.31
21.0 0.42 67.2 21 535 0.25

Table D.4: Compressor performance map (ωimp = 570 Hz).
T0,
[◦C]

pp,[
Pa · 10−5

] T2,
[◦C]

∆p,
[mmH2O]

ωimp,
[Hz]

m,
[kg/s]

21.0 0.24 57.2 165 570 0.70
21.0 0.24 58.1 152 570 0.67
21.0 0.31 59.3 131 570 0.62
21.0 0.40 62.6 64 570 0.43
21.0 0.46 66.3 43 570 0.36
21.0 0.48 72.6 26 570 0.28
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Summary

Efficiency and Time-Optimal Control of

Fuel Cell – Compressor – Electrical Drive Systems

The proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) based power generation sys-
tem is regarded as one of the perspective energy supply solutions for a wide variety
of applications including distributed power plants and transport. The main compo-
nent of the FC system is the FC stack, where the process of electrochemical energy
conversion takes place. Additionally, such systems usually contain an auxiliary
compression subsystem which supplies the reactant gases to the FC stack as well as
maintains certain operation conditions: pressure, temperature, humidity, etc. The
proper operation of the compression system significantly improves the performance
characteristics of the total system. On the other hand, it consumes a portion of the
electrical energy produced, thus reducing the net efficiency of the total system.

This thesis focuses on an innovative way to improve both the energy efficiency
and the response characteristics of a power generation system with a PEMFC. The
approach principally consists of the control of the air compressor powered by the
electrical drive. This method could be considered as an alternative to a redesign of
the complete system (changing the power level, using an extra energy buffer, etc).

The modern high-speed centrifugal compressor has been regarded as one of the
best candidates for the FC system. It has appropriate characteristics with respect
to efficiency, reliability, compact design, etc. However, the presence of a stability
margin or so-called ”surge line” limits its operation area. With the aim to overcome
this constraint, a novel active surge suppression approach has been proposed for
application in the system. This control method relies on the high-performance
speed control of the electrical drive and accurate measurement and estimation of
the thermodynamic quantities, such as air pressure and mass flow.

The choice of an induction motor drive has been justified by its commonly known
advantages: low cost, simple construction, high reliability, etc. These features be-
come especially important in high-speed applications. For the detailed investigation
and performance prediction of the prime mover, a global electromagnetic design pro-
cedure with thermal analysis of a high-speed induction motor has been performed.
The obtained analytical results have been verified numerically by a high-precision
Finite Elements Method. A good agreement between the analytical and FEM simu-
lation results has been achieved. The mentioned active surge control in combination
with the high-performance field-oriented control of the induction motor has been im-
plemented and tested. The test bench comprises the centrifugal compressor with
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the PVC piping system, the high-speed induction motor drive, the real-time data
acquisition and the control system. The experimental results proved the effective-
ness of the active surge suppression by means of the drive torque actuation: the
operation point of the compressor can be moved beyond the surge line while the
process remains stable.

Using the combined mathematical models of the FC stack, the centrifugal com-
pressor and the field-oriented controlled induction motor drive, the static and dy-
namic behavior of the total system have been simulated, allowing to clarify the
interaction between the electrochemical processes in the FC stack, the thermody-
namic processes in the compression system and the electromechanical performance
of the drive.

Various system operating regimes have been proposed and analyzed. When the
FC electrical load changes frequently and fast, the constant-speed operating regime
can be used. In case of a slow variation of the FC electrical load, the variable-
speed operating regime is advisable, providing a high energy efficiency at low FC
load. In intermediate cases, the load-following-mass flow operating regime with the
application of the active surge control of the compressor becomes preferable. This
operating regime eliminates the relatively long mechanical transient process, keep-
ing the energy consumption of the balance of plant (BoP) approximately linearly
proportional to the main load. The operating regime with applied linear quadratic
Gaussian (LQG) time-optimal control has been proposed as an alternative to the
load-following-mass flow operating regime and the variable-speed operating regime.
The transition between two steady-state operating points, where the system effi-
ciency is maximum, follows the time-optimal trajectory, keeping the transient re-
sponse time small.

Finally, recommendations for further research have been formulated concerning
the dynamic response and energy-efficiency of a fuel cell system. Mainly, the recom-
mendations concern further improvements of presented control strategies and their
more comprehensive experimental verification using a complete FC system.

First of all, the use of a direct induction motor drive for the compressor stabiliza-
tion would significantly improve the effectiveness of the surge control. It would allow
to control the surge of higher frequency, or to stabilize the compressor operation at
larger distance from the surge line.

Second, a combination of the electrical drive torque control with a valve position
control would result probably in a more effective surge control, together with fast
transients of the system operating point.

Third, the application of the electrical drive for the compressor active surge
control in a FC system would require new control algorithms for energy-efficiency
improvement of the induction motor, not compromising its high-performance capa-
bilities.
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